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Again 

Shona watches, fascinated, as the gull with its enormous wings and red-flashed beak clatters 

into the window then falls, leaving a greasy stain on the glass. To be honest, she isn’t the 

least bit surprised, but it always gets her a bit. 

It’s a springtime Saturday, about a quarter of a mile inland from the cliffs, the beach 

and the calm grey sea. Shona’s front facing window—the one just attacked by a flying 

suitcase of feathers—used to have a lovely view from where she could watch the container 

ships glide past on their way to far off places. Then someone decided a big chunk of the grass 

and scrub people liked walking their dogs along in the mist needed to be destroyed for 

money. Now there’s a double row of five- and six-bedroom executive villas, near enough to 

block her view of the horizon and the ships, but not quite close enough to the sea so they fall 

into the water as the chalk cliffs get eroded. A shame really— 

Bang! 

There’s the other one, slightly smaller. Is it the male or female gulls that are the 

biggest? Shona reckons it might be a good idea to go down to the front lawn soon, before 

anyone sees. Last time one of the gulls was still flapping its great wings around in avian 

death-throes and it was horrible. It was also a bit intriguing to see how long it would take to 

die. One of its eyes was missing—a deep, dark hole leading to the core of the gull’s being. 

Shona lives a poverty-free life in one of the less crappy parts of town. Go along a mile 

and a bit, and down the steep hill and you get to the old holiday resort, where people used to 

flock from the city in their thousands, so they could swim in freezing cold water, eat greasy 

chips, get drunk and shag all night in cheap guest houses run by sour-faced landladies that 

wouldn’t let you back in any time between breakfast and tea. They never say that in the 

history books, of course. It’s all wholesome frolics on the sand, ‘Kiss Me Quick’ hats and 
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penny arcades with affable bingo callers. But there was probably lots of drunk shagging as 

well. 

Half a feather and a small piece of fleshy wing is sticking to the window. She’s going 

to have to get the hose out again and pretend to be casually washing all the windows…once 

she’s used the shovel for the umpteenth time. Have you ever tried putting a herring gull into a 

Tesco carrier bag? It’s just not happening, especially once rigor mortise sets in. Two doors 

away is a really overgrown garden, along the back alley; the old dear hasn’t cut her lawn for 

weeks, and there’s a decomposing pile of dead birds at the back, next to the fence if you’re 

looking for that kind of thing. 

Why does Shona hide the birds? 

She’s not really sure. It just feels like the right thing to do—not to be respectful to 

them or anything, otherwise she would go to the effort of lugging them down to the beach 

and burying them in the sand with rituals. No, something else. And it’s not like they crash 

into her window every day, just often enough for it to be weird, and weird isn’t what Shona 

needs at the moment. 

On the back of her door is a Post-It note that sums up pretty much how she’s feeling: 

My life is a random mess… 

It’s only partly true, because her life isn’t all that bad, not compared to people made 

homeless by hurricanes, or the girl in her class who always keep her sleeves buttoned to the 

wrist, even in summer. But, you know, got to have a bit of drama.  

There’s another place she writes things, the kind of stuff that’s not for public 

consumption―not even best friends’ consumption―so, whenever something interesting pops 

into her head, she scribbles a few words in an exercise book, that lives beneath an old local 

newspaper in her top drawer. Usually they’re questions, but not many of them have answers. 
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Then again, not all of the questions are really questions at all, more like bunches of words 

that challenge anyone to dare make sense of whatever’s going on. The dead gulls are not even 

the half of it, not even the tenth of it.  

Decomposing gulls smell like rotting fish. That garden must really stink. 

⁀•⁀ 

Lunch is a cup of coffee, a Rocky bar and cheese, not gull, on toast. Eaten on her bed, 

phone propped up on the duvet, that’s playing a BBC documentary about time and space. She 

likes the sound of the presenter’s voice—he used to be in a band which means his hair’s been 

out of fashion since the 1990s—and the way he says everything’s really incredible, like just 

beyond anything anyone can imagine, hyper-dimensional space and black holes, all in the 

palm of your hand. Or something like that. The walk to get rid of the last two gulls was a bit 

too obvious, and Shona had to duck down behind the fence so it must have looked from the 

other side as though each bird was making a suicidal dive into the grass. Hopefully no one 

was watching. 

She pulls a chunk of toast off the slice and pushes it into her mouth. Strands of melted 

cheese flop onto the edge of her plate. Distended membranes from a beheading gone 

wrong… 

‘And what’s really amazing, is that no one can see the thing that makes up ninety 

percent of the universe, even with the most powerful telescopes we have at our disposal 

sitting on the edge of our atmosphere.’ 

The phone slips down from the makeshift prop and the screen goes into portrait mode. 

Shona starts to prop it back up, then slumps back on the pillows and closes her eyes, listening 

to his voice, a tingle in her stomach. Somewhere in the depths of space, an ambulance cruises 

into the distance, driven by an endangered frog with no legs, and a peaked cap that says ‘Zoo 

Keeper’. Improbable, but definitely happening in universe with infinite possibilities. 
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Somewhere a siren blares from a different ambulance—or maybe the same one in 

Schrödinger space—its quantum blue lights invisible to Shona behind her eyelids, but the 

whooping sound of doom sharp in her ears.  

The siren switches off, mid-wail, almost outside her house. 

Shit. 

Has she been dumping seabirds in the garden of a dying woman? 

⁀•⁀ 

There’s a red blanket covering Mrs Lai’s face. Shona half expects an arm to fall down 

the side of the trolley, one rictus hand gripping her very last cup of tea, that only the coroner 

will be allowed to remove just in case it contains Cause Of Death. A small crowd of people 

are assembled on the pavement, clustering, standing closer to each other than they would in 

any event but the death of a neighbour, or the outbreak of war. A few words pass between 

people who haven’t spoken for months, maybe even years. Shona avoids eye contact with 

anyone, until she feels a tap on her shoulder. 

‘Did you do it?’ says a whisper. 

Shona turns round and contemplates answering in the affirmative, but then thinks 

better in case she’s overheard. 

‘Wanna go down to the gap?’ 

Her name is Megan, but everyone calls her Mix-Up. She comes round from time to 

time and they swap gossip and saliva, but it’s not serious. Shona is sort of with someone else 

but keeps her options open to stave off the boredom. 

‘Yeah, go on then. Bring Axis.’ 

‘He’s called Tony.’ 

‘That’s no name for a dog.’ 
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Shona decided to call Tony the Jack Russell, ‘Axis of Evil’ when he bit the head off a 

baby rabbit on the remaining bit of grass above the cliffs. This wasn’t the first time, 

according to Mix-Up, and as they had been studying the Gulf War, at school, then it seemed 

appropriate.  

The blue lights give a tentative, almost embarrassed flash as the ambulance pulls 

away, then rounds the corner onto the road that leads to the road that leads to the main one 

along the seafront. There are no sirens, out of respect for the recently deceased, and no one is 

really in a rush to get to the hospital. Mrs Lai isn’t going anywhere but the morgue; her need 

for medical attention long having passed. Shona watches the crowd disperse, back to their 

normal state of ignoring each other, because it’s not like they live on the same street or 

anything. She then goes back indoors to change out of her slippers, while Mix-Up fetches her 

dog. 

⁀•⁀ 

Axis of Evil bounds ahead on the almost new tarmac path at a million miles an hour, 

growling at concrete bollards, and savaging anything that looks like it might have flesh. Mix-

Up winds the lead into a tight coil and puts it into her pocket, then reaches over for Shona’s 

hand. Their fingers meet and hold on for a few seconds. 

‘Gay.’ 

‘Not today, just a bit annoyed.’ 

‘Has he been back again?’ asks Shona. 

‘No, but he keeps threatening to.’ 

‘Can’t your folks do anything?’ 

‘Not until someone reports him to the police, and they would never do that. I know 

he’s my brother, but he’s still an arsehole.’ 
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The dog has disappeared along the posh house road and into someone’s manicured 

garden. They leave him to the havoc about to commence and run in absurd leaps towards the 

edge of the cliff until the waving grass whacks at their ankles and thistles stick tiny holes in 

their skin. Mix-Up lifts her leg and pulls out a spine, then stamps on the thistle with a worn 

boot. Behind them, in another world entirely, is a human shout, then a delighted canine bark 

of victory. 

Neither Shona nor Mix-Up want to see what Axis of Evil might have clamped in his 

small but lethal jaws. The friends head off along the crumbling cliff-top path in the direction 

of the old sewage pumping station. Before Shona was even born, the water company replaced 

it with something further along the coast that actually worked, so now the kiddies don’t have 

to swim around in shallow water that used to fill with chopped-up turds when there was a 

storm. The abandoned version, on the top of the cliff above the slipway that descends through 

a void between high chalk walls, keeps getting vaguely tarted-up in whatever paint the 

council have spare. Despite the attempts at jollification it still looks exactly like an 

abandoned sewage pumping station. 

Shona reaches deep into her coat pocket and pulls out a tissue for Mix-Up’s streaming 

eyes. Her hay fever’s come early this year. 
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Weed 

He sits on the edge of the abandoned outdoor pool, heels banging against the concrete wall, 

below which is a fair drop before drifts of sediment give you a more painful landing than it 

looks. He inhales. The world only seems good when he’s high or falling. 

His synapses react, but slower than they used to and with less purpose. He won’t go 

near skunk, or the other shit the junkies on the beach use. It would be nice to get some decent 

stuff from Ed, though. The breeze picks up a cloud of sand from below, moving it on just a 

bit further. He lays back on the ledge, broken tiles and displaced grouting gradually digging 

into his back. Breaths slow. Eyes clouding over. Cumulus drifting overhead. A few grains 

settling on his cheeks which his foamy arms have no desire to remove. Dark shapes swooping 

across the sky, crossing and dodging like planes at an air show. The distant growl of an 

engine. 

Legs no longer twitching. 

The comfort blanket is fully upon him and a sort of equilibrium takes hold. He’s 

totally in control, but doesn’t want to be, doesn’t really care, but could care if he wanted to. 

He pushes away the urge to sleep. He has work in a hour. If this was America he would have 

to give a pee sample, they would know. Paranoid as hell they are. Recreational drugs marking 

the end of society, guns the great emblem of freedom; murderers in the White House and 

tree-huggers in prison; black boys killed for holding toy guns, white boys let off for rape. 

How fucked up is that?  

Sea wash just beyond his head, the rushing of waves upon the upcurved wall, 

scooping back on itself. Rust runs from the rods holding the old sea wall together forming a 

fan of corrosion below each cut-off end. Footsteps, more like slapping on concrete, slap-slap, 

two sets, the other softer, like deck shoes— 
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‘Lazy boy!’  

Not unfriendly, not enough to break the spell. 

‘You want to buy hard drugs and easy women?’ shouts a different voice—an 

outrageously generic east European accent.  

He knows the voices, pretends they aren’t there. 

The slap-slap stops next to his arm, weak sun shadow across his face. A slide, then the 

feel of displaced air. He opens his eyes. The clouds frame a stubbled face with a Nike 

baseball cap on top. 

⁀•⁀ 

They don’t tell the stories any more, but every complaint from someone who hasn’t 

been through what they have is met with a sideways look and raised, black eyebrows, that say 

You think that’s bad? 

Ryan has learnt more from the Kosovans than any number of history lessons at 

school, or shit lies on the news—not that he was alive when what was happening was news. 

1999, and people were not partying in the Balkans, just being bombed out of existence, or at 

least that’s what some of the leaders wanted to do. Two boys out of thousands of youngsters 

who had lost everything, taken through a combination of charity and luck; big for their age, in 

the care of strangers, with dried mud from the camp still in the treads of their shoes as they 

landed on the coast of Britain. 

The story about New Year’s Eve sticks in his mind. A crowd of them were down on 

the beach around a fire make from flotsam, Ryan having been given his first drink of raw 

vodka, rocket fuel from Mama’s own recipe. Not. Pav was doing the telling, Kosta the 

pouring into polystyrene cups being eaten through by the power of chemistry. It went like 

this: Kosta and Pav had been taken to the local park to see the Millennium fireworks by their 

foster family―December 31, 1999, a few hours before the world would crash and burn into a 
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post-technological age because of a small computer error. The boys were talking between 

themselves, a private discussion about home, the flashes and bombs in the winter sky so 

much smaller than the ones they grew up with. Some drunk idiots in the crowd overheard 

them, shouting about ‘Fucking immigrants’ in a language the boys could barely understand. 

They were moved further away from the fire for their own safety, while their new dad had a 

word, and got a gentle punching from one guy with an especially big mouth. 

‘The last time someone tried to beat us up, we beat them up. That was, eight—‘ 

‘Nine.’ 

‘Nine years ago. Not a word since then. Look at all of us friends together. It’s almost 

like we’re now human.’ 

The vodka on the beach had burnt Ryan’s stomach and he was sick all the next day. 

But there’s no alcohol today; he doesn’t want to impair his judgement any more than 

the soft edged cloud of weed will mean he needs to be a bit more switched on so no one’s 

wiper blade gets split, or he misses a bit of insect blood on the radiator grille. Some people 

are that fussy. And the ‘boys’ keep trying to put him off. Pav, by far the taller, has this way of 

angling the jet so it just hits the edge of some tender bit of flesh without anyone noticing— 

‘Come now, shiny boy. The getaway car is running,’ says Kosta, slipping from 

vaguely Slavic into an accent almost exactly like Ryan’s. His natural speaking voice. 

⁀•⁀ 

A lunchtime shift on the hand wash, perfect temperature, decent customers, then Andy 

tells him he’s not needed for the afternoon. Bastard. Business, though. Any less than ten cars 

an hour, or something like that—depends whether Andy’s been down the bookies—and only 

core staff are needed, meaning he gets less money. Thank goodness for Filthy Pat. He finds 

her number. 

Two rings, a click— 
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‘Alright my love.’ 

‘Hey Pat, any shifts later.’ 

‘I’ll find you one if you show me yours.’ 

Ryan’s prepared to put up with the banter and give any number of empty promises of 

unfurnished sexual favours if it means getting a late shift. Even if it means spending it in the 

company of a forty-something, comfortably overweight woman who isn’t quite as attractive 

as his mum. Which is saying something. But she’s a good laugh, and actually has a 

stunningly creative sex life. He’s seen a couple of the videos. 

The phone picks up again. 

‘Can you get here for five? Delivery of quality furniture. We need strong men.’ 

There’s a hint of something icky in her voice, a wandering hand. 

‘Sure. See you then.’ 

He has a few hours to kill. 

Two gulls are fighting over the remnants of a dead pigeon, pulling bits of it off then 

seeing a better, more succulent morsel in the beak of the other and having a go for that 

instead. The gentle burr of several other pigeons washes through the cackling and occasional 

car engine. They sit there on a ledge, a few floors up, watching over the scene like the 

populace in a gladiatorial scene that ends abruptly when Ryan turns the corner onto the 

seafront road and scatters the birds into the air.  

A hanging bell dings as the door to Antonio’s opens, then again as it shuts with a 

bang, any cushioning having long degraded away to powder. 

‘Good afternoon, sir. Would you like to see the menu?’ 

‘Sarky. How long you been working here?’ 

‘Nearly three years.’ 

‘Wonder it hasn’t closed down.’ 
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Ryan pops his retro Gola football bag onto a brown table, some of the laminate 

peeling off along the sides. He pulls off his hoodie, exposing a few centimetres of midriff. 

Ana looks from her perch behind the counter, then catches his eye before looking away. He 

smiles, just a tiny bit, then drapes the hoodie over the back of a seat. 

‘Well?’ says Ana-short-for-Annabel. 

‘I’m thinking.’ 

‘We close at six.’ 

‘Okay, Flat white and a cheese salad doorstop.’ 

‘Sorry, only got sliced. It was my job or cheap bread. Dad chose me.’ 

‘I would have taken the decent bread—‘ 

Ana makes as if to throw her book at Ryan, then sees the couple in the corner and 

remembers there are other customers, which is a rarity. 

‘I’ll give you an extra slice. Do you want a flapjack?’ 

He rummages in the bag. There’s a click. 

‘Alright, just a small one.’ 

Ana leans over the counter as if to rearrange the stirrers, and Ryan palms something 

into her hand. 

‘Cheers. Go and sit down, I’ll bring it over.’ 

A box van rumbles past the door and the clacking of pigeons follows in its wake. 

There might have been someone called Antonio, or maybe the café has been through all sorts 

of names. It definitely used to be some kind of fancy ice cream place, and they do sell ice 

cream in the summer, real stuff from a whippy machine. But not now. Too quiet. Well, it’s 

too quiet even in the summer; everywhere is. 

‘Flat white for my favourite customer.’ 

‘I’m not.’ 
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‘Okay, my least likely to hit on me, customer.’ 

Ryan knows Ana too well to fancy her, much. They went to the same schools all the 

way through, right from when she showed him her new knickers, and got a telling off from 

the nursery teacher, or assistant, or whatever they’re called. They were only three. He said he 

didn’t like Disney. She sulked for a bit, and never showed him her knickers again. Well, not 

until they were a lot older, and alcohol was a thing. 

Ana brings over the sandwich and a chocolate-caramel flapjack, a normal one, then 

sits down opposite Ryan. 

‘You doing anything tomorrow?’ 

‘Thought you’d be working.’ 

‘Not Sundays, not until the summer.’ 

He thinks for a second. 

‘Soz, meant to be seeing Shon.’ 

‘Thought you were too skanky for her.’ 

‘Apparently I have a fantastic arse, which cancels that out.’ 

Ana rolls her eyes. 

Ryan picks up half a sandwich and bites through the layers of cheap bread, margarine, 

lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise and cheese, that tiny smile back on his face. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘Don’t work too hard.’ 

Ryan gives Ana the finger then leaves Antonio’s by the gate that leads from the back 

yard. Neither of them are in a condition that would allow them to work in a highly technical 

role, or drive heavy vehicles. The old couple left a hour before. He bashes away a branch of 

elder, growing out of a collapsing wall, walks along the weed-strewn alley then turns onto a 

side road that leads back onto the main coast road. The dead pigeon is in three discrete parts, 
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barely a pigeon at all. Above the horizon and its line of blue-grey ocean, the air shimmers a 

little, and a small dot vanishes. 
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Escape 

A trickle of people run out through the main concourse and into the seawashed light. August 

blinks with violently contracting pupils, and reaches into their pocket for a pair of cheap, 

slightly bent, sunglasses with scuffed mirror lenses—reminiscent of John Lennon, if August 

had much of an idea who John Lennon was. Maybe Beyoncé (in their dreams). Maybe no one 

at all. That’s the look August is trying in no conscious way at all to cultivate. No one. 

The decision to come here wasn’t exactly like sticking a pin in the map and buying 

the next ticket, but any sense of randomness is good. Anywhere on the edges would have 

done. This place seemed right, at that moment, and it’s on one of those edges, maybe not 

quite far enough away to be completely safe, but far enough for now. 

A child screams over scuffing footsteps. A gull ululates from its perch on top of a car 

park lamppost before taking flight, leaving the lamppost juddering in its wake. Two men 

shout from a side street; some kind of argument. Sunlight bleaches the pavement leading 

down to the seafront, iron railings, a group of Bangladeshi teenagers kicking a football 

around the nearly-empty car park. Three scooters, parked in a line outside the Railway pub 

with more headlamps than anyone can imagine is necessary, the word ‘Lambretta’ embossed 

on the front of each. A smear of fresh dog shit on a paving slab. Dissonant music from 

competing arcades fading and growing in the breeze. A tired bingo caller, speaking to the 

past. 

Someone could easily go missing here. 

August stops, turns full circle, then sits on a raised kerbstone that forms a grey 

platform at the base of a decorative lamppost, one of a set adorning the car park and wide 

walkway leading from the station. Reaching down into their bag, feeling through the layers of 

clothes and toiletries, a pay-as-you-go burner phone, and a plastic bag with a bundle of cash, 
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they pull out a water bottle that’s burrowed its way to the bottom. Look around. Twist the lid, 

take a drink, twist the lid back on, put it back in the bag. Another check around, just a glance. 

They carry on walking, making space to pass by a young couple holding hands, turn up a side 

street and walk beneath an arched bridge, just wide enough for the road and a low space 

beneath the descending curve of the bridge. They emerge into the light—watery spring light, 

darkened a few shades by the well-used wall of an old shopping arcade, and layered with 

graffiti. 

  Aaron shags boys for money 

   julie takes it up the arse 

SQEEEEG! 
A collection of pigeons line the nearside lip of the railway bridge. They shuffle 

around, stepping on each other to find the best perch. One flies across to a ledge on the high 

wall. Another follows. They do a small dance, each copying the other, then rub beaks. Pigeon 

love. There’s a low rumble, growing, filling the air with groans and clicking and squealing 

metal. August tucks into the wall, head to the side, hands in pockets, then the body of a train 

fills the sky above the bridge, scattering pigeons into the air. A train going back to— 

Home? 

A muffled cry, way up in the registers, a baby calling out for sustenance. A gasping 

response, or is it the sound of someone with a similar need? August peers into the dark of the 

under-bridge and visualises someone else that doesn’t want to seen. To most other people she 

would be a shadow, or even less substantial—an irrelevance to their life. But she is a mother, 
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an alcoholic, a part-time prostitute, a person doing anything she can to get by with a child that 

is always on the brink of being taken away by the Social. August has been on the other side 

more than once—it’s a horribly familiar story but, in one way, they have to take some of the 

blame. The sound of a zip opening, getting stuck, rip-open—a clattering cylinder on the 

ground, Fuck ya! Rolling away until it reaches the wall. It could be a bottle of milk. It could 

be a bag of gear. Either way, someone will be getting fed. 

August takes a moment to readjust their eyes to the outside then moves on, away from 

the bridge. Across the road is chain-link, holes stuffed with rubbish, dusty sidings with a 

rusted set of carriages, the paint an explosion of chipped livery and urban art. Their feet are 

soft on the crooked pavement, wildly haphazard, every step a trip hazard or a gush of recent 

rainwater. The cries are fading, the gulls are fading. Sparrows, standing in fence holes, flying 

in turns and looping back to find another hole, maybe a spider. The road veers left, alongside 

the wedge of sidings, bushes greening up, take away boxes faded like antiques in the long 

grass. A Fruit Shoot from another decade. 

The road rises, imperceptibly, as the fence ends leaving a steep open bank, held back 

with a brick wall that’s studded with round holes just wide enough to let rainwater dribble out 

onto the pavement. August takes off the rucksack and rests it, back down, on top of the wall 

so they can open the flap and retrieve the phone. They clip the rucksack shut and drape it 

over their shoulder so it’s no longer a travelling bag, just a bag, phone in the other hand, 

glancing down, back resting against the wall with a slight angle towards the oncoming group 

of three people, two male, one female, clearly. Young and loud.  

‘She’s a fucking slag.’ 

‘Didn’t get it last night?’ 

‘Don’t want it, not from her.’ 

‘Bet you do. Bet you’d like it…’ 
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A nod. A sneer. Nothing interesting. Passing. Two seconds, three seconds— 

‘You’re hard just talkin’ about it.’ 

‘I need a piss.’ 

Not here. Just go. 

They walk away, talking, lary but harmless. August isn’t scared of anyone, not here, 

or rather, not from here. But. Better to keep low, don’t talk unless you have to. Smile if 

smiled to. Break eye contact. Be no one. 

August wasn’t born August. No one has a name when they’re born, except ‘Baby’, 

which isn’t a real name, only one that overworked nurses use to save time. August’s parents 

gave them the name —————. There have been others: good and bad, depends who’s 

given them. Their ‘given’ name feels like much more than a kicking; like being dragged back 

to a place that’s not their own. 

But none of it matters now. They became August on the train, about half an hour out 

of the city. A name that means something to someone from their past, but not any more. 

Something…innocuous. With any luck no one will need to know their name, or anything 

about them. Being given a shit about isn’t always a good thing. 

There’s a breaker’s yard on the right, filling the wedge between the road August is on, 

and an embankment that draws away, maybe an abandoned railway track or a cycle path. Or 

both. To the other side are the high backs of a row of old buildings, strewn with black iron 

piping and loose cables, flapping in the wind. Further on, a wide, cracked parking lot upon 

which stands a derelict factory—a crumbling ruin of a place where things might once have 

been made but now someone has tried to imagine a new future for. The plywood sign is well 

eaten away by weather and age, peeling plastic veneer, an owner long liquidated. These are 

the bits no visitor is meant to see, like when the Olympics or World Cup comes to a city and 

all the homeless and poor people have to be gone for fear of upsetting the tourists. The 
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breaker’s yard gives way to low-rise social housing in rows of four, walls made of pale 

yellow bricks, plastic double-glazed windows and grey concrete roof tiles. Tiny front yards 

are strewn with bikes and plastic ride-ons, wind-blown litter, fag ends, tubs with herbs and 

dead conifers, a rigid gull, one wing outstretched. 

August’s eye rides up to the window immediately above where the gull has fallen. 

The glass shines back afternoon sun with barely a mark, nothing of the kind a metre wide bird 

might have made. Someone has cleaned the windows, their ladder stood over the corpse of a 

seabird, missing eye and all. 

Sharp squealing. 

A van with dry disks rolls past, searching for a parking space. On its side the name, 

number, and unwieldy email address of a general handyman, gardener, no job too small. It 

pulls into a gap between two cars, neither which has been cleaned to the standard of the 

windows above. August moves to walk away, their pause in one place erring on the 

suspicious. One pace, two…in the air is the sound of a low rumble.  

No.  

The rumble is below, coming up through their feet like the vibrations of a subway 

train, but lower. Lower than the sub in Jordan’s Beemer. Lower than a pulse of blood or 

sewage through a pipe. And then it fades to nothing, if it was there at all. 

A cat darts across the road and runs headlong into a wall, flipping over and laying 

still. Catatonic. 
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Abandoned 

No one in their right, or even wrong mind would go down to an old ruin for the smells. 

Solitude, maybe. Perhaps even a place to sleep, if you can negotiate the broken stairs up to 

the old control room. Most people come down for the sheer hang-out value—hence the smell 

of cheap weed, broken glass, an old mattress and a cosmopolitan collection of used condoms. 

Someone from the council comes along every so often to clean things up, replace the 

padlock, but for some reason the mattress never goes anywhere. Maybe they aren’t stupid and 

realise there are worse places for people to hang out, like the seafront where tourists can see 

them and make assumptions about the state of the town. Maybe someone empathises with the 

need to actually hang out and get stoned. Everyone was young once. 

Shona goes down for the echoes. She isn’t most people. 

Mix-Up comes along because Shona goes there, but Shona reckons she does have a 

soft spot for the place—though not the skanky mattress. She follows Shona into the gap that 

descends between two walls of chalk, slicing the cliff in two. Convenient for dog walkers in 

the winter when they’re allowed on the beach, jet skiers in the summer when they won’t scare 

the dogs, and anyone who wants to get into the pumping station. 

‘Hellooo!’ 

As they descend, the echo becomes more distinct. If you shout into the walls then you 

get a fizzing echo as it bounces between the two sides and slides down the slope. If you shout 

up the slope there’s more time for the waves to bounce around and make children up above 

think there’s some monster rising up from the sea, come to get them. 

‘They keep changing the lock.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘Last time I came down with Ryan it was broken’. 
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Mix-Up makes a small face, not quite disapproving, if anything a little jealous. 

‘Oh, right.’ 

‘I reckon someone in the council’s got shares in a security company. Look.’ 

Shona points at the metal service door, located in a concrete wall round the corner 

from the gap. It’s a fair way up, so the tide won’t get in, but there are a some rusted ladder 

treads so you can reach the handle. 

‘Doesn’t matter, I only wanted a walk.’ 

Shona reaches into her inside coat pocket and pulls out a blue masonry chisel, the 

kind you use to break up concrete, and open padlocks if you don’t mind breaking them. 

‘That’s vandalism,’ says Mix-Up. 

‘Not if you don’t tell anyone.’ 

Mix-Up sighs and looks away, staring across the sea where there are two buoys 

marking the corners of the sea water bathing pool. The tide is in. In the shade of the cliffs it’s 

cold. Shona knows she wants to walk, but Shona has this constant urge to do things that test 

her friend’s patience, though not their friendship—it’s too good for that. 

‘Shit!’ 

Mix-Up turns round and sees Shona with two knuckles in her mouth. The chisel is 

lying on the ground. Shona licks off the blood and shows Mix-Up her tongue, bright red. 

‘I missed.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘The door. Skinned my hand on a bit of metal.’ 

Mix-Up gets the pack of tissues out of her pocket and hands it to Shona, then picks up 

the chisel. Shona starts cleaning her hand, mopping up the blood. 

‘Put it in the sea,’ says Mix-Up. 

Shona looks at her. 
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‘To clean it up. Salt water.’ 

‘Alright,’ says Shona. 

She goes to the edge of the sea wall and bends down. The sea is splashing up as waves 

approach it, and she catches a blob of water on her hand, then reaches right down to immerse 

it in the brine. It’s stinging like hell—not surprising, considering she left a piece of her hand 

on the door. She lifts her arm up, having got a faceful of water from a rogue wave, and puts 

the last tissue on her hand to dry it. 

‘You coming?’ 

Shona turns round. The metal door is open, just a few inches, but enough for Mix-Up 

to be shimmying through the gap and into the space beneath the abandoned pumping station, 

where people definitely, absolutely must never go. 

There’s no light as such, but people leave matches and candles lying around on ledges 

near to the door which, again, whoever cleans up the place and replaces the padlock, deigns 

pure enough to leave for the next weary traveller-cum-vandal to illuminate the space with. 

Phone lights are alright for a while, but candles are far better for comfort, at least if you’re 

not moving around. Shona takes off her coat and places it on the ground, slightly upslope 

from the area where water and other substances normally pool. It’s not damp up here, but the 

floor is still cold. 

‘How’s the hand?’ asks Mix-Up. 

‘Hurts a bit, might have to amputate.’ 

‘Are you busy tomorrow?’ 

‘Yeah, seeing Ryan. He promised to take me to Ibiza.’ 

‘Nice. So you’ll be hanging out around the shelter and trying to stop him touching 

your tits then?’ 

‘Yep.’ 
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There’s a short silence while Mix-Up carries one of the chalk blocks over to Shona’s 

sitting spot, then clonks it down. 

‘What are you doing?’ 

‘Sculpture. Izzy did something like this for her portfolio; three-dimensional loop, like 

a Moebius strip, made out of wet chalk. Nice to carve if you have the right gouges.’ 

‘No idea what you’re talking about, but go ahead.’ 

Shona can hear Mix-Up clacking around in her pockets for something that might start 

off her masterpiece, then pulls out a very long, lead-like object. 

‘Oh fuck, I forgot the dog.’ 

‘Megan Wensleydale—‘ 

‘Wendleborough.’ 

‘I have never heard such filth emanating from your sweet lips.’ 

‘Fuck, fuck, fuck, he’s going to have killed everything, I know it.’ 

Mix-Up wraps the lead round her wrist and lights up her phone so she can find the 

door without tripping over the lump of chalk. Shona follows, picking up her coat and snuffing 

out the candles with wetted fingers as she goes, before the space is lit up in a blinding glare of 

late-afternoon sky. Echoes become shallow, Mix-Up’s feet on the metal treads, slipping once 

then landing on the sea wall, blown sand making her footsteps soft. Shona pulls the door shut, 

making sure the latch clicks, then turns to see Mix-Up haring along the undercliff and then up 

the slope. 

There’s a bark, that turns into many barks. 

‘Get off it!’ 

Bark-bark-bark! 

‘Leave it, come here you evil creature.’ 
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Shona rounds the corner and sees Mix-Up pulling Axis down from the cliff by his 

collar, attempting to attach the lead to a hairy moving bag of teeth that wants, more than 

anything else in the world, to consume some tasty morsel. 

‘Told you it was the right name,’ says Shona. 

Then she sees the gull, about two metres up the steeply sloping wall of chalk, caught 

in a tangle of scrubby grass. The one side of its head she can see has a hole where the eye 

should be. 

‘Oh.’ 

‘Can you help me here?’ pleads Mix-Up. 

Shona walks up the slope, pushes Axis of Evil onto the ground with one hand, all the 

while staring fixedly at the lodged gull, which bears an uncanny resemblance to the ones that 

have been hurling themselves into her bedroom window at irregular intervals. Mix-Up finally 

attaches the lead and is pulled down the slope as the dog finally decides what it really needs 

is to swim across the North Sea. 

‘I think there’s something I need to tell you,’ says Shona, to her diminishing friend. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘So, how many do you reckon?’ 

‘Not sure, less than my brain keeps telling me. They always seem to come in pairs 

but…no, that was only a couple of times. I probably just think it’s more because it’s such a 

faff to get rid of them. I really feel guilty about dumping them in Mrs Lai’s garden, though. 

Tell me I’m not a bad person.’ 

‘You’re not a bad person. But why just your bedroom window?’ 

‘Well, obviously it’s not now. There’s the one in the gap.’ 

Mix-Up pulls four tiles from the bag and places them on her letter rack. 

‘Your turn. Maybe it just died from old age.’ 
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Shona puts down the word PLACES, ending at the bottom of Mix-Up’s CANAL, 

making the new word CANALS. She adds up the score in her head and scribbles a new 

number on the pad. They often choose a board game to play from the cupboard that should be 

called ‘Things we only do at Christmas,’ in an ironic way. Except it isn’t really ironic. They 

do actually enjoy board games, or any other excuse to chat without a technological 

distraction. 

‘Maybe,’ Shona says, picking up the bag and pulling out six tiles. There’s a ‘K’ and a 

‘Q’ amongst the good letters. ‘Oh, I don’t know, maybe I’m just a mad bitch who spends too 

much time thinking about weird stuff. Go on the triple word score and you’re dead.’ 

Mix-Up mixes up her tiles for a while, thinking hard and finally putting down 

ANVIL, with the ‘A’ on the red square. She smiles sweetly at Shona. 

‘I hate you.’ 

‘Love you too,’ says Mix-Up, with a little honesty. 

‘Want to stay for tea? Dad’s making curry hot enough to melt your face.’ 

‘Sorry, can’t. Shit-face is visiting and we all have to have a special family roast which 

won’t end with an argument and someone throwing their plate at the wall. It’s always a treat.’ 

‘Well, if you want to pop over later for respite and a bhaji then feel free.’ 

Shona picks up four tiles from her rack and spells DARK, across the previous word, 

the ‘K’ on top of a triple letter score. 

‘Stop that!’ 

‘What?’ 

‘You know, the words.’ 

Shona shrugs and looks at the Scrabble board, its cream-white tiles laddered around, 

slightly crooked because the board isn’t perfectly level and keeps moving on Shona’s bed. 

They haven’t been playing for long, and the only other words she’s put down are THERE, 
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OTHER and ARE. Pretty crap, which is why Mix-Up is well in the lead. Then something 

clicks in her head, a deep memory, maybe from a dream. Not a pleasant dream. She looks at 

the board again. 

‘Sorry,’ she says, ‘I didn’t know.’ 
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Empty 

In pursuit of chips and something with protein that’s never set fin in the  sea, Ryan walks 

through the so-called ‘Artists Quarter’ of the old town, wondering whether hipsters each 

anything except brunch. You’d think people running cafés and restaurants would want 

some customers, but from what he can see, everyone here seems to assume eating only 

takes place in a four hour window between eleven and three. No mind, it’s all too expensive 

and Ryan doesn’t like avocado or rocket. He knows a place that does decent chips just 

round the back, where you can smell the oil in the next street, and the owner wouldn’t be 

seen dead wearing a flat cap.  

The Bargain Shop shift was okay, not really a shift—just an hour or so lugging 

chipboard and veneer from lorry to loading bay to shop floor. Bed frames, flat-pack 

wardrobes, furniture held together with wishes and dreams. SPECIAL DELIVERY. 

QUALITY ASSURED. Like eggs. Cheap, really close to their use by date, eggs. As a bonus, 

Filthy Pat had been enjoying the unspurned attentions of Ian the driver (fifty plus, big biceps) 

so, after slipping Ryan twenty quid for a job well done, she asked Driver Ian to take a look at 

a blockage she needed unsticking in the store room, and that was the last Ryan saw of either 

of them. He didn’t fancy finding them to say goodbye. 

‘Large chips, pickled egg, pea fritter please.’ 

‘Only got enough for small chips, do you want to wait for fresh?’ 

‘Small’s fine—make it a butty, that’ll do.’ 

The place is sweating hot oil. It accumulates just below the lip of the counter where 

no cloth has ever reached and sits in yellow crusts in the join between the metal and glass of 

the heated displays. Squeeze your eyes so all you can see is blurry shapes, and it could be a 

sweaty, airless summer in Bali, even if it’s barely double figures outside―the glare of the 
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overhead lamps turning evening in April to midday in July. The mirror behind the counter is 

trying, but is half-covered with steam from the fryers. It’s not a busy night, but probably still 

the busiest place in the town, apart from the massive Wetherspoons down on the front. 

‘Here you go, mate. Four-twenty.’ 

Ryan hands over a fiver, a third of what he earned from the car wash. Clean money. 

‘Seventy, eighty, ninety, five. Enjoy.’ 

He puts the change into his jeans pocket and picks up the large, white package from 

the counter. Another passing customer, a face in the crowd. 

Mum had promised him something special for tea. He knows that by the time he’s got 

back, she’ll be on the sofa in her dressing gown, drinking cheap red wine, any memory of 

prepared and plated food forgotten in a haze of alcohol. Saturday nights, usually Friday as 

well—two glasses of cheap red, large ones, and then she begins to step over the line between 

motherly affection and…well, that line.  

‘You’re the big man of the house. That’s what you are.’ 

‘You’ve had enough, Mum.’ 

‘Come and give your mother a hug.’ 

He prefers to stay beyond arms length until she’s passed out and he can go up to his 

room unmolested. All that bollocks about weed and MDMA being dangerous—turning 

people into deranged psychotics or killing them from dehydration when they dance. He’s 

seen the presentations: stay clean kids, get high on life. Just say no. No to what? A bottle of 

wine a night and liver disease? 

The Victorian shelter up on the esplanade’s the best place to watch the last reds of sun 

fade into grey and tannic purple clouds. He sits on the side of the shelter that faces west, 

somewhere in the middle of a row of benches, the chipped and over-painted arms of each 

individual seat making this place a no-go area for the homeless or anyone just wanting to pass 
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out for the night. The paint under his arms feels soft, layer after layer applied each year, 

sometimes a different colour to suit whatever scheme’s been chosen to represent the town’s 

aspirations. The colours swim beneath each other, trying to break free. 

Ryan opens the hot paper, stained with fat from the chippy counter. Each item is 

individually wrapped—cold pickled egg in a waxy bag, folded at the top; a pea fritter in two 

layers of glossy white; randomly-shaped chips emitting steam from between the halves of 

synthetic bread. Salt liberally scattered everywhere, even on the napkins.  

The sun is just a flattened shape, sitting on the ocean. He’ll probably be back here 

tomorrow, with Shon, taking in yet another sunset if it’s nice, or sheltering from the rain if 

it’s not, wet knees an occupational hazard for a bit of privacy. He does fancy her, in as polite 

a way as he can be without scaring her off, but the feelings sometimes surprise him. He’s had 

his hand slapped a couple of times, but not his face. She’s sensible, good to talk to, and a 

pretty good kisser, but that’s all for the moment. He does wonder if she’s into men at all, or 

maybe she’s just not really into him. Either way, it’s no biggie. 

The tide is well down. The light so feeble he can barely see where the sand ends and 

the water begins on the beach below the cliff. Seabirds move around in clusters, running 

across the sand looking for the last worms, keeping evenly spaced, then gathering in clusters 

as one seems to find something.  

It’s a good egg. How long do they have to sit in the vinegar to become this pickled? 

Mushy peas spill from the edges of the fritter onto chips. Everything in and around 

the shelter is a vague shade of grey and yellow, the edges of things becoming less clear as the 

sunglow fades, visual snow appearing in the air like thick droplets of mist, fizzing and 

pulsing—blink and it’s gone, only to emerge and fill the air again. Ryan gets out his phone. 

His eyes are blinded by the sudden, sharp light. It’s just after eight, but feels a lot later. 

There’s a message from his mum. He knows what it’s going to say: 
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Missing you tonight. Love you lots xxx 

From anyone else it would be a nice message and he would likely answer, maybe offer to 

come round if they’re within walking distance. But it’s not a nice message, it’s desperate. 

Uncomfortable. He checks the Beach Party chat to see if anything’s happening. Nothing for a 

few days, even from Mad Stu who posts a load of random shit when he’s bored. It all goes 

quiet out of the holidays; most of his friends have schoolwork and parents who care about 

where they might be, like, really caring, not caring because the booze told them to be a proper 

mum or whatever. 

Ryan left school in December. He’d had enough, couldn’t see the point of studying 

another year and a half for exams that just meant you could go somewhere else to keep on 

studying. A bit of him regrets telling the deputy head what he could do with his Positive 

Destination during the exit interview, but not much. Just a statistic, that’s all they are. He 

laughs a bit when his friends tell him what subjects they’re sweating on passing, homework 

every night, but it doesn’t really stop them being friends, not until they are gone—away from 

this fucking shithole, which is where he would be if there was anywhere better. 

Away along the main beach there’s the glow of a camp fire. Could be anyone—

friends, homeless, holidaymakers, junkies. 

Is it worth the walk to find out?   

The pigeons are fast asleep, most of them up on the ledges of the hotels that are either 

boarded up or have been converted into flats. Some of the birds are just sunk into the ground 

near to the hedge, their plump, feathered bodies keeping warm from heat absorbed by the 

tarmac. It’s not much different to what he’s doing at the moment. The entire place is bereft of 

humans. He’ll give Ana a call, see if she wants anything more than a joint, for old times sake. 

God he feels empty. 
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Chlorine 

As places to wake up in, this rates a strong five. It’s not the worst by any means; at least it 

didn’t rain, and as far as August can tell, every body part is in working order, unbruised, 

undamaged—apart from their left shoulder which took the burden of a lump of rock just 

beneath the litter of dead leaves from many seasons past. 

Crack dens are the worst, stinking with the smell of shit and vomit―though quiet 

between police raids. Bus and railway stations are slightly cleaner, less chance of infection, 

but always the possibility of getting woken up by some security guard in a badly-fitting suit, 

unconvinced of the ‘Getting the first bus out’ excuse. Sleeping on a bunch of dead leaves last 

night, beneath some kind of green shrubby growth: like a pocket-sprung mattress in 

comparison. Beside the odd drunk idiot and the small chance of a needle in the undergrowth, 

there’s nothing to be afraid of here. 

By the time it got dark August wasn’t really sure where they were. Instinct suggested 

some kind of recreation area, a park or a sports field with trees. In the edge glow of yellow 

lights everything just looked a bit grey—green grass, grey; brown soil, grey; blue jeans, grey. 

Different shades of grey, with speckles of black and white, fuzzing out the detail. August 

hadn’t drunk nearly enough liquid, and you can’t get by forever on fruit bars and leftover 

chips from the bin, but it’s not like being on the run. Not like when they were eight...nine 

maybe, walking along the canal, looking behind every few seconds for their dad’s immense 

shadow, hoping a bit that he cared enough to be angry.  

Dark doesn’t have to mean sleep, but they tried anyway, snuffled beneath the bush 

until a semblance of restfulness approached; a faint waft of bleach coming from somewhere. 

The smell of bleach is still vaguely in the air, even at…6.36 in the morning, April 19, 

24%, Giffgaff, H+, four bars, (“wi-fi is available”). There’s no obvious way out from the 
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undergrowth, not like when they entered the inviting branchy cave the evening before. 

August pushes around with their hands, headed towards something that looks just a tiny bit 

lighter and less crowded with twisted shapes and dark-grey leaves. Wet grass at the edge, 

maybe just a suggestion of green in the first whispers of daylight. Facing the ‘entrance’ to the 

bushes there’s a flat rectangle with glowing panes of glass along the side―still too sketchy to 

see much. The glass looks a bit misty, though that might be reflections from the early clouds. 

Dive... 

Wallowing in a memory from before, no, before that, before they ran away the first 

time and everything was normal. Sexless. Painless. Water beaded on shining skins of every 

shade, some of them darker than his, some a bit lighter ―an exceptional child in so many 

ways. Smart. Athletic. Toes just hanging over the edge, a circle of watchers― 

Splash! 

No air. 

August breathes in the fresh scent of chlorine. The swimming pool windows have 

lightened another notch and they can just make out faint details inside, signs along the edges 

and metal bars. Walls made of tiling. The giant coil of a lane rope, blue-red-blue-red-blue-

red-black-blue. A twinge from their shoulder. 

Time passing. 

⁀•⁀ 

The shutters clatter up in a noisy announcement of OPEN. Their Granda’ called the 

one on their corner a ‘Paki shop’. It wasn’t meant to be racist. It was wrong though. The 

family were from Afghanistan. South Afghanistan. They used to get sweets and comics for 

doing odd jobs, like taking the boxes out the back or sorting the papers out for the delivery. 

Sweets for breakfast before going to school with Faria and her brother, laughing as they 

walked along the dirty pavement, making fun of the kids who had to hold hands. 
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It still smells the same, the papery, sugary, smell of early mornings. 

‘Good day, sir.’ 

They let it go as always. 

A nod of politeness. There are sandwiches, fresh yesterday, in the white-lit fridge. 

Tuna Salad; Ploughman’s with Apple Chutney; Special Coronation Chicken; Falafel, 

Houmous and Salad. It’s a good selection for a corner shop. August sees a coffee machine in 

the corner and gets a sharp craving for clarity. They decide to speak. 

‘How much is the coffee?’ A neutral tone. 

‘Just two pounds for any coffee, large cup. I come and switch it on.’ 

Sri Lankan. Tamil, first generation. 

‘Thanks.’ 

‘You live round here? I haven’t seen you before.’ 

‘Just visiting.’ 

No need to embellish things. If they push then pay the money and walk away, it 

usually works. But there’s no need; he’s polite and just making conversation. The machine 

takes a while but eventually dribbles out something resembling coffee―at least it smells like 

it. Coffee, falafel sandwich (‘Good sandwiches, always fresh.’), Snickers, banana from the 

tiny selection of fruit and veg (‘You can split, no problem my friend.’) 

The bell rings as August leaves, and they make just the tiniest of twitches. There’s 

something about the bell. A Pavlovian response. 

So, what now? 

It’s an odd feeling walking up a hill towards the coast―at least it might be the way to 

the coast. If the sea is the lowest you can go then how low is the corner shop? Or maybe it’s 

just sitting in a valley without a river, no longer making its way to the sea. The houses are 

smart, but past their best. Maybe 1920s or 30s with black-red tiled paths leading to the front 
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doors, where they haven’t been broken up or replaced with cement. Rotting window frames 

and dirty PVC. Hedges with McDonalds cups pushed in between the twigs. Columns of bell 

pushes with faded names beside. Then, suddenly, a new house―built in a space that might 

have been a fallen ruin, next to an electric substation surrounded by a high fence, keeping 

everyone out because there’s Danger Of Death. 

Sparks fly. 

Where is August going? Somewhere higher and further away, where they can feel 

safe? Away from the station and into anonymity, if such a thing exists. No one gives a glance 

from their cars, barely an eye flicker from the few dog walkers. Only the postwoman looks, 

and tilts her head in―what’s that, sympathy or suspicion? Larger trees are lining the road 

now; city trees, limes and sycamores. They did pay attention in class, sometimes. This feels 

fresher, richer, only single bell pushes on each door; a few new builds in tidy rows on the 

other side. A church. Hallelujah! 

Another wallow, this time with voices and songs. Nana holding their hand tight, 

waving it in the air along to the music and the sounds of the fervent, the holy, the blessed. 

Where was God when August needed him? 

Fuck G― 

‘Fifty pence for a drink?’ 

Something about the way the guy just appeared in front of August jars them. One 

second there was a clear view to the church, the next a man with knife-edge cheekbones and a 

salt-and-pepper beard has obliterated the view, not so much holding a hand out for money as 

standing there and suggesting August has plenty to give and it would only be fair to share 

some of it. Eyes locking out the world with defiant, vivid blue. Clothes that give nothing 

away of the person beneath them. Even the wink he seems to make isn’t really there, but it’s 
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there all the same. August can normally see straight through people, but so much of this 

person is hidden behind the same kind of facade August is used to creating. 

But the smell. Some things you can’t hide. Every move of the guy unfolds another 

layer of their life, contained in cloth and hair and skin. It’s not offensive: August has seen, 

and smelt far, far worse. No, it’s radiant―a multi-layered concoction of smells; a life lived in 

fear, fury, need, and something else far beneath. 

Honesty too. Fifty pence. A cheap can of booze, split from a four. He’s not getting a 

bus out of town, he’s going back home for a drink. 

August pulls off the rucksack and reaches into the top pocket, rattles around some 

change and pulls out a pound. Still no hand to take the money. The guy is looking at August, 

trying to fathom something out. He shakes his head and smiles with split lips, then takes the 

coin. Then he turns up a path between two houses and vanishes into the shadows. 

The church is once again present, and August decides there are worse places to go on 

a Sunday morning. 
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Mixed 

She wants to be nowhere but under her duvet, phone in hand, tea by the bed thanks to Mum 

who’s still in a frenzy of tidying judging by the racket going on downstairs. They have 

visitors later, and Shona’s going to leave it until the last possible moment before slipping 

downstairs, exchanging platitudes in the briefest way and grabbing something to eat, before 

just popping outside for some air and not coming back until the visitors have gone. 

She doesn’t like to be rude. It’s just that some visitors bring back strange memories 

she would rather not have floating around her head on top of the weirdness that descended 

upon her at the sudden abandonment of the Scrabble game with Mix-Up. Thankfully there 

have been no more gulls this morning. They only come when she’s on her own. And what’s 

that all about anyway? 

Ryan sent a string of messages last night, reading like the world’s crappest apology 

for something he’s about to do. A social suicide note. At least that’s all she hopes it is. 

He was last active six hours ago, a significant amount of time after the messages were 

sent. Shona searches for him on the various groups, sees his online DNA scattered around, 

looking for company or comfort. She feels a bit bad for not replying, but had no option, 

having been fast asleep in luxurious comfort while he was probably hanging around 

somewhere avoiding the Mum From Hell. 

The vacuum cleaner growls on the landing and there’s a knock on Shona’s door. 

‘Still in bed,’ she calls. 

The vacuum retreats temporarily while she taps out a short message to Ryan, 

confirming they are going to meet up near the abandoned model village, somewhere in the 

vicinity of where Ryan and his mates acted out a full scale Anti Capitalist riot, complete with 

Molotov Cocktails, face masks, a put-in bank window and the remnants of the Lord Mayor’s 
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ceremonial Mercedes―all in miniature. About three, if that’s okay. Some people have 

homework to do. 

The vacuum itself knocks on the door, and the handle turns. Shona slides from under 

the duvet and wraps a dressing gown around her as the machine begins it’s pointless search 

for dust, defying the ‘KEEP OUT’ notice. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘What exams are you taking this year?’ 

Shona reels off a list of subjects which are half-imaginary, but sound impressive 

enough to stave off further questions about her competency as a young human being. She 

grabs a roll, cuts it in two and stuffs it with ham and lettuce, then starts to eat. She catches 

sight of her slightly lechy uncle staring at her arse, before turning away in the way adults do 

when they’re trying to pretend they really weren’t looking. He’s pretty harmless, to be 

honest―about the worst she can remember was when he accidentally walked in to the 

bedroom when Shona and her cousin were getting it on during the great experimental phase, 

that turned into not-a-phase-at-all. Anyway, isn’t that what cousins are for? 

She also likes to think she does have a pretty good arse. Not as good as Ryan’s, but 

then, we are talking about world-class cheeks. 

‘Just going out to get Mix-Up,’ says Shona to her mum, between mouthfuls. 

‘Don’t you want to stay and chat?’ asks her drab and well-meaning aunt, with about 

the same level of understanding she exhibited upon hearing about the ‘making out’ incident. 

‘I would love to,’ replies Shona, ‘but my friend has a homework sheet she needs to 

give me, and I have such a lot to do for school.’ 

The lack of understanding comes in handy sometimes. 

‘Oh well, maybe we’ll have a chance to say goodbye.’ 
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Shona’s uncle looks up from his tea and smiles. Shona has no intention of coming 

down from her super-important homework before they go. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘So, how was shit-face?’ 

‘They’re applying for a restraining order,’ sighs Mix-Up. 

‘That’s good news...isn’t it?’ 

‘He put his foot through the telly, then assaulted my dad. Went completely ballistic 

just because he asked how the job was going.’ 

‘He has a job?’ 

‘No, that’s the point. I don’t blame Dad for pushing a bit, but he should have stopped 

at that.’ 

‘Are you okay?’ 

‘Yeah. I got out when he stood up. Don’t want to see that again.’ 

Shona puts her hand on Mix-Up’s. It’s cold. She’s looking thinner than usual, though 

that’s probably just the lack of makeup and padded bra. Mix-Up has always been a bit of a 

stick next to Shona. 

‘Do you mind if I stay for a bit?’ asks Shona, formulating an excellent Plan B. ‘Some 

guests I want to avoid, and that’s tricky when you’re in the same house.’ 

‘Sure. Put some music on if you like, just got to help tidy for a bit.’ 

Mix-Up puts on some jeans and a t-shirt while Shona pairs her friend’s phone with the 

Bluetooth speaker she has been coveting ever since Mix-Up got it for her birthday. She finds 

a playlist, skips a track, then lies back on Mix-Up’s bed, watching her friend’s skinny behind 

leave the room, with more concern than appreciation. 

Shona has spent lots of time in this room, which overlooks the generous and neat back 

garden, and shares a curtailed view of the sea with Shona’s own window. The ceiling has one 
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or two cracks. The walls are conservatively decorated with a couple of small posters and a 

snake of bookshelves filling a space above the desk. There’s a family photo on the desk next 

to the laptop. Above the headboard, which Shona has to lean back to see in reverse, is a cork 

noticeboard with odd bits of memorabilia, and a feather with a pin pushed into the thick quill. 

It looks as though it’s been there for a while. 

The music changes from acoustic guitar to hard-core grime. What random mess is 

this? She checks the phone and sees that someone called Dog Boy likes to listen to this on a 

Sunday morning. He must be weird. 

The door opens. Mix-Up enters, carrying two mugs, and a multi-pack of crisps in her 

teeth. 

‘All done,’ she says, dropping the crisps on Shona’s leg. 

‘How’s your dad?’ 

‘Pretending, as usual. It was Mum’s idea to get police involved. I don’t think he 

would hurt me, but Mum’s had enough of worrying all the time.’ Mix-Up sips at the coffee, 

winces at something, and puts it down again. 

Shona bursts open the multi-pack, spraying small packets of varying flavours across 

the bed. She picks out a prawn cocktail. Mix-Up looks at them, then takes the handle of her 

coffee mug again, sips and pretends having no crisps is fine. 

‘I really have got to get some work done today,’ says Mix-Up after a pause, during 

which a story of battle-scarred repentance is choked from the speaker over a bass line that 

threatens to knock it off the shelf. 

‘S’okay, I’m sorry to be a distraction.’ 

‘Oh no, stay for a bit...can you change the music, though.’ 

‘Too black for you?’ 

Mix-Up shakes her head excessively making Shona spit crisp mulch onto the floor. 
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‘You are so easy to wind up,’ says Shona. ‘Here, have some Taylor Swift.’ 

Mix-Up puts her mug gently down onto the bedside table, then launches herself on top 

of Shona in a mock-furious attack. Shona looks back in mock-terror as Mix-Up’s face gets 

closer and closer, almost touching, but all Shona can think of in that moment is how light her 

friend feels on top of her, and that a strong gust of wind could blow her away like the feather 

on the pinboard. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘I’m back! I’m gone!’ shouts Shona, through to wherever anyone might be. 

She runs up the stairs, making each of them thud in a deliberate ‘I’m now going 

upstairs’ statement. She can hear a murmur of voices but after a couple of second’s tension 

it’s clear no one’s going to demand Shona’s presence. They must be discussing her 

grandparents or some other equally serious family matter. 

Shona takes her own phone from the desk. She doesn’t carry it around with her 

everywhere, especially not to Mix-Up’s, as she’s been on a sort of social media holiday borne 

of too much shit going on between a couple of friends who are still her friends, but might not 

be if she has to put up with much more of their petty arguing, and then others getting 

involved because―well, like everything that should be private, it’s a complete pile-on. 

Then she opens up her old laptop and clicks on a place that’s become quite interesting 

recently. A place that’s incompatible with her phone. It’s quite a nice thought really. As the 

browser wraps itself in layers of security, there’s a muffled thud from downstairs. She stands 

up and walks over to the door, pulling it open just a crack. 

‘―don’t have to spend hours driving back and forth to talk to an empty shell!’ 

‘I’m not having you talk about my mother like that.’ 

‘Well maybe you should spend a bit of time with her!’ 

The voice―her aunt’s―cracks a bit. 
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‘I’m sorry,’ she says, quieter again. 

Outside, a van pulls up on the driveway. Shona leaves the door and looks out of her 

window, down to the more crazy than ever intended paved area at the front of the house. A 

large man with a flustered face is jumping out of the driver’s side. He slams the door behind 

him, then looks up. Shona ducks down. She doesn’t want a big conversation, though it’s 

inevitable now that she will have to at least say ‘Hi’ to her dad at some point this afternoon.  

On the laptop screen, a secure search engine is waiting. So is schoolwork. So is her 

family. So is Ryan, somewhere along the coast, possibly sleeping in a shelter with a bag of 

cold chips. She frowns, feeling a bit guilty, and reaches for her phone. As she unlocks it, an 

expanding black shape fills the window, and the first gull of the day hits the glass with a dead 

thump, as though it had been waiting out there somewhere until she got back. A fraction of a 

second later the front door closes. 

‘Shit.’ 
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Sunday 

He eventually thought better of spending special time with Ana. It’s not that he had some 

dramatic moral turn at the eleventh hour, literally―it was largely the thought of what Shona 

might do to Ryan if she found out. Three years of kick boxing classes isn’t the kind of skill 

level anyone with a ball-sack ignores when thinking about doing the dirty on your current 

squeeze. 

So he took the very long way home, past the underused theatre and rows of old guest 

houses that had largely been converted into apartments, then across the main shopping drag 

and down the hill until he eventually turned left. The swimming pool―well, leisure centre, if 

you could call it that―had been a regular haunt not so long ago, until actually swimming and 

messing about in the water turned more into trying to pull anyone who looked decent in a 

costume. Eventually even that grew stale as friends gathered in places that seemed to have no 

point at all: the old changing rooms or the railway sidings, though they were a bit further 

away. But the point was, everyone went to these places; and no one was going to tell you to 

put the drink away and stop smoking because it made the facilities less family-friendly. 

Anyway, the pool had become a bit of a shit hole over the years, and all the fit birds 

had flown elsewhere. 

Of course his mum was fast asleep on the sofa, empty bottle on the floor, 

phone―somehow―still in hand. Ryan looked at her in disgust and, this time, didn’t even 

bother to wake her to help her along to her bed. If Tinder hadn’t delivered then his mum 

would be in a strange mood. Not the kind of person you want to be putting to bed at two in 

the morning. A few moments later he crept back into the lounge with a heavy blanket, the 

kind you wrap around yourself because you’ve forgotten to buy a top-up card and the 

heating’s gone off, and placed it ever so carefully over her. 
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⁀•⁀ 

The smell of bacon wakes him and the radio pierces Ryan’s waking moments, jarring 

with his pleasant dreamy thoughts. Somewhere, in a parallel universe, he’s still having good 

times with Ana, and just about everyone else he’s ever been with. It was starting to get messy 

on that side of the wormhole before the bacon woke him. He’s also famished. Last night’s 

undersized meal after an hour of moving furniture around, followed by walking, walking, 

walking has left a pit in his stomach that needs filling, filling, filling with breakfast. Not 

bacon though. He doesn’t do that, even though he sometimes really fancies it, the tang of salt 

and rich layers of pink meat in thick buttered bread... 

But then all those reports of heart disease and contaminated meat starting pinging into 

his feed, people sharing pro-vegan videos, and not just the usual kind with some bearded 

funky guy on a health kick obsessed with beetroot, bananas and yoga. No, these were coming 

from people who know what it’s like to work in the industry. He misses bits of it, but at least 

he hasn’t had food poisoning since he gave up. There was that burger before...and to think, a 

major fast food chain with all its hygiene stars. Throwing up on Shona’s mate―what’s her 

name? Micky or something. Yeah, that wasn’t the best thing ever. 

There’s a message from Shona.  

Meet at three on the front next to Shitville.  

Just one heart and a wink, which might cancel out the heart, or suggest she’s up for 

something. Fine. Whatever. 

He thinks of bacon again and pulls up the covers, just for a bit. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘Sunny day, Mister Ryan! You make cars all nice and shiny, yes?’ 
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Kosta’s voice is bouncing off Ryan’s eardrum with today’s strange cod-Russian 

accent, music from the crappy PA at the carwash reverberating in the background. Ryan 

closes the lounge door to block out his mum singing along to something completely different. 

‘It’s Sunday,’ he says. 

‘And Sunday is clean cars day.’ 

It makes no sense at all, but if there’s a few quid in it, then it’s worth doing. He’s 

running out of weed, anyway, and is low on funds. 

‘Go on then, I’ll be there soon.’ 

‘Lots of pretty girls in Porsches, hurry, hurry!’ 

He knows it’s bollocks, but they like to pretend. Anything with a full set of eyes and 

most of their limbs is marked according to the unique set of criteria drawn up by the boys 

after much deliberation. Entire evenings have been spent drinking hooch made in the store 

room, flicking through CCTV images, creating imaginary star charts on who gets special 

treatment the next visit. It’s just something they do to pass the time, and save money. Pav’s 

happily married. Kosta is happily unmarried, and making sure it stays that way, although his 

girlfriend keeps giving hints, promising incredible times if he says ‘Yes’. He never says 

‘Yes’. Their parents had a perfect marriage before they were killed by a Serbian missile, on 

the way out from dropping the boys off at their grandma’s. Kosta said he never wants 

something that good to be ruined. 

Pav didn’t really have a choice. Orla got pregnant, and his future wife decided 

Catholicism and unmarried pregnancy didn’t really go together. He didn’t mind―his in-laws 

paid for a honeymoon in Greece. 

Ryan stuffs a bag with clothes for later, and takes a twenty pound ‘loan’ from the pot 

above the gas fire. He knows his mum knows that he knows where the money is kept, and 

never mentions it unless he gets greedy. Shoes! He doesn’t want to be meeting Shona 
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wearing crappy trainers. Good shoes are important. He puts his recently laundered trainers in 

the top of the bag and zips it shut, remembering to check the small wooden box is tucked 

away. Hooch at the car wash is one thing, but according to manager Andy, ‘Drugs are bad 

and if I so much as smell marijuana or find E’s on you then you won’t work here again.’ 

He said that while drinking a can of strong lager and leering at a customer who was 

adjusting her wing mirrors. 

As Ryan walks down the stair leading to the common door, his footsteps echoing 

around the stairwell like a kid with a new drum kit, he sees a load of advertising sheets 

stacked in a messy pile. There are far more than the block needs, so whoever was delivering 

probably got fed up and just dumped the remainder in a discreet place. On the front is a full 

page display ad for a Toyota garage. He picks one up and turns the first page to see if there’s 

anything worth reading. A promo for a free burger. Something about a councillor in trouble 

for speaking out of turn at a meeting. A local company going bankrupt. 

He puts it back on the pile and opens the front door. Then, without really thinking, 

picks up the paper again, unzips his bag and places it inside. If nothing else he can use it to 

start a fire on the beach. But the part of his brain that actually made him pick up the paper 

isn’t thinking that at all. It won’t tell Ryan the real reason for a few months, long after the 

paper has been chucked in the bin. 

The door closes behind him with a brushing sound, then a soft ‘clonk’. 

Across the town, not too far from where Ryan’s now walking, the church bells are 

ringing out, summoning those people still with some faith in something. Ryan walks in the 

opposite direction. 
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Obama 

They were a Christian at some point. That’s what August’s gramma insisted, anyway. They 

aren’t sure what they believe in any more, and if anyone believes in them. The minister at the 

church always said―well, shouted most of the time―that God would speak to you if you 

listened hard enough, but August never heard anything back through all the bullshit that was 

going on in their short life. 

Despite all that, August is sitting in the church, having waited for what seemed like an 

entire morning, sitting on top of a gravestone and carefully avoiding looking at their phone 

for fear of using up the battery―until an undoubtedly gay man in his forties, wearing a low-

key jacket and just a hint of dog-collar, tramped past. He was spinning a key on his finger and 

saying words that sounded like a lyric by Drake. Not long after, August followed a small 

trickle of people through the door, and ducked off to find a side pew while one especially 

chatty woman took the attention of the, possibly pansexual, vicar. The service was okay: a 

surprising lack of God; a generous helping of acceptance, for even August is, apparently, one 

of God’s children. God is still a man, though, which means there must also be someone 

capable of giving birth to all those children. These inconsistencies play on August’s mind, but 

only a little. 

There is lots of cake. 

And sandwiches, fruit, vegetable pakora with home-made chutney. All sorts. All free. 

All August has to do is smile a bit, speak when spoken to, and not be offended by the 

multitude of slightly uncomfortable and just a tiny bit intrusive questions. As pay-offs go, 

there have been far worse. And their phone is charging up in the community space. As soon 

as it hits one hundred percent―which August is monitoring by taking frequent trips to the 
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leaflet stand and pretending to read about non-denominational charity work and the 

like―then they will take their leave of the church and its Friendship Lunch. 

A small person, headed towards the toilet, stops and looks at August. Tilts their head 

to the side and makes a frown which gives their brow a preternaturally old look. 

‘Are you black?’ 

August smiles. 

‘What do you think?’ 

The small person looks down, possibly at August’s hands, which are holding a leaflet 

entitled ‘Why Prayer Works’, then back up to their face. 

‘You’re lighter than President Obama, but he has grey hair now.’ 

The two statements are utterly true, but the logic connecting them escapes August. 

‘Okay,’ says August. 

Satisfied, apparently, the child continues on their walk to the loo, then stops, looking 

first at the ‘Gents’ door, then the ‘Ladies’ door. They look back at August, shrug, and go 

through the ‘Ladies’ door. August is neither surprised nor unsurprised. 

⁀•⁀ 

The day has brightened. With a heavier rucksack, at the insistence of the robust 

woman behind the table holding a vast range of savoury foods, and a fully charged phone, 

August stands at the roundabout, smelling the air. It’s mainly warm bhajis, but also has a hint 

of salt and ozone coming on the breeze from the one direction they have yet to take. There’s a 

wide road leading down towards the sea, lined with houses on both sides. It’s a bit exposing, 

so they walk back towards where they first heard the church bells, the traffic of earlier on 

having lessened to just the odd car. They cross over the road and stop, feeling for something 

familiar. Where did the guy with the knife-edge cheeks go? 
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A wall by the side of a driveway, then a trellis upon a wooden fence. So close together 

and knitted with honeysuckle that it’s impossible to tell from a distance that there is any way 

through at all. August steps level with the footpath and looks into the tangle of greenery. It 

doesn’t seem to lead anywhere, and the floor is a shattered mess of tarmac and grass. A 

hidey-hole. 

Obviously that’s the way they are meant to go. After a short stretch along the fence, 

the path kicks left behind what must be the one of the gardens, then leads down through 

brambles, the ground now a muddy remnant of the old footway. Not a place for smart shoes. 

August grimaces, then accepts the consequences and steps through the unavoidable puddle, a 

soup of brown water. Further ahead, a few vehicles move across the gap, while off in another 

direction, the path scoots into an even denser thicket of green which looks impassable. Their 

rucksack snags on a piece of bramble; they pull, and a tiny tear runs across the black mesh of 

one of the side pockets, before the spiky tendril flicks away. 

With no point plunging deeper into the tangle of bushes that runs away from where 

they are apparently going, August walks along the widening path and onto the pavement 

where on one side stands a row of shops and a boarded-up pub, and on the other a line of 

houses leading uphill to a concrete horizon. In the distance, the church bells peal out a 

deranged tune with flattened fifths and chronic arrhythmia. 

⁀•⁀ 

There was just the one trip down to the seaside, when August was still a child who 

trusted adults. A group of families had piled onto the train, a pre-planned trip that paid no 

heed to the drizzle and, it turned out, splashes of sunshine that were greeted with excitement 

every time the clouds blew out of the way for a bit. The sea was freezing, nothing like the 

swimming pool of immersive dreams where chlorine was the smell of life, and seaweed just 

pictures on the tiles, not the stuff that wrapped around your feet with each frothy wave.  
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A fight had broken out between a couple of the dads and a drunk guy who insisted on 

called them some names August had heard before, but never really associated with themself. 

Then the police were called and the guy had been taken away. 

The only other thing they remember was the arcade where August and their dad won a 

plastic car on a key ring, along with a pile of two pence pieces that they used to buy sweets 

from the sticky pink gift shop. 

Was this the same place? 

There’s more than a splash of sun today. August wipes his once pristine trainers on 

the grass at the end of the road, which runs in a wide expanse off in both directions, hemmed 

between a wide swath of grass, and a row of expensive houses and driveways with neatly 

trimmed box hedges. A bit further on is a slope that seems to swallow up the ground. They 

plop their rucksack onto a bench and pull out a foil-wrapped treasure. It’s still warm. Enough 

to not need to buy anything else later. 

Perhaps. And a bottle of water. 

The bin stinks of full doggy bags. 

They refasten their rucksack and walk across the grass. Where the land juts out into 

the sea there is a building, low-lying with a couple of windows and something that might be a 

door. The windows and door are covered with perforated metal sheeting, along with graffiti 

tags that extend onto the cracked paintwork of the building. In the sunlight, some of the tags 

and artwork shine with metallic splendour. ARCHANGEL has covered a few metres of wall 

with a gradient of blue through green, the edges highlighted in silver. A coarsely drawn cock 

penetrates the H. Across one of the windows is sprayed the message ‘Nothing is Nothing’. 

The slope is carved out of chalk, ivory yellow and draped in places with plants. It 

drops down steeply between the rock to a concrete platform, that skirts the edge of the cliff as 

far as a rocky beach, about twenty metres along the cliff, upon which the squat building sits 
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far overhead. The sun is hidden in deep shade, and only makes its presence felt further out 

upon the sea which rolls in waves and gently hits the wall. Leaning with her back on the 

metal rail and looking at August, is a thin girl in pale jeans, a red jumper and a scruffy grey 

baseball cap. She raises a hand, then turns round to watch the waves. 

August feels a tiny twinge of something. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘They don’t change the lock often enough to stop people getting in,’ says the girl to 

August. ‘Anyway, I know how to take the lock off when they do. It’s nice in there...well, 

“nice” isn’t quite right. It’s dark and a bit rank. Sorta okay when you need somewhere to go. 

I’m Mix-Up, by the way’ says the girl. ‘Well, that’s what everyone calls me.’ 

August wants to offer a name, but just smiles. 

‘Thanks,’ they say, walking through the part-open door that seems to lead straight into 

the heart of the cliff. They don’t really want anyone to come in with them, but she feels safe. 

The first safe person they’ve come across since the train journey. It’s an instinct, one that’s 

served them well. Safe and...there’s something else― 

‘Try and keep your voice down when you’re inside, not that it should be a problem for 

you―sorry, that’s rude―well, just in case someone comes past who doesn’t know about it. I 

don’t know how many people come here, but Shona says it’s not many. Mainly school kids 

and the odd homeless.’ 

‘Okay.’ 

August pulls the almost fully-charged phone out of their pocket and switches on the 

torch. It’s not the inside of a cliff; well it is, but it’s like a dank art installation, with huge 

pipes dropping down through the floor from a darkness further back that the torch has no 

chance of reaching. In one corner is a metal staircase. 

‘Wouldn’t go up there. Rusted to heck. Anyway, the door’s locked―’ 
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A peculiar sucking sound, like something trying to squeeze into a space that’s too 

small, fills the cavern, then it stops, and the air vibrates. The silence after is dense, before the 

gentle wash of waves recommences from outside.  

‘Shit, is that the time,’ the girl says, pulling at August’s arm to see the phone. ‘Gotta 

go, maybe see you around.’ 

She taps her way along the wall and then releases a flood of light for just a second, the 

sound of waves louder, before the door closes again, leaving August half-blind, even in the 

glow of the torch. As their eyes adjust, it becomes clear where they need to go. 
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Sacha 

When she was just a child, and her parents, they would half-joke, were ‘young and in love’, 

there were lots of family trips. Some of them involved flying by plane to places that seemed 

half a world away, but were actually quite close―just a couple of hours away at hundreds of 

miles an hour through the sky. Most of them, though, weren’t really trips; living in what had 

once been a popular seaside resort meant the beach was almost literally on Shona’s doorstep. 

Well, a few very long steps away, but when young and excited, with a blown up rubber ring 

and a spade, every step was an adventure. Mum and Dad would spend hours just sitting in 

their chairs and reading while little Shona splashed around in the shallow lagoon that always 

formed just after high tide, and stayed warm until the water came in once again. Yes, they 

really did stay on the beach that long sometimes. Life was fluffy, sugar-coated, bouncy and 

full of hugs before bedtime. Shona often pondered where all that went, especially at times 

like now, sitting in the shelter on a windy Sunday having Ryan try to turn her on by sucking a 

tendon in her neck. 

‘Would that taste better with barbecue sauce?’ 

‘Mmm...what do you mean?’ asks Ryan, unlatching his mouth from her body. 

‘Sorry, it’s not really doing it for me.’ 

Ryan puts on a sulky face, she supposes to indicate he really is doing his best and 

would like a bit of appreciation. Then he moves to what seems like Plan B. This involves 

shoving his hand beneath her nearside thigh and massaging towards her buttocks. 

It’s for this precise reason that Shona wore big pants and jeans today. 

‘I don’t mean to sound ungrateful,’ she continues. ‘I’m sure the car cleaning kit will 

come in very useful―’ 

‘It was a joke,’ says Ryan, pausing his manipulations briefly. ‘What about the chips?’ 
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‘Very nice. Bit salty.’ 

‘That’s not my fault. It was busy; Kim’s really enthusiastic.’ 

‘Do you like Kim?’ 

‘He’s a man.’ 

‘And?’ 

‘No, I prefer Ana, if you must know, but I didn’t call her last night because apparently 

we’re a couple and don’t get off with other people.’ 

Shona ponders when this agreement was drawn up, but thinks better of sarcasm. To be 

honest, her mind’s somewhere not a million miles from here, and replaying the moment when 

a humungous seagull was about to crash-land on top of her dad. Over and over again, just 

missing as he walks through the front door, sans gull sur la tête. 

She removes Ryan’s crab-like hand from beneath her arse, and places it upon her right 

boob―albeit her right boob beneath four layers of clothing―before looking out to the 

chrome yellow sun hovering above the sea, trying not to think of what’s now lying beneath a 

badly-maintained shrub round the side of the house... 

⁀•⁀ 

There’s more graffiti on the old pumping station walls now, or is Shona imagining 

things? Maybe she was distracted by thoughts of the blind gull when she and Mix-Up last 

walked past it, pursued by a dog with the remains of what could have been a guinea pig in its 

mouth. The thing is, all this—forays to the pumping station, fending off then giving in to an 

oversexed semi-boyfriend, keeping a watchful eye on a troubled mate, are all just ordinary 

things. Even Axis of Evil mauling small animals has become ‘ordinary’. Now, a gristly 

murder scene on the beach, or maybe a meteorite striking her recently deceased neighbour’s 

house (wiping out the entire town but mysteriously leaving her bedroom intact) would at least 
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be remotely interesting. Something to shake her out of the annoying cycle her head’s got 

stuck in, repeating the gull falling and just missing her dad’s head. 

Ten minutes later, she walks through the front door of her house, briefly allowing her 

eyes to flit upwards. 

Nothing is parked on the drive, and the windows are all tightly shut. She can hear no 

chatter from the beloved relations. No music from the all listening, all knowing smart 

speaker, which is basically used as a radio ninety-nine percent of the time by her mum. She’s 

alone. Shona goes into the kitchen, flicks the inexorably full kettle on, takes a mug from one 

of the hooks beneath a kitchen cupboard, then has an idea. She nips up the stairs to her room, 

opens the lid of her aged laptop, then goes back downstairs to finish making coffee. 

She listens―just the hum of the fridge. Definitely alone. 

With steaming coffee mug in one and a packet of rich tea biscuits in the other hand, 

Shona switches off the kitchen light and goes back up to her bedroom. There’s a picture of a 

younger Mix-Up and a couple of other friends on the screen of her laptop, pre-alcohol, pre-

angst, pretty much pre-everything. She puts her mug and biscuits down on the desk and pulls 

the laptop with its trailing cable onto the bed, then stops. An engine. No, it’s passing by. But 

a small tingle in her brain pulls her to the drawer beneath the desk. She opens it, lifts a few 

books and fluffy crap and takes out a weather-beaten copy of the local paper—it must have 

been a year ago when she picked it out of a bin along the seafront path, the headline reading 

‘POLICE STUMPED IN BEACH BOAT FINDING’. 

It hadn’t been the wording of the headline as such that had made her pick off the 

banana skin, more like the fact that the local paper never puts headlines on the front page, or 

at least not recently. Shona unfolds the paper; it crackles as the dry pages and remnants of 

banana juice unstick from each other. She reads and remembers. 

⁀•⁀ 
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The front door slams. 

‘Hi love, are you in?’ 

Shona assumes her mum is calling for her, so answers in the affirmative, before 

adding, ‘Be down in a minute, can I have a tea?’ 

She needs a bit of time to shut down the secure browser. It had taken a while to 

update, then wrap layers of obfuscation around itself, allowing the data to move from place to 

place, pretending it had never been anywhere near her house. Anywhere near her country, 

even. But it was worth the wait for the scattered findings of similar things that had been 

contained on pages one and five of the local rag; fellow anonymous browsers with stories to 

tell, warnings to give. Deep in the corners of the internet there’s always someone who has a 

surprising amount in common with you, even if they are in Brazil or the Ukraine. Shona’s 

Portuguese isn’t up to much, and the browser won’t let her install a translation plug-in, but 

‘Carlos’ is always patient while she refers to the Spanish dictionary off the shelf, and tries 

sloppy versions of Carlos’ native language. ‘Sacha’ speaks perfect English, to the extent that 

Shona isn’t even sure that Sacha is in the Ukraine, and why would they tell the truth anyway? 

In short, lots of weird shit is going on. 

There’s a knock on the door. 

‘Tea here.’ 

‘Thanks.’ 

Shona closes the laptop just as the door makes its usually rattly opening sound. Rich 

tea crumbs are scattered over her bedclothes, and fortunately it is these and not the hastily 

kicked off paper and Spanish dictionary that her mum notices first. 

‘Are you going to sleep in that?’ 

It’s only now that Shona realises outside has turned to dusk, and the over-excitable 

new street lights are splashing their white illumination across the neighbourhood. 
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Shona shakes her head and folds the duvet in on itself, tucking it to her body and 

walking towards the door, urging her mum out in front of her. 

‘Can I have it downstairs, with dinner?’ 

‘Okay,’ replies her mum, looking around her room through the shrinking doorway, 

always on the lookout for something unusual. 

She closes the bedroom door, just as a dull thud sounds from within. 

‘Sorry, schoolbooks. I’ll get them in a minute,’ Shona says to her mum, whilst 

dragging a gradually unfurling duvet down the stairs.  

Seconds later, another book falls. 
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Len 

‘You try again with the grown up stuff, Mr Ryan’, says Kosta, passing a dubiously coloured 

bottle that once contained a significantly weaker drink. Andy’s Car Wash and Fine Distillers 

has been working overtime in the production of what Pav had claimed was Poteen, but with a 

special something. He got the recipe from an old Irish guy who works in the office of the tyre 

place, just down the road from the car wash, and who swears his mother used to make it for 

the priest in a small village near Limerick. 

Such provenance is meant to add a certain mystique to the drink. Not that Ryan has 

ever really tasted it; it’s not the kind of thing you drink for the taste―you swallow, then 

grimace as the liquid strips the mucous membranes from your throat and then your stomach. 

Or, as Ryan had just demonstrated, much to Kosta’s disappointment, you spit it out on the 

fire before it reaches your throat, singeing the eyebrows of the person sitting opposite. 

‘Can I just stick to cider?’ 

‘You not want to be a man with hairs all over his body?’ 

‘Ideally not,’ replies Ryan. ‘Hair’s a turn off, didn’t you know?’ 

‘I watch 1970s movies on Netflix―Burt Reynolds, Tom Selleck, excellent facial hair. 

Every month is Movember in the Kosta household.’ 

Ryan looks at Kosta’s face. He’s cultivating what, in the stark seaside daylight is a 

slightly disappointing moustache, though in the shadows of flickering firelight and the dim 

glow of fairy lights on the esplanade, it makes him a bit more convincing as a movie hero 

from the decade fashion forgot. 

Ana reaches back to the pile of driftwood behind Ryan and transfers a piece onto the 

fire. It hisses with salt water. She leans back into Ryan, enjoying his company more now the 

warm buzz of alcohol and weed has taken effect. He called her up earlier, wondering if she 
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wanted to come down to the beach, nothing major, just a few friends. The ‘few friends’ 

turned out to be her, Ryan, Kosta, one of Ryan’s old schoolmates, and some random who 

walked across the beach looking for some warmth. 

‘Time?’ she says to Ryan. 

He pulls his phone from a jacket pocket and lights up the screen. 

‘Ten forty two’. 

‘Oh shit, I’ve got to be home by half past,’ says Ana, leaning forwards and standing 

up, careful not to put her hand into the red embers. 

‘I’ll walk you back,’ says Ryan, glad of an excuse to escape the sense of ennui that 

has settled across the group since the weird drink began going round. 

The schoolmate, Kieran, is dozing on the sand, hoodie tucked up around his ears. 

Whether he has a curfew, Ryan isn’t going to check. He has other priorities. Maybe on the 

way home, Ana will let him― 

‘Hey Dad...sorry, I know. Back in twenty, absolute max. Yeah, Ryan’s walking me 

back, don’t worry.’ 

Ana walks across the sand towards the dormant seafront arcades, while Ryan stuffs 

the remains of his cider into his bottomless bag, and follows, waving vaguely to Kosta and 

Random Stranger. He catches up with Ana. 

‘Am I sober?’ she asks, stumbling over a ripple. 

‘Breathe.’ 

She breathes in his face as they walk. 

‘Nope, can’t smell anything.’ 

‘Maybe closer?’ 

She puts her face right up to his, then burps a cidery burp. 

‘Whoops, sorry.’ 
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Ryan takes her hand and walks her across the beach, pleased, in a strange way, that 

she did belch in his face. 

⁀•⁀ 

There’s a light on through the translucent glass above the front door. That’s normal. 

There’s also a loud, male voice coming from behind the door. That’s less normal.  

Ryan hears a thump, someone falling into a wall, and a muted cry. He pulls back from 

the door, wondering whether to call anyone, or just go in and take the chance it’s just some 

idiot his mum invited in for the night. There’s only one way into the flat which is where he’s 

now standing. The loud voice is now saying something about money, and then it mentions 

‘Your son’ as if Ryan has something to do with the shouting. Ryan knows his mum uses, not 

big time, but coke isn’t cheap round here. There are dealers, and there are dealers, and Ryan 

has a nagging feeling whoever’s in the flat at the moment doesn’t grow his own crop in the 

spare room.  

Then there’s a slap, and another thump. 

Ryan messages Kosta: ‘Come to my flat quick. Mum in trouble.’ 

He doesn’t have time to do anything else as the door opens, and someone at least six 

inches taller than Ryan looks down at him. He now realises why the voice was familiar―he’s 

related to the guy. Even shares a surname with him. 

Ryan stands back, not wanting any trouble, but his uncle, the brother of his own 

estranged father, grabs him by the collar of his jacket and pulls him into the flat, then pushes 

him hard along the hallway sending Ryan falling against the thin carpet with its concrete 

underlay. 

‘Where’s the money!’ 

‘What money?’ says Ryan into the carpet. 

‘The twenty quid you took.’ 
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‘I don’t know―’ 

His head is lifted from the floor, then left to fall back down against the carpet. Ryan’s 

nose gives a crack and his teeth mash into his lips; he tastes blood. 

‘It was there this morning, along with the rest of the money.’ 

Ryan’s uncle grabs the Gola bag, which is tangled around his arm. He pulls it, and 

Ryan feels his shoulder begin to lose contact with the rest of his body, or is it just an after 

effect of the extra joint he had walking along his road after he dropped Ana off at her house? 

A zip opens and Ryan hears a load of stuff being tipped onto the floor. Hands are 

moving through his belongings, almost everything important to him. Ruffles of clothing and 

shoes, plastic wrappers from the white chocolate flapjacks him and Ana ate earlier when 

while they were going down to the beach. Then the noise stops. There is the click of a catch 

on a small wooden box. A short pause. 

‘Where’d you get this shit from?’ 

Ryan doesn’t answer. 

‘I’m talking to you, son. Here, your boy’s into hash, did you know that. Mummy’s 

favourite is on drugs too. Looks like I might be getting some more business.’ 

Despite his lips bleeding, and his shoulder feeling more dislocated than just a weed-

induced fantasy, Ryan stays flat on his front, not wanting to engage. 

‘Leave him alone,’ says his mum, but quietly, without much conviction. 

She may as well have hit her brother-in-law, for the response she gets. 

‘You keep your fucking mouth shut, alky.’ 

Ryan tries to move, but he finds his legs pinned to the floor by a heavy pair of knees. 

‘Where’s the money, or did you spend it all on weed?’ 

‘In my pocket,’ mumbles Ryan. 
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He feels a hand roughly grope his backside, looking for cash in his back pocket, and 

Ryan suddenly realises what it must have felt like for Shona earlier in the day. He’s angry, 

not just with his prick of an uncle, but with himself. As the anger builds, the pain seems to 

run away, and Ryan bucks his legs, forcing the knees sideways, and turns over, at the same 

time grabbing the hand that’s still feeling around for money. He looks into the man’s eyes 

then, for no other reason than self-defence, pulls the arm and butts his forehead hard into his 

uncle’s perfectly straight nose―the same shape of nose Ryan himself has. 

‘Fucker!’ 

A fist hits Ryan in the side of the head, then another between the eyes. 

⁀•⁀ 

Sometime later, Ryan feels himself being picked up and carried. A voice, now entirely 

devoid of any comedy accent, is speaking to another person, insisting the ambulance will be 

here soon, ‘For both of you.’ 
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Holes 

A small, sharp bark jags through the moist air where August is stirring from a night in the 

upper level of an abandoned sewage pumping station. From a makeshift pillow of clothing 

stuffed carefully into the mid section of their rucksack, August raises their head and looks 

around. Through countless holes in the metal sheets that guard this space from the outside 

world, shards of early sunshine are diffracted, dusting the concrete walls with diffuse yellow 

light. 

The bark comes again. August kneels up and looks out, squinting so the holes create a 

multi-haloed image of the world. A small dog is running in circles, leaping at invisible things, 

in a curious way like the young woman who slept in the porch of Tesco Metro, and would 

pass most of the day grabbing at whatever her damaged mind told her was dancing in front of 

her head. August does the same to a mote of dust―the cold is making their thin arms twitchy. 

Across the blurred view walks a girl, the same one August saw yesterday evening, 

now dressed in a woolly hat, dark green coat and jeans. She’s wearing rainbow Doc Martens 

which seem to glow in the sunlight. 

‘Stop that you!’ 

Her words have no effect. She manages to grab the dog by the collar and clips a lead 

to it in a move that is clearly well-practiced. The dog tugs at the lead and the girl walks out of 

view. 

August turns around to get another layer of clothing out of their rucksack, then sees a 

filthy blue sleeping bag, part of it touching a fallen bottle of cheap whisky. The spilt whisky 

has left a shiny area on the cracked vinyl floor. No wonder August could smell alcohol when 

they came up here in the torchlit dark. At the foot of the sleeping bag is a single, fingerless 

glove. Further to the right, the space opens up to some kind of control room, with a small 
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window at the far end. August assumes this one isn’t boarded up because no one with any 

sense would try and get in above the cliff. Or maybe the owner of the sleeping bag just 

wanted their view back. 

The barking is more distant now. 

August stands; their knees click. Something feels odd. No, it’s more than 

odd―there’s a tangible sense of danger. As they walk towards the unblocked window, 

August feels pressure in their gut which pulls out and out until there’s a smooth tugging 

sensation, like soft rope attached to their insides, urging them forwards. August reaches out to 

touch whatever is pulling, then a sharp internal ‘pop’, something bursting, shakes them out of 

their...it must have been a trance. August shivers and pulls back. The tugging sensation is no 

longer there. The air seems clearer. Waves are moving out on the sea, light reflecting off their 

small peaks. 

August moves back to their rucksack, still wary of what might still be waiting to pull 

them back, and this time does remove a layer of synthetic walking fleece from the main 

section. They slip it on and move away to the other side of the space, picking up their phone 

and rucksack from beside the ‘mattress’ of cardboard. Leaning on the wall, they check the 

phone: still nothing showing under messages. That’s good. Then they unwrap the remains of 

the onion bhaji and eat what’s there, drink some water and wonder who else might have been 

sharing the office space last night. 

Clearly no one came in after them; August would have heard, despite crashing out the 

moment they lay down. Attentiveness is a necessary function of sleep. 

Someone left in a hurry, though. The glove and the whisky attest to that. Maybe 

someone else was poking around―the steps might be slippery, but August found them easy 

to climb and not ‘rusted to heck’ like the girl had said the day before. Why did she say that? 
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To stop August coming across whoever owned the sleeping bag, perhaps. She seemed nice, 

concerned. That would fit. 

Another voice comes across the air, two voices. August looks around and sees faces, 

startlingly close to their own. One of the people turns as they pass, but appears to see nothing. 

In the relative dark of the office space it must be like net curtains drawn across a dim room. 

Despite the relative safety here, August has a conflicting urge to leave. They could go back 

down the steps and onto the void, but opening the door in the cliff below will be a blind 

gamble. Someone walking along the wall would see. They look around for other options. 

Next to the ‘window’ there’s another, longer area of punched metal. Halfway down is a 

handle. They could easily slip out here. At least they can see if anyone’s coming. August 

pulls their belongings into the rucksack, stuffing the bhaji wrappings in the torn side netting, 

then fastens it. For a second the air seems to shimmer. August turns to look behind, but all is 

still. Probably just a cloud passing over the sun. 

They push down the handle then step through the gap. Behind them, the door closes 

with a small click. On this side is nothing but a sheet of graffitied metal, full of tiny holes. 

August walks past the slipway that leads steeply down to the sea, and along a concrete 

path, next to which runs a metal fence, broken in places and replaced by wooden stakes in 

others, marking the edge of the cliff. About halfway along, the cliff seems to have collapsed 

and a newer section of path made, which curves around a perilous column of empty air. Just 

before August reaches a second slipway they see a parking area. It’s empty except for a small 

white van and a Škoda Fabia. In one of the coach spaces is a kiosk. Expecting it to be shut up, 

August continues towards the slipway, and then smells bacon.  

A woman is standing behind the counter, chatting to an elderly couple with a large, 

slow dog, who is sniffing at a piece of greasy paper on the ground. 

‘Can I help you, love?’ the woman says. 
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August walks over to the kiosk and looks at the menu, white text on black boarding. 

In spite of the scraps of breakfast bhaji, they are still hungry. It must be the bacon. 

‘Tea please, and an egg and bacon sandwich?’ they say, in a quiet voice. 

The couple look at August as though a seven foot drag queen has walked beneath the 

canopy, singing ‘I am what I am!’ 

August looks back and smiles. A placatory smile, so they don’t remember as much. 

‘Breakfast bap?’ says the woman. 

August shrugs. 

‘Oh, it’s egg, bacon and sausage in a large bap.’ 

‘Sure.’ 

She starts preparing food, chatting to the couple again about the lack of trade, hoping 

for more coaches this year, nice morning though a bit chilly, vandals putting graffiti over 

everything― 

The dog barks, an old, muffled bark. It is looking towards the sea. 

‘Quiet, Hamish.’ 

The couple give August a final look, then take their leave, walking in the direction of 

the Škoda. 

‘See you tomorrow then. Here you go, love, breakfast bap to go with your tea. Sauces 

are on the counter. There’s milk and sugar in the basket.’ 

August sugars and milks the tea and stirs, but leaves the contents of the bap unsauced. 

They hand over some money, get some change back, and walk towards the slipway. Unlike 

the one further up, the walls of this have been partly dressed in concrete, which is now 

covered in slogans and tags―light, rectangular patches showing previous attempts to cover 

the graffiti up. The sea is further out than yesterday afternoon, uncovering a breakwater 

draped in seaweed, that terminates with a rusted metal post on top. Beneath the sea wall and 
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railings that skirt the cliff base there is a narrow stretch of coarse sand. August walks towards 

the other gap in the cliff, keen to stay away from the main part of town. 

The wash of the incoming waves and their hissing on the sand is punctuated by the 

same, sharp barking as earlier. The girl with the green coat is being pulled along the sea wall 

in August’s direction. The dog is stretching to get at something, while the girl is telling it to 

come back. Girl and dog are headed towards an alcove where the cliff jags inwards. The dog 

keeps pulling. All August can now see is a person in jeans, hat and coat, holding a stretched 

out lead which appears to be horizontally attached to the cliff. 

‘Leave it alone!’ she shouts. ‘It’s dirty.’ 

August carries on walking, hoping to slip past while the girl is distracted. As they 

approach the alcove, the dog growls, and then makes a choked sound as its collar is pulled 

tight. 

‘Hey, it’s you again! Can you give me a hand? I don’t know what’s got into him.’ 

August stops and takes the lead, almost being pulled over as the dog continues to 

harass what is evidently a pile of old clothes. The girl’s hands move up to meet August’s 

own. August feels that twinge again. 

‘Help me tie him up.’ 

Together, they pull lead and dog over to the railings. The girl ties a hitch around the 

metal, while August keeps the lead slack. The dog seems to realise it has nowhere to go, so 

just stares at the pile of clothing, sustaining a low growl. 

August feels like walking away from whatever has attracted the dog, but instead 

walks over to the clothes. Something’s not quite right. The girl follows. Even from a short 

distance it seemed like just that―a pile of clothes―but close up it becomes clear something 

is underneath them. Inside them. 
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The girl reaches over and peels back the top layer, the hood of a jacket. Beneath is 

half a thin face, prominent cheekbones etched with lines, the lip and chin covered with a thick 

beard that’s almost completely grey. August breathes in sharply, not so much from the rich, 

fruity smell pouring off the still body, but from recognition. This is the man who asked for 

money yesterday. A man who is now slumped beneath a wreckage of clothing, broken and 

aged almost beyond understanding. 

A paisley bandana has slipped up, covering the top half of the man’s face. August 

doesn’t want to, but feels compelled to move it back down, if only to see in his eyes whatever 

appears to have dragged him through decades in just a single day. 

August pulls the cloth downwards. The girl begins to hyperventilate. 

The man’s eyes don’t show anything about his past. They can’t, because there are no 

eyes at all, just a pair of deep, pink holes. 
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Digging 

It was an old boat, washed up on the seaward side of the harbour, away from the main beach 

and the tatty arcades. The paint was peeling, once varnished timbers warped by saltwater, it’s 

name almost unrecognisable. But not entirely, which made things pretty uncomfortable later 

on. The boat had never actually gone missing. 

The two occupants had gone out for an all-night fishing trip only the day before. Their 

sandwiches were found, still wrapped in foil in an airtight box. They were riddled with 

mould. The sandwiches, that is. The men were merely sunburned, aged, bone-thin. They also 

had no eyes. The article hadn’t said any of this, of course. Shona had gone deep to get the 

information, via a sketchy internet forum, where journalists and the emergency services 

exchange information in the continuing spirit of free speech. 

And still, nothing was published. Why the hell would you? 

In fact the entire story had been dropped. Shona went back through the web site of the 

local paper and a couple of others that might have picked it up, and there was no sign that the 

original story had ever been there in the first place. The site’s own search brought up a link 

with the title ‘<insert headline>’ and a 404 error when she followed the link. Even the 

Internet Archive denied all knowledge, which seemed pretty screwed up. Someone had gone 

to great lengths to make sure the boat never came ashore. ‘Plausible deniability’ was the 

phrase going round Shona’s head all that morning. 

 It only left her head when she saw Mix-Up walking towards her house, green-tinged 

and looking as though she was about to puke. Axis of Evil was looking strangely subdued, 

not even pulling on his lead. This was a world-changing moment. She would have to ask her.  

But only after lunch. School Inset days are meant to be savoured, not rushed. 

⁀•⁀ 
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Ryan isn’t picking up. 

Shona wants to apologise. He had deserved her being a bit shitty over his wandering 

hands, but something tells her he’s just about worth hanging on to―as friends, anyway, if 

that’s possible for someone like Ryan. 

A bit like Gollum, really. 

She sends a message and it looks as though something is coming back, and then he 

goes offline. Probably in a sulk or something. She decides to leave him to his petulance, and 

has a bit of a tidy. There are bits of paper scattered on her desk; Shona is old-school when it 

comes to making notes, scribbling things down when they come to her, and preferring to use 

paper rather than sending herself messages. It does mean her underwear draw is on total lock-

down, being the repository of anything interesting, especially her note book. Mum is 

absolutely barred from putting washing away in her room. At the very worst it goes on her 

bed, in an OCD pile, ironed and sorted by size, sometimes resembling a cloth pyramid. 

Ideally it’s left outside the door, along with a can of polish and a duster, just as a 

subtle hint that grime will not be tolerated in this house. 

The local paper has become a valuable artefact, now it’s clear there is no record of the 

article in question online. She places it carefully back in the drawer, exactly as it always has 

been―kept for several months for no apparent reason, until now. She closes the drawer, 

checks her phone to see if Ryan’s back online, and decides to make herself useful. 

⁀•⁀ 

Ryan is back online. Up to her wrists in cold soil (not a completely unfamiliar 

feeling), trying to pull dandelion roots out of the one pathetic vegetable bed they have in the 

back garden, Shona thinks of how she’s going to respond. 

His message sounds like bullshit. 
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In hospital. Mum also. Complicated. 

But maybe not. The gritty earth between her fingers is good for thinking. She was 

going to apologise, eventually, but first wanted an apology back from him. Just him being in 

hospital with some terrible injury is one of those very Ryan-y things; the kind of joke the 

Kosovan boys he’s always going on about like to play. 

Mum also. 

But he wouldn’t go that far, would he? 

Shona decides. Okay, she’ll send a message back. She pulls out the remains of the 

dandelion as best she can―it’s snapped off in the middle, but there’s a satisfying pile of 

bright green weeds with parsnip-like tap roots on the path. She then carries them over to the 

side of the house and dumps them in the brown bin marked FOOD AND GARDEN WASTE 

ONLY, one of four the council have decided is necessary. 

As she’s scrubbing her hands, the doorbell rings. Shona carries on, digging under her 

nails, until her mum calls up to the bathroom. 

‘Shona, your friend’s here.’ 

She dries her hands on the darker of the towels, wrapping it around each of her fingers 

to get the rest of the dirt from out of her cuticles, then goes down to see exactly which friend 

it might be. There’s only one possibility, really. 

Mix-Up looks like shit. 

‘It’s all fucked up,’ she says. 

‘Shh, Mum’s in the kitchen.’ 

‘Sorry,’ whispers Mix-Up, kicking off her slippers as she comes into the house. 

Okay, that’s not normal. 

⁀•⁀ 
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‘And you thought my Scrabble words were weird.’ 

‘Don’t joke. I almost didn’t want to come round―’ 

‘But you did, because you had to.’ 

‘Yeah.’ 

Part of Shona really wants to tell Mix-Up everything she knows about the boat, but 

her friend is delicate enough as it is. She’s already demanded hugs twice and is now lying on 

her side on the bed, legs curled up. After unloading the story about the homeless guy, it 

seems to Shona like no weight has lifted at all―conversely, it’s like they are now both 

encumbered by something that’s so fucking eerie that it would be best if they just got on with 

their lives and pretended nothing ever happened.  

‘What do you wanna do?’ 

Mix-Up rolls over to face Shona. 

‘Not sure. The person that came along and did the thing with the bandana―he didn’t 

seem freaked out at all.’ 

‘You said “she” earlier on.’ 

‘Oh, yeah. I couldn’t tell. Is that important?’ 

‘Everything could be important,’ says Shona, in a mysterious tone. 

Mix-Up sighs. 

‘Well, the guy’s still there. We covered him up again, but he’s going to be found by 

someone else.’ 

‘Well, let them find him then.’ 

Shona sips at her coffee. It’s gone a bit cold. Mix-Up reaches with her hand and 

Shona passes the mug, which Mix-Up empties. 

‘That was horrible.’ 

‘What, the coffee?’ 
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‘That as well. Have you never learnt to dunk properly?’ 

‘I can dab, if that helps.’ 

‘I suppose the point is,’ continues Mix-Up, ‘that it’s not just seagulls―’ 

‘Gulls.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘Gulls,’ says Shona. ‘Everyone says “seagulls” but there are all different types. 

There’s no such thing as just a seagull.’ 

‘So what are they?’ 

‘Big ones with a red spot on the beak are herring gulls. Smaller ones that fly around 

screeching a lot are common gulls.’ 

‘What about the ones with black heads?’ 

‘Those’ll be black headed gulls.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘Yeah. Sorry, just being pedantic. Carry on.’ 

‘It’s fine, I’m not sure I want to talk about today any more. Do you mind if I just sleep 

for a bit?’ 

While Mix-Up is napping on Shona’s bed, oblivious of Shona’s music and the drone 

of the omnipresent vacuum cleaner downstairs, Shona replies to Ryan to find out what ward 

he’s in, and if she can visit. She wants to go back on the computer for a bit, although it’s 

been taking so long to connect lately that there’s a chance Mix-Up might wake while she’s 

doing something she doesn’t want even her best friend to see. Fortunately, before she has a 

chance to press the ‘on’ button, a message  comes back from Ryan, holding off the 

temptation. 

Shona puts her hand on Mix-Up’s shoulder and gently rocks her, causing her friend to 

snuffle into her own armpit. Shona shakes a bit harder, calling her name softly. 
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‘Megan Wensleydale, wake up my pretty.’ 

‘Wha―oh, hi.’ 

‘I need to go and see Ryan. Want to buddy me, get away from this shit for a while?’ 
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Shadows 

He was awake in the ambulance for some of the time, though not exactly full of the joys of 

spring. Through the shrill noise in Ryan’s ears, Kosta told him about Mum’s condition, which 

was, in the end, a grazed cheek and a nasty bump on the head, but no obvious signs of 

concussion, so she wouldn’t need to be admitted. It turned out that one of the thumps Ryan 

heard was his mum throwing a tiny side table at Uncle Len just as he was leaving to get the 

front door. 

For Ryan’s trouble he received a suspected cracked eye socket and a definite black 

eye, plus one or two other nasties. Kosta had turned up to an uncle-less flat, which was 

probably for the best―though the way he was nattering away in the ambulance suggested the 

Car Wash Mafia would be looking out for Len and administering appropriate justice. 

‘Don’t be an idiot, he’s a drug dealer,’ was Ryan’s one major contribution to the 

discussion, before falling asleep to the gentle sounds of Kosta and the paramedic discussing 

effective but inadmissible methods of revenge. 

‘Just met your mum in the corridor. Does she always look like that?’ 

‘Like what?’ slurs Ryan, reaching for a glass of water. 

Shona passes it to him, then makes up his pillows into a vague tent shape, so he can’t 

lay down flat. He pulls himself up and drinks from the glass. 

‘Well, she doesn’t look very well.’ 

‘She got smacked around by my uncle last night, how would you look?’ 

‘No, I don’t mean that. Just...well, a bit of a mess.’ 

Ryan looks round the ward. The lights are muted. There are six beds, most of which 

have curtains drawn round them. Her glum friend is sitting in a borrowed chair, reading a 

book and looking like she doesn’t want to be here. 
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‘Booze, coke, tranquilizers. All the good stuff,’ says Ryan, more quietly. ‘Yeah, she’s 

a state. Hey, Shon, when I get out, do you mind me staying over for a bit?’ 

Mix-Up glances over her book for a second. ‘You’ve perked up all of a sudden,’ she 

says, arching one obsessively plucked eyebrow. 

‘Must be the painkillers,’ replies Ryan. He looks at Shona, raising his own less 

obsessively manicured, but nonetheless beautiful, brows. ‘Anyway, how about it?’ 

‘Hmm. Well, no, not really. I have to get up for school, and anyway, my folks won’t 

want you hanging around. They’re very―’ 

‘Racist?’ 

‘Careful, is what I was going to say.’ 

Ryan takes another sip. 

‘You can stay at mine,’ says Mix-Up, still, apparently, reading. 

Shona looks at her, startled. 

‘There’s no one staying in my brother’s room,’ continues Mix-Up, ‘and they might 

appreciate having some extra security during the day.’ 

A nurse walks through the door, looks around as though she has forgotten something, 

then smiles at the trio, bathed in the overhead light. She then leaves to get whatever she 

didn’t bring with her. 

‘You sure?’ says Ryan. 

‘Well, I don’t know you very well, but you can hardly be worse than shit face.’ 

‘I’ll take that as a compliment.’ 

‘He’s a bastard,’ says Mix-Up, but to no one in particular. 

The nurse walks back in. She comes over to Ryan’s bed. 

‘That’s what I meant to say―visiting ends at seven. I need to do some obs on your 

friend, but it’ll only take a minute.’ 
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Ryan tries to smile, but grimaces with the pain. The nurse takes the chart from the 

bottom of his bed and checks the bracelet on his wrist. 

‘Ryan Hyslop?’ 

‘That’s me.’ 

‘Good, though I already knew that from the implant in your brain.’ 

He smiles again. The painkillers aren’t working as well as he anticipated. 

The nurse takes his temperature, and puts an automatic blood pressure monitor on his 

arm, zipping up the Velcro in an efficient but comfortable way. 

‘As there’s not much we can do for your cheek fracture, and there’s no sign of 

concussion, you’ll be going home in the morning. The duty nurse will prescribe you some 

painkillers and you’re not to play any contact sports for a few weeks, jump off walls, that 

kind of thing.’ 

‘What if someone decides to use my face as a punch bag?’ says Ryan. 

‘Then it would cause a lot more damage.’ 

‘See,’ says Ryan to Shona, ‘you’re not allowed to beat me up any more.’ 

The nurse looks a bit shocked. 

‘Sorry about Ryan,’ says Shona, ‘he’s a bit of a dick. Thanks for looking after him.’ 

‘It’s what I get badly paid for,’ replies the nurse. 

‘Solidarity, sister,’ replies Shona, not realising the quality of her pun. 

The nurse notices Ryan wincing and offers him some extra-strong painkillers, which 

Ryan gratefully accepts. Within a few minutes he is feeling floaty; not in a pleasant, weed-

induced way, but similar to how he felt in the ambulance, minus the pain. He closes his eyes. 

Shona nudges Mix-Up, who closes her book. 

Instinctively, Shona kisses Ryan on the forehead. 

‘Night Mum,’ he murmurs. 
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In Ryan’s stupor, he hears the two girls leave, exchanging a few words. He catches 

the phrase ‘Are you sure they’ll be okay...?’ and then nods off into a spinning pool of sleep. 

⁀•⁀ 

The ward is twilight dark, the only lights coming from the corridor at the far end, 

where a nurse is tapping notes into a computer, and the greeny-blue displays of the various 

monitors attached to various patients. The atmosphere is slightly claustrophobic; the blinds 

are drawn, the ceiling is low, there is someone standing at the foot of Ryan’s bed. 

Ryan is asleep. He doesn’t see the person who is staring, unblinking, at Ryan’s puffy 

face. In the dark, there is little to distinguish the figure from any other shadow in the room. 

And then the person moves―languid, a motion so soft you could mistake it for clouds being 

pushed along by the prevailing wind. 

‘Hey―’ 

The figure stops moving. The tapping of keys has ceased. Ryan squeezes his eyes shut 

then opens them wide. There is no one between him and the strip-lit corridor. 

For an anxious moment Ryan is sure it was Uncle Len, come to check out his 

handiwork, and warn Ryan to keep his Kosovan hounds at bay. He can even hear the words, 

spat out in the strong local accent Ryan had always made an effort to soften in his own voice. 

It reminded him too much of where he might end up. 

But, of course, it wasn’t his uncle. He doesn’t know who it was. Maybe an orderly or 

a nurse checking up on him. A very silent, very fluid orderly or nurse, slipping in and out of 

the ward like smoke. 

His face is throbbing. He wants something to get rid of the pain, but not bring on the 

bad dreams. The nurse told him, in his strange dreamy state, that she had given him 

oxycodone―basically a type of morphine. Ryan can, sort of, understand why people decide 

to fuck themselves up with heroin and fentanyl. One of the junkies he knows in town tells 
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him about the euphoria, the way you just don’t need anything once you inject. He also talks 

about being constipated for weeks, and never wanting sex, not even a wank. 

Screw that, he had replied, without a trace of irony. 

He presses the alarm, and after a few seconds the key-tapping nurse comes in. Ryan 

asks him for some paracetamol, loads of it. He doesn’t want to see the person at the end of 

the bed again. 

That just slipped out. 

‘Was it the tablets?’ the nurse asks, looking at Ryan’s chart. 

‘I really hope so,’ whispers Ryan. 

The nurse thinks for a moment, checks the previous page of the chart, then says, 

‘Look, this is a bit of a grey area, and I should ask a parent, but seeing how late and 

inconvenient that would be, do you want something that will help you sleep better?’ 

Ryan considers the pain, the figure and his still delicate head, and nods. 

‘I need a pee first,’ he says, still horizontal. 

‘I’m sure you can manage that yourself,’ says the departing nurse. 

Ryan pushes himself up from the bed and looks around. He’s feeling more than a bit 

paranoid. Every shadow could be a person. 
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Scars 

If being alive is a sign of success, then August is winning. Some people wouldn’t consider 

waking up cold and covered in a mass of tiny dew drops anything like success, especially 

accompanied with a gnawing hunger. As August brushes themself off, the moisture spraying 

outwards through the early sunlight in rainbow arcs, they have a lot on their mind. None of 

this concerns the man who died a crumpled, aged death at the base of a cliff. 

The vast majority of it concerns survival―August’s survival. 

In the evening and through the night, August has been finding it fairly easy to be 

invisible. A life in the shadows, albeit a short life, trying to avoid police and anyone from 

rival gangs, has made this necessary to the point they never even thought what they were able 

to do was anything special. The fact that August was never especially important in the big 

scheme of things, and never wanted to be, helped in a culture where everyone else was 

always trying to impress and gain a bit of status. Basically, August was a useful office 

boy―for want of a better gender―except the ‘office’ was a city estate, the alleyways and 

side streets made up the corridors, the work was mostly moving gear around from dealer to 

dealer. Promotion required sacrifice. From what they heard on the ground, there was an awful 

lot of sacrifice going on. 

It plays on August’s mind whether anyone is after them; whether it is remotely 

possible that the people they wronged would find traces of them, data trails, particles of dust 

that lead to this town. It’s become difficult not being noticed during the day, being a bit 

different to most of the locals, but if August wants to buy food and other supplies, stay warm 

and dry, then they need to become smarter. They need to become a different kind of invisible, 

the kind that everyone sees yet doesn’t really care about because that person is just one of 

them. In this place, where half the people seem to either be retired or nearing it, something 
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like that is going to be even harder than being no one. Of course there is another option, and 

that’s to leave―maybe keep walking along the coast, catch a bus or two and find a place they 

feel more comfortable. Perhaps keep moving until everyone has forgotten what happened. 

But a tiny part of August wants to be back in the city.  

Scars only ache when you think about them. 
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Eyes 

‘Megan, you’re going to be late.’ 

This is the least of her worries. It had been one of those nights where everything just 

jumbles around in your head like spinning spaghetti, the mass getting bigger and bigger until 

it threatens to burst out of your ears and eyes― 

No. 

She needs to stop thinking about it. But she can’t, it’s so horribly vivid, all the time. 

The clothes, the smell, the dry skin around his eye sockets that looked as though they had 

been pecked, all the soft, squishy eyeball jelly pecked and pecked until it oozed clear, running 

down his cheeks in blind tears. Even the thought that he might have lost his eyes after death 

doesn’t feel any better―it just makes her think about what might have killed the old man. 

There was a moment when it had almost brought the other thing back as well. The thing she 

never wants to talk about, least of all relive in her dreams, taking her breath like freezing 

water. What if she hadn’t got out? What...if? And in all this piss-pool of anxiety she’s now 

faced with her own stupidity in telling Shona’s so-called boyfriend he can stay at hers for a 

while. An impulse of colossal strangeness. 

What had got into her? 

‘I’ve made you coffee, love.’ 

‘Thanks Dad. Be down in a minute.’ 

Mix-Up is already just about dressed. She had barely got undressed―a quick splash 

of warm water on her face and a cleansing pad before she dropped into an on-off sleep, 

punctuated by pillow changes, podcasts that ended up keeping her awake, ‘ambient’ music 

that she kept expecting to get louder so she couldn’t relax...always the eyes. She kept 

scrolling through Twitter so she didn’t feel alone then, at about four in the morning, she set 
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her alarm for the ‘morning’ and was rudely told it would be going off in 3 hours and 21 

minutes. Fucking hell. 

Rolling herself into a ball, Mix-Up screams into her arm, then submits to finishing off 

the process of getting ready for school, because ties and shit. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘Can you just think about it for a bit, please?’ says Mix-Up, having relayed the fact 

that, for some crazy reason, she had told Ryan he could stay at her house, and seemed to 

think everyone would be fine with that. Her dad’s face face alone had expressed the full 

range of reactions she had both feared and hoped for. 

‘I’m just not sure. We’ve had enough trouble with your brother―’ 

‘You can’t compare Ryan to...’ she has to squeeze out his name, ‘Jamie.’ 

There’s a short and silent stand-off while parent and child drink their coffee. The 

person on the radio is shouting about something impossibly exciting, which turns out to be a 

new contestant announced for a reality TV show. 

‘Okay, I’ll speak to your mum,’ says Mix-Up’s dad, switching off the radio. ‘But even 

if she does say “yes”, he can’t stay for long, understand?’ 

‘He can pay rent. Shona says he’s got a job. More than one,’ says Mix-Up, attempting 

to press home the small advantage, though it’s only really from a sense of duty to Shona. She 

can’t really think of it as her advantage. 

It’s weird letting him stay, if she’s being truthful. Though she doesn’t dwell on the 

fact too much, to all intents and purposes Ryan is a kind of rival. She’s known Shona for a 

hell of a lot more time than Ryan has, and surely that counts for something when it comes to 

friendships. Though maybe not friendships with benefits. It’s fair to say that just about the 

last thing on Mix-Up’s mind is girls and boys... 
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‘Bus goes in ten,’ says Mix-Up’s dad, crashing through her ungendered thoughts 

about the strange person beneath the cliff. 

Mix-Up jumps, then glugs down her coffee apart from the last half a centimetre of 

moist grounds which might contain a deflated eye. She gives her dad a tired smile, and stands 

up from the kitchen table, leaving her half-finished breakfast sagging in a mulchy, orange 

clump beneath the spoon. 
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Food 

Exuding an air of imperial greatness, even godlike superiority, is easy when your best friend 

is a ball of anxiety. However unintentional, Shona can’t help but be looked up to at all times 

by Mix-Up. The truth is, Shona is anything but great, let alone godlike. She isn’t smart 

enough to be a geek; not quite perfect enough to be one of the popular kids; not weird enough 

to be a nerd. She never had an Emo phase. She might have lost her virginity, but isn’t quite 

sure how to define that. Only one other person knows she has a gravitational affinity with 

gulls.  

And now even that seems to have stopped. 

It’s a strange thing to be annoyed about. Maybe she is a nerd. 

And she knows how to get onto the―ironic ha-ha, only people who don’t understand 

the internet, or write headlines, call it the ‘Dark Web’. It should always be Capitalised. That 

terrible place where people go to buy drugs and guns and babies, sell their bodies and their 

souls, and talk frankly about stuff that the powers-that-be would rather you didn’t talk about. 

Go onto Google, look it up, have a browse. It’s not that Dark. 

Populars, geeks, nerds, nobodies. They’re all sitting in the same classroom as Shona, 

staring at the same smart board that’s explaining, with the help of a funky YouTube video, 

how local disease outbreaks in obscure places that are initially confined to just a very few 

individuals become, with the help of enormous population densities and cheap air transport, 

global pandemics. 

‘And that’s why you should always wash your hands after handling wild animals,’ 

says the teacher, simplifying a important message into something annoyingly resembling a 

food technology lesson. 
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But maybe she does have a point, thinks Shona, and begins to count through all the 

times she moved or otherwise disposed of sea birds that carried out post-death (or so it 

seems) attacks on her window. Did she wash her ungloved hands every single time, or has she 

inadvertently become Patient Zero of whatever awful disease is about to sweep the planet, 

wiping out all of humanity? 

It’s definitely a worry. That said, Shona has no symptoms of anything, not even a 

cold. 

‘Am I boring you, Shona Scott?’ 

The teacher is looking at her. She must have glazed over for a bit. 

‘Er, no,’ says Shona, attempting a quick recovery. ‘I was thinking about all the crap, 

sorry rubbish, that’s dumped behind shops, and in alleyways. Fast food places, all the bacteria 

and viruses breeding in there. Do you think a pandemic could start somewhere like, well, 

here?’ 

‘Good point,’ says the teacher. Shona isn’t sure if this a plus or minus in the eyes of 

her peers. There are rules. 

‘Assuming that somehow a virus has mutate into something novel,’ the teacher 

continues, ‘can anyone think of factors that would make an outbreak more likely?’ 

There’s a patchy discussion, lunch is imminent and people want away. Shona, isn’t 

participating―she’s back in her memory, auditing her many bird encounters, wondering how 

they died and what has been pecking their eyes out. 

Yes, definitely pecking. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘You missed the bus,’ says Mix-Up, sidling up beside Shona in the pasta queue. 

‘Sorry, didn’t have a chance to see if you were okay.’ 
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‘S’fine,’ says Shona, ‘Mum gave me a lift in. She’s currently obsessed with 

gardening, wanted to go to the garden centre to buy loads of seeds or something.’ 

‘Doesn’t look all that good,’ says Mix-Up, glancing at the food selection. 

Shona wants to ask the question, but it probably isn’t the right time. Too many 

students milling around and, even with all the noise, she doesn’t know how Mix-Up will react 

when she questions her friend’s mental health. It wouldn’t be great for everyone to see nerdy 

Shona being scorned by her best friend. 

‘I like the arabietta,’ says Shona, by way of an invitation. ‘They always put loads of 

chilli in.’ 

‘Nah, I’ll probably have a salad,’ replies Mix-Up. ‘Do you want to eat in here or get a 

box and risk the outdoors?’ 

Okay, it might be the right time, thinks Shona. She gets her pasta, then goes to the 

‘pastries and other yummy stuff’ counter while Mix-Up is selecting a bunch of pathetic 

leaves and thinly sliced vegetables with a negative calorie count. The queue here is 

considerably less than that of the salad counter; maybe it’s not just Mix-Up. Shona buys a 

cinnamon whirl and a pecan twist, so she can casually place it next to her friend while they’re 

talking about this and that. She shoves them in her coat pocket and follows Mix-Up from the 

salad bar, through the emergency exit (never alarmed at lunchtimes because everyone goes 

that way) and to the bench under the tree at the far end of the concrete courtyard. It’s cold for 

a spring day, and there is just a smattering of nicotine-addicted students trying not to exhale 

smoke from their vapes. A couple of fourth years are eating each others’ facecs next to the 

boiler room door. 

Shona sits alongside Mix-Up, leaving a small gap, into which she places the bag of 

pastries. 

‘So, how are you?’ she asks. 
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‘Bit shit.’ 

Shona waits, but Mix-Up doesn’t volunteer anything else. 

‘I was going to ask you about your―’ 

‘Mum’s not happy about Ryan coming over. Look at this.’ She unlocks her phone and 

shows the message, which confirms that her mum is, indeed, not happy. 

‘Mmm, bit negative. Anything you can do to change their minds?’ 

‘Not really. She still keeps Shit-Face’s room like some kind of shrine to parental 

abuse. It’s not like he’s slept a whole night in it for the last two years.’ 

Shona pushes the package closer towards Mix-Up’s leg. Her friend looks down and 

furrows her eyebrows at the presence of something containing actual food. 

‘Is that why you’re not―’ 

‘And there’s the old guy, that freaked me out a bit. I know you’ve had all sorts going 

on, and Ryan’s needing somewhere safe, but I could just do with some kind of stability at the 

moment.’ 

‘―eating?’ Shona finishes, but at almost a whisper. 

Mix-Up looks from her salad box to Shona. 

‘Look, I need to get something from the office. The head team want me to be some 

kind of mentor for first years. Apparently I’m a good role model. Give me a call tonight,’ 

says Mix-Up, taking her salad box and juice, but pointedly leaving the pastry package behind. 

‘Can you tell Ryan? Say sorry for me.’ 

Shona watches Mix-Up leave. She puts the unopened package in her pocket again. 

Sod her parents. Dad’s hardly ever around, anyway. Maybe she can just sneak Ryan in for a 

bit and pretend he’s only staying for the night. It’s not the best idea, thinks Shona, taking a 

bite of her pasta, but helping other people seems to be what she’s doing an awful lot of lately. 
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Call 

‘You what?’ 

Kosta is walking with Ryan through the hospital lobby that’s seething with outpatients 

and screaming kids. He has a cut on his left cheek. 

‘I did as you asked,’ says Kosta. ‘Well, we did, the both of us.’ 

Ryan frowns. 

‘I don’t remember asking you to do anything, but...well, thanks anyway. How is he?’ 

‘He is scared. A big scared bully.’ 

Ryan and Kosta go through the automatic doors and walk to the temporary waiting 

area, where Pav is sitting in the driving seat of his sensible family man car, its sensible diesel 

engine thrumming in anticipation of a slow getaway. There’s a click as Pav unlocks the doors 

using the sensible central locking mechanism. Although Ryan is limping a bit and his face is 

swollen, he’s otherwise mobile. More than anything, he’s just tired and could do with a 

comfy bed where there aren’t shadowy people at the foot of his bed, and a symphony of 

snoring throughout the night. Kosta opens the door for him, and Ryan gets in. 

‘Hey, thanks for the lift,’ he says. 

‘No problem,’ says Pav. ‘Where do you want to go―Disneyland? Amsterdam coffee 

shop?’ 

Ryan could just reply ‘home’ but he doesn’t want to. 

‘Can I crash at yours, mate, just for the night’ he says to Kosta, who is now sitting in 

the front passenger seat wearing shades. Pav has a beanie snugly on his head. They look like 

the coolest people in the world. 

‘Sure, if you promise to wear pants in bed.’ 
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‘Yeah, sure, no problem,’ says Ryan, momentarily addled. ‘Er, can I ask you 

something?’ 

‘Of coursikov!’ 

‘Did...when you beat him up, did Len say anything about me?’ 

Pav turns his head, apparently to check the road behind, but also to wink at Ryan. 

‘We didn’t beat him up,’ he says. ‘We just gave him a very firm warning. Explained 

that you were a kid, and didn’t want any trouble.’ 

‘But you gave him trouble―’ 

‘That was fair return for all that,’ Pav points at Ryan’s, admittedly, bashed in face. 

‘Anyway, he won’t bother you again, although you need to tell your darling mother to stop 

using him.’ 

Ryan says nothing. He’s wondering what his mum’s going to say when he gets round 

to telling her that he’s moving out and not coming back. Though where he’s going to move to 

in the long run, he doesn’t really know. He can’t stay at Mix-Up’s forever. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘Yeah, she’s really sorry about it but, you know, family and that.’ 

‘But she might be able to persuade her folks, yeah?’ 

‘I think that’s a definite “no”. Her mum was a bit weird, to be honest. Look, I’m not 

promising anything, but...might...room at―’ 

The phone goes even more crackly, then there’s silence. Ryan looks down and the call 

has ended. It rings again. 

‘Sorry, dead spot. Bus is crap for phone calls. What was I saying?’ 

‘You couldn’t promise anything―’ 

‘Oh, yeah, I’ll ask my mum, offer to do a load of chores...hang on, you could do a 

load of chores. Oh no, maybe not. Well, I’ll offer something anyway.’ 
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‘Sorry, what are you talking about?’ 

‘Staying at mine,’ says Shona, sounding as though explaining something obvious to a 

child.  

‘Oh. Right. Thanks. Can I come over―’ 

‘No, not tonight. I need to prime her properly...and no, we’re not sharing. She would 

definitely say no.’ 

‘I wasn’t thinking of that at all,’ says Ryan. 

‘Yes you were, don’t lie. Right, gotta go. Take it easy, I’ll message you when I know. 

Bye.’ 

Ryan is slightly stunned. A bit delighted, but also not. He isn’t really sure how much 

he still fancies Shona, even though she’s being really nice. But if they’re not going together, 

then how’s she going to be when he gets it on with someone else. 

His face starts to ache again, and he realises he’s being a bit of a dick. 

⁀•⁀ 

Someone’s flying a drone too close. The motor’s cutting out as it rises and falls over 

Ryan’s head, getting closer―falling towards him then lifting away. Kosta is running towards 

Ryan, waving the control around, shouting something about getting away before the big one 

comes. A splashy voice with a terrible lisp. Kosta’s face split open, his tongue lolling up and 

down as he runs. The drone is spinning at face level, then arcs in towards Ryan, the blades on 

its edges glinting in the sun― 

‘Wha’ the fu―?’ 

Ryan flaps his hand over the bed, feeling for the source of the vibration in the half-

light of Kosta’s bedsit. He opens his eyes and sees the light, grabbing the phone and―out of 

habit, expecting to see ‘MUM’ and her sketchy face on the screen so he can hit the red 
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circle―not recognising the number. He holds it for a second, pondering whether answering 

would be wise, especially after the events of the last couple of days. 

The buzzing stops. It’s gone to voicemail. 

His message doesn’t give a name, but it is his voice. It was always a toss-up between 

a smart message so friends knew they had the right number, and the default answer, the one 

that really pees him off because the owner is obviously too lazy to put a message on. He put a 

smart message on, because he wasn’t feeling lazy at the time. 

His phone buzzes again. There’s a voice message. 

Okay. 

He goes to Phone and selects voice mail. One new message. Two saved messages. 

... 

‘Hey fella. Yer man Len says, “Be careful”. That’s his problem, not ours.’ 

‘Here’s the thing―we’re lookin’ for someone. Five and a half foot, thin, mixed-race, 

Asian, white, bit of everythin’. You find him...her, call this number. Good boy.’ 

The message ends. 

Ryan is more awake than he’s ever been. Awake and confused. 
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Foetal 

A dense fog laps its way over the cliff top, touching the road and the houses on the far side. 

The grass between the cliff and the road is mowed with impeccable evenness, so that it’s 

impossible to make out the droplets of dew, just a carpet of light grey moisture fuzzing the 

green below. Each plot, in which stands an individually designed house too expensive for 

most people to afford, has its own set of gates, high fences, warning signs and discreet 

cameras in places where the signs don’t suggest they might be. Every coastal town has its 

paranoid quarter. In this particular one, money seems to be dripping off the cars and 

balconies, the occupants safely locked away from whatever existential threats the developers 

were envisaging when the houses were built. 

Behind one, particularly impressive building is a large summer house. It has heating, 

courtesy of a ground-source heat pump, filtered ice-water from an attachment on the wall, a 

‘day bed’ suspended from the ceiling, and a hamper full of blankets and towels. The walls are 

decorated with a tropical frieze covering the vast majority of one, except for the window 

overlooking the swimming pool. There is a guitar hanging off a peg to one side, with the 

name ‘Taylor’ etched onto the headstock in gold. As far as the occupants of the building, on 

whose plot this wooden structure sits, are concerned, no one is here at all. No one broke in. 

All is safe.  

There is also a small person, tucked up in a foetal position, sleeping in the day bed, 

still wrapped in their coat and a woolly hat they bought from a midweek craft market. 

It helps August tremendously that the occupants are, in fact, on a long holiday. That 

much was obvious from the outside of the vast picture windows at the rear. Despite the 

expensive-looking red coupé parked on the driveway, there hadn’t even been a tea towel 
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hanging from the rail of the open-plan, granite topped kitchen. Not a cushion out of place on 

the corner sofa, nor a piece of fruit in the bowl. 

For the first time since the railway journey, August sleeps without any bad dreams. 

They struggled for a short while with ideas of moving on, maybe to somewhere more 

remote, so that any temptation to return would be impractical, if not entirely absent. It made 

sense, but the easiest―by a huge margin―way to accomplish this would be to take the same 

train back into the city and then another train back out, further than before. August might 

have been able to resist the homing urge, but would have also been in danger of being 

discovered. Railway stations are obvious places to find missing people, especially those who 

have only been gone a few days. 

So, August decided to stay, move around a bit from place to place but in the same 

local area. It was the early frost, and not being able to feel their hands one morning, that 

determined in their mind to find somewhere with heating, or at least a decent roof, to sleep. A 

couple of K’s further walk along the coast brought them to the gated estate. It was gated in 

principle, but no amount of money could prevent a well-signposted tourist trail from wending 

its way around the cliffs above the inlets and bays and not too far from the front of the 

houses. If the road was barred by an imposing barrier, the footpath was most definitely not. 

August spotted the small number of CCTV cameras on poles, and found the domed 

lenses (including dummies) beneath the eaves of each house almost comical. They only had 

to follow the refuse truck―at a discreet distance―early one morning, to find out which 

houses were obviously occupied, and which were holiday lets, second homes or just 

temporarily empty. Then it was a case of whichever one had a convenient bit of woodland or 

grass next to or behind it, which allowed them to scale the wall and escape from the gaze of 

the outside world. They had no intention of breaking into the house. Their bag was full of 

food and drink, a new charger pack and something absorbing to read. 
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August isn’t having bad dreams, but there are other kinds. 

Their phone makes a tiny ‘beep’. August sits up, fully awake, nerves taut, and pulls 

the phone from their jacket pocket. The power button does nothing. Then the company logo 

dances on the screen followed by the phone make and model. 

As it completes rebooting, August tries to remember their dream―it was a distinct 

feeling, pulling from inside, and scattered light. The soft rope connected to whatever it was 

connected to, up in the pumping station office which overlooks the sea... 

It was nothing. Just hunger. 

They lie. 

Seagulls screech overhead. August still isn’t used to their high tones, clear as the air. 

Back in the city, apart from the occasional one flying along the riverbank, it was the low burr 

of pigeons, chatting sparrows wherever a tree or hedge remained, starlings swooping in 

blankets, their calls melting into one cacophony, that gave the place its avian voice. 

‘Seagulls. Hear them?’ 

His mum, sitting on the sand, using a towel to clean melted ice cream off August’s 

hands as they catch the wind in their mouth. 

‘Look on the wall. They’re after the chips.’ 

From out of the past August now understands why they instinctively escaped to this 

place. It was the first that came to mind. Somewhere that, despite the fighting on the beach all 

those years ago, felt safe. 
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. 

No! No! It’s all wrong gobackgoback what the hell are they NO! Just fall… 
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Charity 

‘Are you sure about this? He can pay some rent if you want.’ 

‘If you say he’s in trouble, then that’s enough for me,’ replies Shona’s mum to what 

had seemed like an extremely loaded question with only one possible answer. 

It’s a revelation. All those years Shona thought her mum was OCD-anxious and 

needed everything to be exactly just-so, and it turns out the pristine spare room with its 

layered cushions and mottos hanging on the wall (and the bloody great ‘LOVE’ sitting on the 

bedside cabinet, just in case you forget such a thing exists) is okay for friend to crash in. She 

reckons Ryan’ll get a shock if he leaves his toothbrush lying on the windowsill in a pool of 

toothpaste juice, but it’s a lot better than being kicked in the head by a drug dealer.  

‘Okay. Er, thanks,’ says Shona. 

‘You sound surprised.’ 

Shona is.  

‘No, just relieved, I suppose.’ 

‘Can I ask―?’ 

‘No. Sorry. But, yeah, thanks.’ 

Shona gives her mum a hug, which feels a bit weird. She doesn’t even like Ryan that 

much, not like she likes Mix-Up, as a friend, that is. Actually, Mix-Up’s a better kisser... 

‘Do you want any more coffee?’ asks her mum. 

‘Mmm, yeah okay.’ Shona looks at the clock on the cooker. It’s flashing 00:00, as 

usual, and she has no idea why she looks because her mum switches everything off at night 

just in case the house burns down. 

Early rays of sun glint off the tiny greenhouse in the back garden. 

‘So, when is he coming?’ 
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Shona has to think. She sips her orange juice and looks at the battery-powered clock 

on the wall which is actually showing the correct time. Bus leaves in twenty minutes. Ryan 

might be awake, but maybe not.  

‘Is Dad back today?’ she asks. 

Shona’s mum looks at the calendar. 

‘Uh-huh. He’s off for three days. Do you want him to get Ryan’s things?’ 

And suddenly her head’s spinning with far too many thoughts for comfort―maybe 

she’s inherited some of her mum’s need to put everything into neat boxes. At the moment 

there’s a box for the gulls, a box for Mix-Up’s (go on, say it) eating disorder, a box 

for―actually that’s a bigger box that goes around the already big gull box―for all the weird 

shit about the dead guy and the boat. Ryan doesn’t have a box round him at the moment. He’s 

meant to be just a thing that happens from time to time, but now he’s got enough noise 

around him that she needs to put him into a discrete and important box because he’s now 

going to be LIVING IN HER HOUSE. Over-reaction, possibly. 

‘Earth to Shona.’ 

‘What. Oh, yeah, I’ll message him at break. When does Dad get back.’ 

‘This morning, but he’ll need a few hours.’ 

‘I’ll sort something out―don’t worry.’ 

‘I’m not worried. It’ll be nice to have a bit of company in the day.’ 

Maybe they’ll get on, thinks Shona. In a strange, and definitely fictional future, 

Ryan is the prodigal son her parents never had―helps out around the house and in the 

garden with major jobs; talks in philosophical tones over the dinner table; fills them with 

pride for the work he does with socially disadvantaged people. In a far less fictional 

future, he’s a bit of a pain in the arse, always lurking around Shona’s door and wanting 

furtive groping sessions whenever there’s no one else in the house. She finishes her juice 
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and toast, grabs the fresh mug of coffee that has appeared on the breakfast bar,  and goes 

upstairs to get her face ready for another day at school. That is, for the moment, a 

welcome distraction. 
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Flat 

Kosta is away for the night, staying with his girlfriend. He’s made it very clear to his young 

and less worldly-wise protégée that this doesn’t mean he’s going to be moving out of his tiny 

bachelor flat, with the resolutely bachelor array of convenience foods in the cramped kitchen, 

and the box bachelor bedroom that at least two different people died in (according to the 

letting agent, in a rare moment of candour). Ryan is convinced that having Kosta move out 

and hand over the lease would make life a lot easier for him. Technically it’s true, but that 

also means that Ryan would have to get a decent job and buy his own duvet, rather than 

depend on his friend for charity. And there would be no one to keep the flat clean. 

For all his 1970s chic and cocky seaside attitude, Kosta is scrupulously tidy. The 

barely-enough-room-to-wash-your-back shower cubicle was spotless before Ryan had, what 

seemed like his first decent wash for weeks. Ryan wouldn’t normally notice this kind of 

thing, but the lemony freshness alerted him to the―maybe a subtle warning―need to keep 

the place as he found it. Maybe the two of them can come to some kind of arrangement: the 

kind where Ryan lives there for free, but when Kosta wants to use it because he’s his own 

man, Ryan sleeps on the tiny sofa with his legs hanging over the end. 

Honestly, though, he’s making his chances sound a lot better than the hard floor of 

reality, where he find himself bouncing from sofa to sofa and eventually, after much guilty 

persuasion, ends up going back to the suffocating flat he grew up in. 

Basically, he’s screwed things up―well, not entirely him, but Mum and Len and his 

determination to live some magically free from responsibility, independent life he probably 

dreamed up while he was stuck in the classroom, have all played their part. Shona hasn’t 

called him back. This means her mum doesn’t want a kid who smokes weed and has seafront 

fumbles with her daughter (not that she knows either of those things, but wouldn’t blame her 
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at all for not being a fan) staying in the same house at them. Added to that, the message to his 

own mum late last night, though it wasn’t quite meant to make her furious, was worthy of 

some kind of reaction. She hasn’t even bothered to respond, let alone told him he isn’t wanted 

in the flat any more. At least she could have said he doesn’t need to come back, so he can 

then claim he’s been made homeless and maybe get on some kind of housing list if the Shona 

thing doesn’t work out. 

Those kind of thoughts are a lot better the ones he’s actually been having. 

His phone buzzes. It’s been relegated to the kitchen counter after the freakish voice 

message that kept his brain jumping around until the blinds over the window got lighter, and 

the birds started to sing. He unpicks himself from the bed and shuffles over, face aching for 

want of some painkillers, hands shaking for want of a smoke. The phone buzzes again. He 

picks it up and looks: there are two new messages. 

One of them is a notification of a missed call from just a few minutes ago. It’s 

Shona’s number, he must have slept through and woken up, his head swimming with 

thoughts that he’s only just had time to process. The other is a proper message: 

Mum says yes. Will get you after school at your place. Pack everything x 

Ryan’s future seems to have improved considerably. 

He sends a message back, profusely thanking her. No reason to be proud about it. He 

explains he’s at Kosta’s, so can they pick him up there and go over to his mum’s flat to pick 

his stuff up? 

Not even ‘home’ with single quotes. It’s now ‘my mum’s’. 

Sure. Let her know though. See you about 4. 
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She’s looking after him. He smiles, and his jaw makes a sharp click. Okay, painkillers 

and then a not so needy message for his mum. Maybe even an apology for him moving out so 

suddenly...no, no apology, just be nice enough for her to agree, and maybe not keep sending 

him drunken messages in the middle of the night. 

He composes the message for what seems like ages, deleting bits that sound too cross, 

then adding a request for her to find the big suitcase. That’s going to hurt a bit. He leaves 

options open. Maybe he’s not leaving forever, even though he is... 
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Missing 

There is a reason why they made the long walk back to the pumping station, the place with 

the gap in the cliffs, and the alcove where the girl found a body drained of life and the means 

through which to see its demise. It’s not a very good reason.  

August thought they heard a car coming onto the driveway at the front of the house, 

the squeaking of freshly painted gates opening to welcome the owners back from their 

lengthy and expensive holiday. After scaling the rear wall and following the service road 

round to the front of the house, via some even more expensive and lavish properties, it was 

clear the driveway hadn’t welcomed anyone. Anyway, that wasn’t the real reason for leaving 

the comfort of the summer house. 

And it certainly wasn’t the promise of the All Day Breakfast Bap from the mobile 

snack bar in the barely used coach park. Their appetite for anything large and greasy had 

already become food for the fish once before―following an arms-length, stench-filled 

attempt to put right what they disturbed so it would seem as though no one had discovered a 

body at the base of the cliff in the first place. August and the girl had gone their separate 

ways. August in the direction they were previously walking; she in whatever direction the 

dog was dragging her, initially towards the sea, then eventually along the base of the cliff 

where August had come from. There remained an unspoken pact between them to say 

nothing.  

But something is still wrong and it isn’t going away. 

August needs to go back there again. 

A small part of this might be guilt. Someone should have at least reported the body, 

though quite what the police would have made of ‘We’ve found an old guy with no eyes, and 

he wasn’t old yesterday’ doesn’t really bear thinking about. Maybe the girl did tell someone. 
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She seemed the kind of person who would be bothered by an unexplained death―indeed it 

really did seem to affect her. August doesn’t do hugging, but they put their arms around her, 

just because it was what she needed. No other reason. 

But despite any possible police involvement, August really does need to see the old 

guy again and, as the drizzle begins to descend, keeping all but the most ardent dog walkers 

away from the edge of the cliff, they decide to risk returning to the place where the girl and 

her dog found him. 

⁀•⁀ 

Okay, there are two possible explanations. 

Someone did call the police. They came, found a body and brought in the duty 

coroner. The body was examined and moved out of the public gaze so that no one would be 

able to find out that something was removing peoples’ eyes. That makes sense. August has 

seen this happen before―more than once―though, not for quite the same reason. 

Then there’s the possibility that he was dragged into the sea by someone having a 

laugh with a bundle of clothes that turned out to have a body inside. Stranger things have 

happened. 

Of course there’s another explanation. There are always other explanations, because 

unlike the world of police dramas and bad fictional thrillers, the world is not just either / or. 

The really disturbing part of it is that August is convinced whatever other explanation 

there is for the man’s body no longer being there, is probably the real one. They don’t know 

how, maybe just the lack of anything that might suggest there was ever a body there in the 

first place, let alone a police cordon. Like the soft rope in the middle of their gut, they know 

something else happened. Like the popping sound in the dark, they know it happened. Like 

the eerie haze in front of the unshuttered window, they know it happened. 
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And like the fact that one day a man in his late forties with bright blue eyes became a 

man in his seventies with no eyes at all. As unlikely as something this absurd and unworldly 

is to have occurred, the fact is that it happened and nothing can ever stop that from being the 

case, even if any evidence of that has now disappeared off the face of the earth. 

August takes a deep breath and their mind settles again. They look one way, then the 

other. No one is coming. The wide concrete platform is dark with millions of drops of joined 

up drizzle, all except for a narrow strip just below the chalk where even the most determined 

raindrops can’t reach. August walks onwards, in the direction of the pumping station. It’s a 

risk, maybe, but they have been here before. No one can see in from the outside; they have 

food and water, a place to relieve themself and...just maybe, something might happen again. 
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Sick 

It was the beaks. Long, straight beaks, shining with blood. 

Mix-Up is trying not to remember, and failing.  

She thinks it was just a dream―no, forget that, she wants it to have been a dream, but 

dreams don’t stick in the brain like real memories, they fade like prints on wet sand until the 

tide of day washes them away entirely. It’s much more than just a dream, anyway. She isn’t 

entirely sure why the thing that happened has affected her in the way it has but, teenage girl 

and all that; maybe it’s just a thing loads of people go through, body image, pressure from 

friends, clean eating on perfect small plates. Yeah, it’s just a thing. 

Bollocks is it. 

Mix-Up feels sick. It keeps coming in slow waves, like the thick water on which 

eyeless bodies rise and fall. Like the ones who never make it back as a whole body, their 

individual parts bobbing up and down on the swell, being pecked and gored into ever smaller 

pieces by...whatever they are. 

Cleaning. 

She had to take the day off school. Her dad could have sworn she was the same shade 

as the kitchen walls, Apple White. Bleached Lime. Vomit Green. 

‘It’s fine, just period pains.’ 

‘Well, even so, you don’t look at all well. Stay at home. If you feel well enough then 

you can do a bit of work later.’ 

‘Okay.’ 

She easily relented. It’s not so bad being at home anyway, working through old course 

notes, making memory maps and utilising every known colour of highlighter on her 

exquisitely neat handwriting. Part of the interminable run-up to exams that started sometime 
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before Christmas, before they had got even half way through the year. She doesn’t begrudge 

it―in fact it’s far preferable to being at school, stuck in the melée of surging crowds and 

adolescent energy. She can also listen to her own music, or flick between stations and make 

up her own mind what level of noise, and what voices, she has to tolerate. 

Then she makes the mistake of leaving Radio 4 on in the kitchen, and when the 

opening music to Desert Island Discs comes on, with its seawash and sound of gulls, the 

whole tumbling mess comes back and fills her head with a basic vision of hell. 

She was only nosing around the old pumping station. So many walks with what was 

most definitely ‘her’ dog (he had been a birthday present on the strict understanding that a 

dog of that breed needed walking twice a day, rain and shine, though maybe not 

thunderstorm) had first piqued an interest, then made her fascinated with the history of the bit 

of coast near to their house. She had looked at Urbex web sites, admired the quality of the 

photography, and also the extreme lengths, and depths, people go to just be somewhere 

different. It became a bit of an obsession, and Mix-Up also became quite adept and getting 

into places people aren’t supposed to go―mainly when she didn’t need to walk the dog, but 

sometimes during those walks, if she was able to take Tony in with her. 

Yes, Tony. 

He isn’t evil. A bit mad, and almost impossible to train to do anything but stand still 

for a millisecond while she wrestles the lead back on, but not evil. He saved her life. 

As usual, the pumping station was locked and, as usual, she was able to prise the lock 

open with the screwdriver that’s kept under the chunk of chalk in the small alcove next to the 

door. Everyone knows about this. Well, not everyone―Shona doesn’t. Nor does she know 

anything about Mix-Up’s explorations because...well, it would change things, wouldn’t it? 

Anyway, Tony skipped up the metal stairs ahead of her, unbothered by the lack of light, and 

they emerged into the upstairs area, which always smells a bit of piss and charcoal and from 
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time to time is ‘home’ for someone who doesn’t have one. They never stay around for long, 

but always leave a few things behind, which is a bit strange. 

So there was the concrete floor, a couple of old rusting chairs, and broken glass 

covered on the outside with metal panels studded with hundreds of holes that, if you look 

close enough you can see outside and watch people going past in their ignorance. The light 

was warm and early, sun just popping over the houses and filling the space with a dreamy-

warm yellow, in spite of the chill. She hushed Tony, and he was good, just the low growl in 

the back of his throat that meant he had probably smelled something more than piss and 

charcoal. Mix-Up took a couple of photos, which she intended to later upload to her 

UrbexSacha account, currently followed by 1673 assorted explorers and people who give her 

extra likes if they even see a hint of human body in a reflection. The green tinged algae 

creeping into the yellow-white walls had a touch of aesthetic loveliness about it. Then there 

was this weird movement in the air, and she went and looked and, well, it was Tony that 

pulled her back out, barking as if a―whatever you call a group of cats had just gone by, 

nearly dislocating her shoulder. And nothing had changed in the abandoned pumping station. 

But inside her head, it all changed, and she couldn’t stop thinking about the bodies and the 

skin, the thick, rolling waves and whatever the fuck those creatures with the huge, sharp 

beaks were. 

And if they are still there, waiting for the next time someone goes through. 
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Moving 

The car horn makes a second sharp ‘beep’ and Ryan almost falls from the wall on one side of 

the entrance step to the seafront building. Once, it must have been a hotel, now it’s a block of 

high-ceilinged apartments with wrought iron balconies and poor insulation, and Ryan has 

been absorbing all the different colours and shapes the paint makes as it flakes away from the 

brickwork. He hoiks the slightly scuffed Gola bag over his shoulder, and walks down the red-

tiled steps that connect the pavement and entrance hall. 

Shona waves to him in an enthusiastic arc from inside the vehicle, then reaches over 

and opens the door to the back seats. Ryan can see both of her parents (as promised) sitting in 

the front, beaming with welcoming smiles―it’s like a cute family outing, plus one. 

‘This is Ryan, say hello Ryan,’ says Shona as he shuffles his bum into the seat, 

passing the bag to Shona. 

‘Hi, Mr and Mrs Scott,’ mumbles Ryan, a bit embarrassed at the attention. 

Ryan pulls the door hard on his side, making Shona’s mum jump a little in the 

passenger seat. Shona helps him click the seatbelt into place. He isn’t sure why, but he 

reckons she’s just looking after him in his delicate, recently beat up state. 

‘What’s your address?’ asks Mr Scott from the driver’s seat. He’s a big, almost 

intimidating presence, even sitting down, and could probably handle himself, should Uncle 

Len decide to turn up at the front door. 

‘Well, my mum lives at―’ and Ryan gives her address, not his. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘Are you sure you don’t want me to go back and get the rest of the stuff?’ says Mr 

Scott, bringing in the last of the stuff. He’s big, but not so fit. Ryan’s worried he might 

collapse if he carries on. 
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‘No,’ says Ryan. ‘I think Mum likes the idea of having some of it still in the flat. I’m 

really grateful for what you’re doing. Thanks.’ 

‘That’s fine,’ says Mrs Scott, as her husband slowly expires on the bottom stair, 

wheezing a little like a tyre deflating. ‘You can stay as long as you like. Bet you’re glad to be 

away from that estate―’ 

‘Mum!’ shouts Shona from the top landing, her voice tumbling down from where she 

is carrying a small box containing a glass bong and various other items, marked ‘DELICATE’ 

because they are. 

‘I’m sorry,’ says Mrs Scott, ‘that sounded terrible. It’s just what you read in the paper. 

I’m sure it’s not that bad.’ 

‘It’s worse,’ says Ryan, removing his coat and deciding if it’s polite to choose his own 

peg. ‘Council don’t care what happens.’ 

He leaves it at that. No one cares, really. The whole estate could be sealed in a giant 

dome and the inhabitants eventually choke on the fumes and lack of oxygen. Nice bit of 

urban cleansing, especially if they tart it up once all the poor people are cleared away. 

Greenfields Estates are proud to announce a luxury redevelopment of traditional 1960s stock 

for the executive purchaser. Prices start at £300,000 for a one bedroom apartment. Benefits 

recipients need not apply―they can all fuck off to some other town. 

Mrs Scott is looking at Ryan’s feet. He quickly crouches down and removes his shoes, 

putting them in a space beneath the stairs, which seems like the right thing given the not 

unpleasant smile on her not unpleasant face.  

‘Shona will take you up to your room,’ she says, as she closes the front door then 

pulls her husband up to some vague standing position. 

‘Yes, do follow me, sir. It’s through the lobby and up here,’ says Shona, galloping 

down the stairs and dragging the battered suitcase that once belonged to Ryan’s dad, back up 
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again, followed by Ryan who is trying to keep up even with just a small bag. ‘Breakfast is 

served whenever you remove your crusty body from the duvet,’ continues Shona’s stream of 

consciousness, ‘but sexual favours are extra. Don’t forget to rate us five stars on 

TripAdvisor,’ she finishes with a flourish. 

‘It’s nice,’ says Ryan, looking into the spare room. ‘Um, I can find some other place if 

you’re not happy me staying.’ 

‘I’ll cope,’ says Shona. ‘Bathroom’s on the left, out there. You can put your stuff in 

the wardrobe and drawers, and anything but the bottom bit of this section,’ she indicates the 

cubby holes in the wardrobe, the bottom two of which contain towels and bedding. ‘Oh, and 

I’ll know if you’ve been in my room while I’m at school, so stay out of my underwear 

drawer.’ 

Ryan winces as Shona throws the massive suitcase onto the bed, which bounces, then 

settles into what seems like sleep. Ryan knows just how it feels. Shona’s over-exuberance is 

out of character―maybe he’s doing her a favour by staying, though it might also be for show. 

‘Drink?’ asks Shona to Ryan’s face. 

‘Sure,’ he replies. ‘Er, can have a have a bit of space for a while?’ 

‘What, between now and the drink, or after the drink?’ 

Ryan shrugs. It’s been a long few days. 

⁀•⁀ 

A chance to catch his breath. For the first time in what seems like a life, Ryan is 

feeling something new he can’t quite perceive—stability. It’s such an unusual feeling, almost 

an absence of feelings. There’s still a slight tremor in his legs as he lies on the edge of ‘his’ 

bed, feet in the air, his head just below the pillows, but it’s manageable until he can get out 

onto the cliffs for a smoke. There’s the large, battered suitcase with his Grandad’s 

monographed initials; a Sport Direct bag full of random shit; a couple of boxes containing 
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books, smoking stuff and his mini hi-fi (another cast-off from his dad). It’s not much. It’s 

also pretty much his his recent life. His mum can keep the past. 

There’s a knock on the door. The calm is broken. 

‘Yeah!’ shouts Ryan. 

‘Oh, sorry,’ says Shona’s mum. 

He stands up and opens the door, putting on the best family smile he can. 

‘No, it’s my bad. Sorry, didn’t mean to shout—used to my mum bugging me about 

things.’ 

‘I got you some tea,’ she says, picking up a tray with a mug of black tea, a bowl of 

sugar, a jug of milk and some biscuits. ‘I didn’t know how you took it.’ 

Ryan laughs, and takes the tray. 

‘Seriously, I take it any way. One sugar and a dash of milk, if you’re making…thanks, 

really.’ 

Ryan watches her friend’s mum walk across the hallway as he closes the door. She’s 

not unattractive. He ponders this terrible thought for a second, then shakes his head, washing 

away any idea of ruining things for him and possibly destroying another family. 

‘You’re in enough trouble as it is,’ he says to himself. 
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Disturbed 

The girl hasn’t been here today. 

It’s almost as though August misses her. Down in the dark of the great cavern in the 

cliffs, August had been half-expecting her waifish silhouette to appear through the door, light 

up the space with her phone and show them the way to the metal stairs, with a stern warning 

not to go up in case the rust had further eaten through the treads. But she wasn’t there, and 

the steps—as before—were perfectly fine, if a bit slippery. In fact, apart from the absence of 

the girl who everyone calls Mix-Up, nothing had changed…except, well maybe something 

was missing. The crumpled blue sleeping bag and the empty bottle of whisky were still there, 

as was the makeshift mattress of cardboard boxes, a rusting and slightly wobbly chair and the 

old-fashioned banks of computer equipment by the one unshuttered window. 

August has been inside for most of the day, reading a tatty local paper picked out from 

the bin next to the path; pondering the missing body with an increasing sense that it has 

nothing to do with them. This is not their home. The scars are beginning to twinge again—the 

sense of uselessness. At least they had a role in that other world, the shitty, threat-filled world 

where they were able to stay low and make the most of their invisibility. Here, the best that 

can be said is— 

‘No, hold my hand!’ 

Across the twilit grass come two people, pulled by something below eye level that 

veers from side to side. They seem to be wrestling with each other and pushing as they walk, 

and laughing, while the shape that’s dragging the arm of the shorter one is making a familiar 

growling-barking sound. August feels a small tingle of recognition. 

‘Do you wanna go somewhere…smoke…the dark…’ 
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The dog’s barking is cutting through the ebbing conversation. August watches as they 

continue to push each other, moving closer to the hole-punched metal windows, close enough 

to touch if their hand could reach through the metal and into the open air...then past in less 

than the time it takes to think this, the dog leading them round the corner and out of sight. 

Barking, growling moving away rather than towards, a stereo image of three moving 

creatures, each with their own minds and bodies, but connected, interacting—having some 

kind of role to play in this marvellous, messy, fucked-up planet. And August, now pacing the 

concrete floor in frustration, not enough light to read or even make out the colours of the 

walls, not enough charge left on their phone to risk seeing what else might be going on in the 

world. Nothing to do but wait, move, wait, eat, shit, sleep, move on once again. 

But the girl is interesting. Interesting enough to wonder why she isn’t walking her 

own dog. It’s obvious the two people just now were only borrowing it, maybe doing her an 

after dark favour, so they have an excuse to go somewhere private. August used to do the 

same with their first crush, but in their case it was borrowing the little sister of said crush in 

her buggy and giving her sweets from the shop to keep her quiet. It was all innocent, just two 

young teenagers holding hands, and a toddler with a mouth full of candy. August sits down 

on the, thankfully dry cardboard, and removes the corner shop sandwich from their rucksack. 

As they begin to peel off the plastic seal, the air changes. It feels as though something is 

breathing in, tiny jets of air popping through the now barely lit holes in the metal—then they 

can hear voices, that sharp laughing again. A deep, booming crash, and the pressure in the 

room increases, just enough for August to understand they are not alone in this place. 
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Wake 

It must have taken a couple of minutes of someone banging on the front door and ringing the 

bell for Mix-Up to finally extract herself from a once comatose position on the sofa in the 

front room, realising with annoyance that her parents had not yet come home from work. The 

horrible memories of earlier in the day had totally scrambled her brain to the point that it 

decided that was enough thinking, and it needed a long rest and reboot before Mix-Up would 

be allowed to continue her day. 

Walking slowly, almost dragging herself to the door, her beloved Tony now bouncing 

off the walls of the hallway because he hadn’t had his after-school walk, she eventually 

greeted her best friend, who stated that she once again looked like shit and could do with a 

good sleep. Mix-Up decided not to question this logic, and lifted the dog lead off the hook 

next to the door, handing it to Shona. This obviously caused the barking and bouncing to 

increase further, if that was indeed doggily possible. Shona took the lead, checked Mix-Up 

was really alright by extracting a small smile and a promise she would almost probably be in 

school the next day, and offered Ryan’s dog walking services on a regular basis, given he was 

now living at Shona’s house. 

To say Mix-Up had been surprised, was like suggesting there are quite a lot of people 

in India. As she had watched Shona being dragged up the road in the semi-gloom by Tony, 

Mix-Up pondered whether she would now have to change her regular walk to try and avoid 

any uncomfortable triggers, like the bit of crumbling cliff. Maybe she could start walking the 

other way along the coast, towards the headland with the ruined fort and strange caves below 

that she hadn’t explored very much. Apparently it had been used by smugglers, and someone 

on the forum had mentioned that in the rocks below the arch there were remnants of 

contraband. Yeah, that would be interesting. 
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Then she thought of the nice person who had helped her with Tony, then shown her 

what true horror meant, then held her for as long as it took her to calm down, so she decided 

that it was worth keeping to the same route for now because Tony was used to it―and just in 

case they crossed paths again. 

But not today. That would have to wait until she was ready. 
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Feeling 

Coming back to the gap in the cliffs makes Shona feel a bit uneasy, but Axis of Evil pulling 

Ryan on what seems like wheels makes for a pleasant enough distraction. Also, with it being 

nearly dark there’s no chance of seeing any recently deceased bodies, bird or human. 

Certainly she isn’t going to go looking for one, especially with what Mix-Up had said about 

the old guy she found just along the way. 

They hadn’t planned on going inside the cliff when they set off on their walk, but 

Ryan said he fancied an explore (and a smoke, given her garden was out of bounds for that 

kind of thing). Shona agreed, reckoning Axis would be fine on the beach, with the tide out 

and nothing to kill or maim except for a few waders out in the mud pulling at worms. 

‘Someone been here before?’ says Ryan, pointing his phone light at the hasp, the 

broken lock lying somewhere below. 

‘Yeah, probably,’ replies Shona, all innocent.  

She pulls open the door with practised ease, while Ryan tries to do the impossible, and 

reason with Axis of Evil about not running away too far while carefully removing his lead 

clip from a dog that seems to be on starting blocks. Axis immediately goes haring off across 

the sand, eventually disappearing round the corner and, thus, is out of mind for the time 

being. 

‘Will he come back?’ asks Ryan after a short silence. 

‘Oh, yeah...eventually,’ Shona replies, a bit distracted. She’s not used to going from 

almost dark outside to complete dark inside, and the echoes seem a bit deeper, a bit more 

sinister. ‘Come on then, and give us some light, there’s all sorts of shit to trip over in here.’ 

Shona leads Ryan into to the void, watching her enormous shadow cast by Ryan’s 

torch loom and swoop around the space. The sounds of their splashy steps are bounced from 
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wall to wall and right back to them. From outside there’s just the odd distant bark, and the 

shrill calls of oystercatchers. Shona points her own torch across the space where it is 

swallowed up, but hits enough of what’s in front for them not to come to any grief. 

‘Don’t sit on the mattress,’ she says. ‘I don’t know what’s on there―well, I do, but 

not who’s, and...well, just don’t. It’s total mank.’ 

She can hear Ryan shuffling about, a few clinks of small objects, then his face is lit up 

in a wavering yellow glow showing a roll-up between his lips. Shona isn’t surprised and 

shrugs inwardly. The flame of his lighter goes off and she hears him inhale and sigh. The 

smell of tobacco and weed fill the space and Shona has to hold her breath not to cough. 

‘Fancy a puff?’ Ryan asks. 

Shona wants to pass this off with disdain but, actually, why not? She tried smoking 

once, and while that didn’t end well, she did realise Mix-Up and her must have something 

quite special for her friend to be covering up Shona’s sick with dead leaves. Come to think of 

it, Mix-Up had no problems with smoking. Shona had forgotten that, and now she starts to 

wonder what else she doesn’t know about her friend. 

‘Yeah, alright,’ she blurts out without really thinking of the consequences. 

She can now smell the dark scent of the weed; the tart odour of tobacco, then Ryan’s 

hand holds her own and places the joint between her fingers. Shona tries to remember how 

not to smoke, and does her best―not pulling too hard, not keeping her eyes open...and the 

rush of smoke hits her lungs. She holds, then chokes out. She hears Ryan give a small laugh 

but before she can retort, an unfamiliar sense of space and lightness fills her head. The dark is 

just a colour. The sea wash is a caress. The thought of Ryan is comfortable... 

‘Give me your lighter,’ she says. 

Ryan feels for her, touches her shoulder then brushes down her arm until a warm 

object is placed in her hand. His touch is still on her skin. She finds the top of the lighter and 
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strikes it, once again filling part of the space, using the light to find one of the candles on the 

ledge which she touches the flame to. She pockets the lighter, but Ryan seems more occupied 

with making up for his enforced time without weed. 

An old, slightly bent metal chair is lying on its side. Shona picks it up and places it 

vaguely in the middle of the space, where it gives a cursory wobble. 

‘Take a seat,’ she says to Ryan. 

‘Do I have to?’ 

‘If you want anything, then yeah. Anyway, there’s no way I’m getting a wet bum.’ 

There’s a palpable sense of interest from Ryan’s breathing as he sits on the chair. 

Shona clambers on top of his legs, facing towards him. The chair rocks, and Shona puts her 

foot down hard on the slightly spongy floor, steadying the seven-legged structure, part 

human, part chair. It really is just about the least romantic situation Shona has ever been in 

(apart from Ulrich’s ‘Saints and Sinners’ catastrophe last year), but she’s determined to make 

the best of it in her temporary state―and she does, for the next minute or so until something 

horrible makes her jump off Ryan’s legs, and fall hard upon her back. 

‘Fuck off!’ she shouts, almost as an afterthought, sweeping her leg across the dark 

space in an attempt to kick Ryan, but instead kicking something hard and chair-like. 

The chair clatters across the floor hitting the wall and the candle, its metallic scraping 

and bumping making sharp echoes that seem to stop time in the now blackness until they fade 

to nothing, leaving just the gentle cackling of waders in the sea mud beyond the door. 

‘What was that for?’ says Ryan, eventually. He sounds genuinely confused. 

‘You know...whatever you did. It was gross.’ 

Ryan’s phone lights up, and he sits there in the caustic, white glow, a partly 

illuminated ball of confusion upon a floor of wet concrete. 

‘I didn’t do anything. Not anything you weren’t doing, anyway.’ 
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Shona can’t help but believe him; there’s no sarcasm in his voice, nothing to suggest 

he’s lying. So what was that weird, groping feeling in her belly, like someone’s enormous 

hands were kneading and pulling at her insides. 

No, he couldn’t have done that. 

There’s a moment of quiet, punctuated only by a distant thump, the sound of someone 

moving up above, she thinks in her now awkwardly clear mind. 

‘Who’s there?’ shouts Shona. 

Nothing, just her voice echoing back to her. The tugging inside has gone, but she is 

left with a sour, almost spent feeling of immense tiredness. Her foot is throbbing, and she 

could do with a lie down―but not here in this dark, piss-rich space. 

‘Can you get Axis back?’ she asks, quietly. 

‘Sure,’ says Ryan, and she allows him to pull her up from the ground. 

⁀•⁀ 

The awkward couple are walking back along the footpath, headed towards the main 

road where there are street lights and safety. Shona is still tired. She wants to talk, but doesn’t 

know if she has the energy to spill all she knows about the strange things that have been 

going on in her home town―strange things with no obvious explanation beyond the kind of 

stuff you see on Netflix, and that old TV series she and her dad used to watch on the Horror 

Channel. The Twilight Zone, that was it. She can’t remember if there was anything this weird, 

but has a vague memory of one episode that did give her nightmares, so much that she had to 

sleep in her parents bed for a while—something like a message on the radio in a small rural 

town which, when people listened to it, they went mad. 

It feels eerily prescient. 

Part of Shona really wants to tell other people, but the greater part wants to hide it 

away, maybe even stop thinking about it at all so it can be someone else’s problem, even if 
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they go mad at her expense. Anyway, the gulls haven’t hit her window since that incident 

when one so nearly clobbered her dad on the head. To be honest she hasn’t seen any on the 

nearby house roofs recently, so maybe―stop it! She’s scared that by even thinking about 

stuff, it will become too big for her brain to cope with and tip her over the edge: the talk in 

the gloomy recesses of the internet, piles of birds thrown over her poor ex-neighbour’s fence, 

and Mix-Up and her dead guy that might still be lying there rotting in his clothes... 

Then again, all that guff about a problem shared being a problem halved is complete 

shite, in her experience. Once you start telling people stuff, they spread it and make things up, 

and take the piss and post all sorts of shit about what a freak that person is who did this, or 

had that happen to them. It just makes things worse. What does she expect Ryan to say, 

anyway?  

’I understand, Shona. Let’s go and find where you put those birds, and see if there’s a 

logical explanation behind this.’ 

 Or maybe― 

‘What we need to do is form some kind of investigation crew, find other people who 

have experienced similar things and get together, really get to the bottom of this mystery.’ 

 Yeah, sure that’s going to happen. 

‘Is your house this way?’ asks Ryan, gently interrupting her Jumbo Jet of thought. 

Shona is sort of surprised he doesn’t know. Actually she’s surprised he’s still holding 

her hand, and leading a now knackered and docile Jack Russell terrier along on the lead, its 

small feet tapping on the paving stones. Maybe it won’t be that bad, thinks Shona, after what 

seems like a million street lamps passing by. Maybe it will all just go away and things can go 

back just as they were before. 

God, how boring. 

And with that last thought, she decides to talk. 
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Sodium 

Something had happened. Actually there was more to it than just ‘something’. August was 

pondering the meaning of darkness, keeping as quiet as they could while munching a day-old 

sandwich and quietly hoping whoever was down the stairs would just get on with having their 

joint―yes, it really did travel around with the air and linger―and leave. 

Then the girl shouted and, though August couldn’t quite see how, there was a 

connection, something in her voice, that suggested what was happening to her had also 

happened to August only a few days ago. August didn’t want to wait around to see if the 

source of the shout decided to move somewhere safer, perhaps up here, so August left as 

quietly as they could, slipping through the front entrance and thankful for darkness. The 

weight of the door made it impossible for their exit to be completely silent, but at least 

(August thought) they hadn’t been seen by anyone. 

⁀•⁀ 

The semi-dark of the small shelter, halfway between the two slipways, feels almost 

comfortable. That sodium glow―the yellow of street lights that have still to be replaced by 

the glare of white LEDs―is familiar. It reaches into all but the deepest of spaces, where deals 

are made and awful things happen to people who are in the wrong place, with the wrong 

person at the wrong time. August had been lucky. It seems that no one was really interested 

in them, not that fancying someone had much to do with it. They guessed that being different 

had meant all sorts of things: avoidance, veiled sarcasm, a sort of fear. 

It also meant being kicked out of their house. Dad hadn’t even waited until August 

was sixteen, it was just, ‘Get out, I haven’t time for you. Go make some money.’ 

And so August had tried to get by, even turning up for school early the next day and 

being let in by a confused caretaker. They had headed straight for the toilets, got cleaned up 
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and attended every class, borrowing paper and pens, a tie from the office, a cadged sandwich 

from the canteen by looking as sad as they felt inside. And when the final bell had gone, they 

didn’t leave, waiting in a store cupboard until the cleaners had left and the lights had gone 

off. Tripping the vending machines, sleeping in the gym on crash mats, learning where was 

safe and where had CCTV. 

Each morning they would use the shower down in Pupil Support, drying themselves 

with handfuls of paper towels, then go onto lessons, feigning interest while their mind was 

elsewhere—wondering how long they could continue this, how far they could push things. It 

became like a bizarre underground project, living the life of a bum while warm, dry and 

adequately fed, if slightly overdosing on potato-based snacks. 

But, like all good things, it couldn’t last. One too many suspicious looks from the 

cleaning staff after hours, despite their obvious ingenuity in hiding all traces of their 

existence, had led to a call home, and a confused head teacher threatening to call the police 

on August’s dad. August had apologised―just a blow up, a stupid argument. They would be 

welcomed home and everything would be alright. 

But they didn’t go home. And they didn’t go back to school. Instead they made 

money, just as their dad had suggested, and continued their education learning how to 

become invisible, move quickly, speak as little as possible and do what they were told, in a 

place where those kind of things meant the difference between life and death. They had 

survived―even thrived, in a strange kind of way―until things had become too real. He was 

as good a friend as anyone can have in that kind of situation, and he made a mistake, not a 

terrible one, but maybe one too many. Even now, nothing really shocks August, but that 

night―the night they left―what those three men did to Kylo came as close to real shock as 

August ever wanted to be. 
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Platonic 

Ryan and Shona are both sat on Shona’s bed, extremely fully clothed. That’s the deal. Ryan 

isn’t allowed in Shona’s room without her, not because she necessarily thinks he’s going to 

interfere with her stuff, but more likely she doesn’t know what he would say or do if he 

stumbled across any of the things she would rather no one except herself knows about. True, 

the notebook is Beyond Top Secret, but the newspaper and the other pages of scribbled notes 

aren’t really, not if you don’t know why they are there. Her laptop is secure, but you never 

know—he’s not entirely trustworthy. 

Shona hesitates, before launching into what becomes a one word explanation. 

‘Look―’ 

‘Yeah, I know,’ interrupts Ryan. ‘But it wasn’t me, honest. I don’t know what it was. 

I might have twitched or something, but...okay, can you keep a secret?’ 

Shona is tempted to crack something about him being the master of understatement, 

but thinks better. She’s more than a bit annoyed he broke straight into her semi-confessional, 

though, and edges away on the bed, just enough to show this. 

‘What kind of secret?’ she asks. 

‘Well, I don’t know what kind. Are there, like, levels of secret?’ 

‘No, I mean, is it something I’m likely to shout at you about, or want to chuck you 

out?’ 

She can see Ryan thinking. He really seems to be struggling. 

Ryan starts quietly, ‘You know when I left the hospital and went to stay at Kosta’s?’ 

‘Duh, I phoned you―remember?’ 

‘Yeah, okay,’ he says, now almost a whisper. ‘But after that I fell asleep. Kosta was 

over at his girlfriend’s...’ 
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‘Go on,’ says Shona. 

‘Okay. I got woken up by my phone, and it was really weird. The nurse said the 

painkillers might do strange things, but it wasn’t that.’ 

‘Wasn’t what?’ 

Ryan sighs. Shona is uncomfortable; it feel like something bad is happening—

something more to chuck in his already overfilled box. She watches as Ryan pulls the phone 

out of his back pocket, and unlocks it. Then he flicks through the open apps as Shona leans 

over, accidentally brushing his face with her hair. 

Ryan jumps. 

‘Sorry,’ he says, ‘it’s just―’ the phone speaks. 

‘You have no new messages. To listen to your saved messages, press one.’ 

He presses on the ‘1’. 

‘Message received, Wednesday, second of April―’ 

He presses on the ‘3’. 

It’s a message from his mum. She sounds drunk. He deletes it before things get too 

uncomfortable―Ryan has told Shona about her behaviour far too many times, like a mantra 

to keep toxic people at bay. 

‘Message deleted. End of saved messages. To hear message options, press the star 

key.’ 

Shona is watching Ryan’s face as he appears to crumple, then throws his phone on the 

floor. 

‘IT WAS THERE!’ he shouts to the end of the bed. 

Shona is impassive. It’s clear Ryan’s not angry with her, but she can hear movement 

downstairs and a couple of footsteps upwards, before whoever is moving around decides not 

to come all the way up the stairs. 
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‘What was?’ she says. 

‘The message. The one from the...the dealers.’ 

‘Dealers?’ 

‘Well, probably dealers. They sounded dodgy―’ 

‘So, not like Ed, then?’ says Shona, saying the name of the guy who speeds around 

town on his moped, dishing out weed from a corrosion-proof bag in his fuel tank. 

‘No NOT like Ed,’ Ryan half shouts, then sighs. 

If it’s bad enough to be angry about a missing message then Shona guesses she should 

take it seriously, so she decides to ask him. Any chance of her telling him about what’s being 

going on in her life has gone out with a puff of candle smoke. He’s far too selfish to listen 

properly. 

‘So, tell me about the message,’ says Shona. 

Ryan lays back on the bed, his legs hanging over the edge, heels hitting the hard bit on 

the bottom making a rhythmic banging noise. Shona winces, wondering what this must sound 

like from downstairs. 

‘Well...’ Ryan rolls towards Shona. She shuffles up the bed so her upper half is 

leaning against the wall. Fortunately, the banging has stopped. 

‘Okay, I didn’t write it down. Thought the message would save, but I probably deleted 

it by accident. Anyway, it was this guy―he sounded sort of Irish, but also not. I think he was 

disguising his voice. Threatened to do me over if I didn’t do something for him.’ 

‘Do what?’ says Shona, now genuinely interested. 

‘Find someone. Problem is, I can’t remember what the person looks like. It was a 

weird description, like the guy didn’t really know what they looked like either.’ 

Something odd occurs to Shona, a tiny inkling in the back of her brain about the thing 

Ryan just said. It’s probably nothing. Her brain files it away for later. 
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‘Are you sure they were going to do you over?’ 

‘Well, I think so. Though...he mentioned Uncle Len, yeah, so probably.’ 

‘Strong evidence,’ says Shona, sarcastically. 

Ryan stands up with such force that Shona is bounced along the bed. She is caught in 

his glare. 

‘What?’ she says, glaring back. ‘You going to go running off back to your friends? 

I’m sure they’ll take you far more seriously.’ 

‘What’s your problem? Someone gave me this,’ says Ryan, pointing at the yellowing 

bruise on his face. 

‘But it’s always you. One minute it’s your mum, then you get knocked about by your 

uncle because you’ve been stealing money and smoking dope―’ 

‘It’s weed, not dope.’ 

‘Whatever. But it’s obviously bad enough for him to go and call the Mafia, and 

threaten you with―what was it they threatened you with?’ 

‘I don’t know!’ shouts Ryan. 

‘No, of course you don’t, because IT.NEVER.HAPPENED. Just like you shagging 

Ana behind my back.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘You know.’ 

‘I never said I shagged her,’ says Ryan, but much quieter. ‘We had a snog on the 

beach. Well, not even that, really.’ 

Shona’s head is much clearer, now she’s had a chance to shout at Ryan. She hadn’t 

meant to, but it feels good, like taking a breath of air in the sunshine. All she wants now is for 

Ryan to leave so she can get back on her laptop and see what else might be going on. Ryan is 

looking at her, with a slightly open mouth, as if waiting for permission to speak again. 
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‘Yes?’ says Shona. 

‘Nothing. I’ll see you later.’ 

‘If you need a smoke, use the back alley. No one goes down there. But put your stubs 

in a hedge or something, just in case.’ 

Shona smiles at Ryan, but he doesn’t smile back. 
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Breath 

A small figure emerges from a door into the mist, early enough so that the street lamps have 

yet to be extinguished and the light from them balloons out in golden globes of speckled 

moisture. The mist deadens her footsteps, light as they already are, but can do nothing to 

silence the animal pulling at the lead, his claws scratching at the cracked tarmac pavement. 

Mix-Up knows that telling her dog to be quiet makes no difference at all. The best thing, 

especially at such an early hour, is just to get past the houses and onto the coast as quickly as 

possible so the neighbours can settle back down to sleep.  

They walk past the new houses near to the cliffs and keep heading seawards, through 

the long grass and thistles and rabbit holes, the young ones hopping around their burrows, 

white tails visible in the first whispers of dawn. Tony is straining at his lead, but Mix-Up 

resists, pulling not talking. And still walking, to the cliff edge and along the tarmac path 

which winds around the coast. She knows what she is looking for... 

‘Hello?’ 

Her taps on the metal panelling echo within, but that and the seawash is the only 

sound. She draws her fingers down the cold surface, their tips bobbling against the holes, 

leaving lines of shining moisture between the millions of dewdrops. 

There used to be (seagulls)...herring gulls calling all along the coast, but here, at this 

time of morning, they are curiously silent. Maybe it’s just too early. There are lights further 

out to sea: people keeping watch, perhaps making tea or having a shower. 

‘Are you in there?’ 

Mix-Up places her ear against the metal and listens. 

There is a very faint sound of breathing, then a movement. Mix-Up finds her arm 

being pulled downwards and in the half-light sees Tony crouched on the ground in what, she 
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supposes, must be a submissive position. She can only guess because it has, literally, never 

happened before. The whites of Tony’s eyes are showing but he is as silent as everything 

else, as though waiting for something to pass. 

‘It’s Mix-Up. The girl you met before.’ 

A moment passes, then she hears rustling, and footsteps on concrete. She waits, half-

expecting the door to open, or an angry voice to come booming through the holes, but 

nothing happens except the lead attached to Tony goes slack. She looks down and he is once 

again standing. Tony makes a sharp bark, and beyond the panels is a rough, metallic 

scraping―the sound of something rusty rubbing against something equally rough. Mix-Up 

waits for a minute before deciding whoever, or whatever was in the building isn’t keen on a 

meeting. If it is―her brain wants to say ‘him’ and ‘her’ at the same time, but settles on 

‘them’ as before, though it feels like a cop-out―them, then maybe they are just scared of 

being seen. Mix-Up knows people aren’t officially allowed in the pumping station, even 

though no one ever gets in trouble, but maybe they don’t know it’s okay. 

‘Come on boy, let’s go and find your friend,’ she says to Tony. 

Tony seems to understand, and pulls the lead tight in the direction of the slope.  

As they round the corner, each trying to outrun the other, the faintest glow of sunlight 

is falling on one side of the gap. Dirty-white chalk blooms yellow at the very top and, while 

there’s no actual heat in the air, Mix-Up feels, for the first time in ages, something like okay. 

Not normal, but okay. A human being. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘I’m August,’ says the person sitting on the curved lip of concrete just below the cliff. 

Mix-Up accepts this piece of information with a smile, and looks out onto the shore, 

where the tide is just going out. There is enough sand and mud for Tony to have a bit of a run 

around, jump into the waves, eat lumps of chalk. 
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‘Glad to meet you, August.’ 

She wants to say so much more, ask questions about where August lives and who they 

both might know in common, but it’s enough of an achievement just to extract their name 

after the initial look of recognition, being followed (which was actually quite sweet and not 

creepy at all) down to the beach, and getting a bunk up (how intimate!) to the wall that holds 

back the sea but is too narrow to walk along. 

All of that took long enough for the sky to change colour, but not quite long enough 

for the mist to go. The cliffs are shrouded with a light blanket, crumpled at their feet, while 

the surface of the sea looks slow and thick, rising and falling with― 

‘Do you like it down here?’ she asks, pushing away the image. 

August tilts their head, then scans the horizon as if looking for what Mix-Up had ever 

so briefly held in her thoughts. 

‘It’s very quiet.’ 

‘You suit each other,’ says Mix-Up, but doesn’t smile. 

August does, and the day gets a little brighter. 
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Threat 

He presumably slept through the first call, Ryan thinks through the fading haze of luxurious 

dreams. He can’t sleep through this one, though, as it has coincided with someone flushing 

the loo in the bathroom on the other side of the wall, and trying to mask an early morning 

coughing fit. A coarse voice cuts in, the moment he swipes to answer the unrecognised 

number. 

‘Got yer at last. Ryan my boy, how’er you doing?’ 

Why couldn’t he have changed his number, thrown the phone away, set it on fire? 

Anything to avoid getting another threatening call from Len’s gangster chum. Too late 

now―he can hardly deny having picked up the call, what with the coughing fit continuing 

right outside his door. 

‘Yer a hard man to talk to. I guess you didn’t get the last message―sure ye didn’t. 

Yer a good lad, loyal to yer mam. I know she wouldn’t like to get any more trouble, would 

she?’ 

If that was meant to sting Ryan, then it doesn’t. He’s had enough caring for a lifetime. 

He keeps the phone away from his ear, as though it will somehow lessen the danger. 

‘So, are yer listening now?’ 

‘Yeah,’ says Ryan, not even bothering to disguise his unease. 

‘Good. I see we’re gonna get along just fine.’ Was that a slip in his accent? ‘Now, 

between me and this mug o’tea I’m looking at, there’s a problem. You can help us, and help 

yersel’. Yeah, he’s trying too hard, thinks Ryan. 

‘Go on,’ Ryan replies, feeling a little more confident. There’s definitely 

something...unsure about him. Scared even. 

‘One of our people has got a little lost, maybe down yer neck o’the woods―’ 
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‘I got the message,’ says Ryan, ‘and the description. I’ll keep an eye out, okay?’ 

There’s a momentary pause. It sounds like tea being sipped at the other end of the 

phone. The coughing has stopped; someone is going down the stairs, catching one of the 

squeaky steps. Ryan checks the time and sees it’s just after seven. Far too early. Obviously 

the guy phoned just now to catch him off guard. 

‘You think yer a smart boy, Ryan. I get that. Live a bit, smoke a bit, like to play 

around with your friend in the ice cream shop―’ 

‘Wha―’ 

‘Thought that would get yer attention. A week then, because I like you. Then we’ll 

see if a bit more persuasion’ll help with yer search. Keep this number, I’ll be waiting for yer 

call, okay.’ 

The call is dropped. Ryan feels like he’s been punched in the stomach by that last, 

emphatic, ‘okay’. He takes a deep breath. His legs are twitching beneath the duvet. He 

reaches down to the Gola bag and pulls out the small wooden box, opens it and starts to make 

up a joint. Everything―the rustle of the papers, the smell of the tobacco, the yellow light 

forming a line of brightness on the chest of drawers―is pin sharp. A tiny thud from below 

sounds like a police cell door closing. 

He finishes rolling and picks off the loose strands of tobacco, putting them into the 

box with careful fingers, then he gets out of bed just to see if there’s anything outside the 

window that might distract him. How does the guy about Ana? No one knows that 

except...well, maybe five or six people do. Oh fuck it, just do what he asks, it can’t hurt to 

look around, or at least make a show of looking if there really are people watching him. He 

pulls the curtains open and takes in the gardens and the backs of houses, the patio chairs and 

ponds, a pair of pigeons on the opposite roof, a dark haired head bobbing along the path 

beyond the fence― 
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Shona walks past the back of her garden, then the back of the garden next door 

without stopping. Ryan feels tense on her behalf, even though she isn’t obviously doing 

anything wrong. There’s a glint of red in her hair Ryan hasn’t noticed before. He doesn’t 

usually see her from above, being just that bit shorter than her. She stops behind the garden 

two doors along then, rather than use the gate a few metres further on, her hands reach up and 

she lifts herself up to take a look. Then she leaps, impressively, to the top, rolls over and 

lands on the unkempt grass. 

She stands back up and glances around, down, back up again, scanning the backs of 

the houses. Ryan ducks down just as her eyes seem to be looking in his direction. After a 

second or two, he stands up again and peers out, keeping back a little from the glass. Even in 

the early sunlight glare on the windows he can see that she looks―what? All sorts of things: 

confused, angry, like she’s going to be sick? She’s shaking her head, then gets down on her 

knees, looking beneath bushes, pulling dead leaves and soil onto the lawn. 

Then she raises her head and screams silently into the sky. 
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Candles 

Their thin eyelids flicker in the beaded sunlight, globes beneath diaphanous sheets. The 

sound of children playing, running on warm tarmac, barking dogs and laughing, bursting 

through their (sleep?) and entering a world dark enough to hide the laughter away. A pool of 

drying vomit lies to one side which contains small, jellied objects the shells of which once 

clung to rocks in clusters of bivalve passivity. 

It was a good idea, for a city dweller used to stories of seafood stalls. 

Gathering them was easy enough once the tide had gone out. The idea of white-soled 

trainers long gone―dipped in all sorts of substances in their search for somewhere to stay 

before returning to what was, sort of home, now suitable for anything, including walking over 

rocks covered in seaweed. Handfuls of blue-grey teardrops shoved to the bottom of a wet 

carrier bag in a crude attempt to make the most of what the running waders and the few larger 

gulls took for their breakfast and tea every day. A small fire on the concrete floor made of bin 

litter and driftwood―they supposed it would be the best way to open the mussels up and let 

them get hot enough to be safe to eat, though maybe even that wasn’t necessary. 

From the first mouthful of gristly flesh, it wasn’t long before August felt a sharp pain 

inside, and from then the digestive system did its job of expelling the toxins from their body 

in the most direct manner possible, leaving just the pain and a deep desire to sleep off the 

floating feeling once they managed to keep down half a bottle of water―not gathered from 

anywhere near the polluted sea. 

⁀•⁀ 

August places another couple of candles on the edge of the large, dark space and 

lights them with the remnants of another candle they stole two Sundays ago from the church 

that has now become a sort of refuge from the sea and the concrete. Any rapturous feelings 
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falling upon the small congregation from up on high are certainly not making themselves 

known to August, but the tide of foods coming August’s way at the end of each Friendship 

Lunch more than make up for any lack of spiritual guidance. At a push, August can make a 

carrier bag of home bakes, pakora (‘He really likes them, those people do.’ ‘No, she just has 

short hair, I saw her come out of the ladies.’), fresh bread and fruit, last until the middle of 

the week. 

The candles are just a bonus. They’re kept in a large box in the cleaning cupboard, 

which August discovered looking for a mop after someone had knocked over the tea urn. 

Fortunately no one was hurt. Whether anyone noticed that a pair of forty-eight hour candles 

had gone missing soon after wasn’t something August was especially concerned about―in a 

more just world, they wouldn’t have to be living in an abandoned sewage works, on the run 

from one of the more powerful drug gangs in the south eastern part of the city. It’s just a 

thing they roll out each time any feelings of guilt start to invade their thoughts. 

In one way they have been blessed, though. The girl―Megan, now she had told 

August her real name, though she wasn’t sure which one she preferred―is always a welcome 

presence, whether spending time with August in the candlelit space, talking about abandoned 

architecture; walking along the sea wall looking at the birds and joking about the behaviour 

of her dog or, just once, spending an afternoon her home. She had been polite enough up to 

that point not to mention the personal smell, despite August’s efforts to keep clean in the 

public toilets and (once you got used to the cold) the sea at high tide. But this one time, with 

her parents away for the weekend, they―in the singular, and then in the plural―enjoyed a 

long, hot shower as though it was the first time in their entire life. 

August faced the wall, and Megan was okay with that. 

She lent August some of her more practical clothes, and August said just enough 

about their past to remain on the right side of safe. And then Megan let loose a flood of her 
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own secrets, in turns crying, then talking, then staying silent and rubbing her hands together 

as if to keep warm. Once the flood lessened to a trickle―August quietly comforted her until 

it was almost dark outside. Eventually, Megan offered them a bed, either in her brother’s 

room, or in hers, but the waves of discomfort rolling around August’s mind from what had 

just happened were pulling them back into themself after giving out far too much. So, after a 

meal where it seemed, like the shower, it was the first time they had eaten in years, August 

made their excuses and headed back to the empty place on the cliff which had become 

something like home. 

The candles do make things a little more homey, even if they can’t take the risk of 

lighting them in the upstairs space any time before midnight. They brush away the remnants 

of the fire, the result of which made them briefly sick and, it seems, delirious. August takes a 

large handful of ash to scatter over the upstairs floor and walks with it to the steps, the candle 

light almost a distraction having got so used to finding their way by sound and touch. 

Something seems to whisper behind. They stop with one foot on a metal tread, and a 

voice―loud and high―breaks through the quiet from outside the service door. Not wanting 

to take any chances, August hurries up the stairs with the ash, leaving the candles flickering 

in the still air. 
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Mobile 

He made as many excuses as he could, saying he had been working (but not that he had 

moved house) and they needed to give him a better description―send a photo or something. 

It’s not that big a town, but finding one person among tens of thousands, with the vague 

word-sketch of a thin, small human of nondescript gender, not entirely white skin and 

probably black hair but they wore a hat all the time so it was anyone’s guess, was proving 

impossible. Well, Ryan had seen loads of people that might match that description, but 

what’s the point of saying ‘Yep, I’ve seen someone like that’ when someone else a bit similar 

walks past just as he is typing in the message. 

Just send me a photo! 

But they couldn’t. No one had one. 

What about a name? 

Which one? 

The most recent one. 

Oron. 

What the fuck name is ‘Oron’ for a person? That’s some kind of super hero. 

After that the messages stopped. Ryan got on with working to pay some rent, even 

though the Scott family didn’t want any, except just maybe something to cover the food and 

cleaning. Ryan wanted to keep his own room in the mediocre state he was used to: Hoover 

the carpet, empty the bin, change the sheets. That lasted for precisely one wash cycle. Ninety 

degrees to try and shift the coffee stain. Ninety degrees for a poly-cotton sheet that started as 

a single, rectangular fitted sheet and ended up as something that didn’t really make any sense 

from a bedding point of view. Rather than show him the right way to wash, the lovely and 

fiercely efficient Mrs Scott gave him a friendly talking to, mentioning that he didn’t have to 
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be embarrassed about his sheets (upon which Ryan’s insides had curled up into a ball, 

probably resembling the ruined bedding) and that he should just let her do his room when he 

was out. 

The Gola bag had been considerably heavier since. 

He considered talking to the boys about his problem with the various people who 

seemed to be taking turns to do the Mr Big act so as to keep Ryan on the back foot, but even 

Kosta was acting less than his normal strange and jovial self. Maybe they’ll come to the 

rescue when the time comes for Ryan’s enhanced beating. 

‘Morning Ryan,’ says Kosta sounding very local, as he is. 

‘Hey mate. What do you want me to do?’ 

Kosta looks a bit sheepish, and indicates the office where Andy is most probably 

inventing new ways to hide his income from the tax inspector. 

‘Andy wants to see you. Sorry. I tried.’ 

‘Tried what?’ 

‘Character reference.’ 

It sounds grim. Ryan’s only regular source of income, apart from the odd baggie he 

sells onto friends who still live under the radar of their parents, looks as though it might be in 

jeopardy. Though he isn’t sure why anything would have changed. He walks across the 

soaking, ex-service station forecourt to the sound of Beyoncé giving it large to all the strong 

women out there. He can see Andy through the part-open doorway that leads into the 

converted office-cum-distillery. He knocks anyway. 

‘Come.’ 

Ryan pushes open the door, which gives a terrible squeal. Andy looks up, then reaches 

under the counter, emerges again and throws Ryan a tin of WD-40. Ryan catches it. 

‘Both hinges, then over here.’ 
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Ryan squirts lubricating oil over the hinges, the sudden smell of solvents pricking his 

already pin-sharp senses, He puts the cap back on and walks over to the counter, sits up on 

one of the stools and waits. Andy types something into his grimy laptop then looks up at 

Ryan. 

‘So, I hear you’ve been getting into some funny business.’ 

‘What? Oh, er, no not really.’ 

Ryan’s knee starts to vibrate at the thought he might be busted for the weed, knowing 

what Andy thinks of any mind-altering substance he can’t produce himself. He puts his leg 

straight down, touching his toes to the ground en pointe. The vibration subsides, though 

carries on inside his head. 

‘I heard about your uncle.’ 

Ryan breathes in. There was a moment a couple of days ago when he could swear 

Andy had seen the glint of his bong, as the sun shone on the bag he had left open on one of 

the forecourt chairs. Maybe Andy doesn’t know what a bong is. 

‘Oh, yeah, him. It was a while ago. I’ve got it sorted.’ 

‘With the help of your friends.’ 

Andy leaves it as a statement of fact. Ryan doesn’t want to get Kosta or Pav into 

trouble, especially as Pav had now moved onto another branch of the firm as site manager. 

This meant Ryan had been getting a lot more work. Something he definitely wanted to 

continue. 

‘I asked Kosta if you were the kind of person who gets into lots of trouble. He seemed 

not to think so...I have a proposal, if you’re interested.’ 

Oh, that was easy, thinks Ryan. 

‘Er, sure,’ says Ryan out loud. 

‘Mobile car wash, for all the old dears. Can you drive?’ 
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Ryan can drive, even though he’s not supposed to, not quite being seventeen. He 

decides to wing it. 

‘Well, I had a few lessons on...private land. And I’m going to be seventeen in a couple 

of weeks, so could take my test.’ 

Andy looks as though he is sizing Ryan up. 

‘I thought you were older. Never mind.’ He pauses. ‘Okay, I’ll get a load of flyers 

printed. You do some door-knocking, tell them about the car washes, and the attractive young 

man who will soon be coming to their door to give their bonnet a good shine, that kind of 

thing.’ 

Ryan feels like he is being cast for some kind of dodgy porn movie, but quite likes the 

idea―and the mobile car wash. 

‘Is that it?’ asks Ryan. 

‘Something like that. You up for it?’ 

It’s regular money, something less boring than watching car after car enter the 

‘washing zone’ on a dreary Tuesday afternoon, so yes. He thinks. He nods. Andy shakes his 

hand, which seems very formal, then tells him to get outside and start working because 

they’re one man down at the moment. 
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Doughnuts 

Shona hates, hates, hates using the computers at school to do private stuff, but she’s even 

more paranoid about sending something to the shared printer at home, which would pretty 

much blow everything she’s been trying to keep from her parents and Ryan. Her mum would 

definitely ask questions about where she got it from, why she has a particular interest in that 

kind of thing and...my goodness! Did that really happen? Can I tell Julie? 

As for Ryan, the erstwhile half-step-adoptive-brother. Well, she did want to tell him 

some things before, mainly just the stuff about the gulls, and maybe just the one gull her and 

Mix-Up found near to the beach so as not to embroil her house in any great mystery, but. 

They had gone. All of them. 

Shona hadn’t really thought about the impulse that made her jump the fence early that 

morning a couple of weeks ago. She likes following impulses, and they’re generally right, 

and in this case something far inside her knew what had happened. Maybe a glance out of 

Ryan’s window, the subtle absence of matter, like those tests where you have to work out 

what has changed from picture to picture. Whatever it was, the messy pile of birds behind the 

bushes (she checked from time to time they hadn’t been landing on top, and had to prise one 

off Mrs Lai’s azaleas last month) was no longer a pile of birds. Not even one bird. So either a 

relation who had gone in to clean up after her death had found them and put them in the 

wheely bin (pity the refuse collectors), or... 

Nah, there wasn’t any other possibility. 

Until last night. 

To say the discovery of Mrs Lai’s withdrawn and re-written post-mortem had been a 

mind fuck, was something of an understatement. It was all sorts of complicated, to be honest, 

and she now wonders, popping the memory stick into the school PC, that the paramedics 
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didn’t show more on their faces than they did. Solid, resilient people. Probably needed some 

serious counselling afterwards. 

She opens the document entitled homework3.pdf, takes  the shortest possible glance at 

it, before all sorts of weirdness starts going through her head, and sends it to the nearest 

printer, hoping there won’t be a record of it for anyone else to see. Perhaps it would have 

been better to print at home. Or maybe she doesn’t want it anywhere near her home. 

Whatever―it prints. There are a couple of other students tapping away, chatting quietly 

about things that don’t concern death and premature aging. Neither seems aware of what is on 

the two scanned pages that Shona is convinced are shouting out their contents to the entire 

room. She closes the document, removes her memory stick and logs out. As the computer 

wipes her session, she picks up the printout and once again sees the title, the name ‘MRS 

ALICE LAI’ largest of all, with ‘H.M. Coroner’s Office’ and ‘POST-MORTEM REPORT’ 

significant normalities before anything that suggests the world is going topsy-turvy on her. 

⁀•⁀ 

Mix-Up is sitting next to her. She is eating a doughnut. 

Shona says nothing, but inside is feeling a pleasure that almost counteracts the 

sickness that is coming off the post-mortem, tucked into the bottom of her bag, in waves. She 

notices a little colour in her face and perhaps a sense of being alright. 

They haven’t crossed paths much since Mix-Up returned to school, three days after 

Shona and Ryan walked Axis of Evil and that thing happened. Not that it seems Mix-Up has 

been actively avoiding Shona, but what with the presence of Ryan, and Mix-Up going out 

with Axis so early, and the fact they don’t share many lessons, it just hasn’t really happened. 

The fact that Mix-Up seems to have got over whatever eating problem she had 

without any intervention from Shona smarts a bit. Obviously Shona’s really happy for her 
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friend (best friend, even), but still. She could at least have told Shona she’s been going to 

therapy or whatever has made things better.  

Selfish cow. 

No, that’s unkind. But there is something else going on that Shona can’t work out. 

The early walks, when Mix-Up has always been a creature of habit. And she’s been doing her 

hair, and dressing up―not like, seriously changing everything, but just a bit less frumpy. 

Shona had got into the habit of comparing Mix-Up with Susie Salmon in The Lovely 

Bones―the book, not the film, because Saoirse Ronan is entirely perfect―but no more. Part 

of Shona is definitely feeling a bit jealous. Grrr. 

Fortunately, Mix-Up is today back to her usual plain-as-rice self, albeit with that 

lovely glow in her face which could be the result of decent nutrition, or being in love. Maybe 

both. 

‘Thanks,’ says Shona, taking the green-glazed doughnut from Mix-Up. 

‘I know you like lime.’ 

‘Yeah, I do.’ Shona pauses, before asking the inevitable. ‘How are you?’ 

‘Oh, fine. Been really busy, you know, catching up with work, shit load of revision. 

How are you getting on?’ 

Shona has tried to ignore the fact there are exams coming up―not really important 

ones, but fairly important, the kind that’ll tell a university whether it can be bothered taking 

on a student and asking them for thousands of pounds each year for the pleasure. She’s 

starting to think a bit like Ryan, without the drugs. Maybe journalism. 

‘Okay. Non committal.’ 

‘What?’ 

Shona is briefly confused, then realises she just spoke her internal narrative out loud. 
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‘Sorry, bit distracted. English revision.’ She bites into her doughnut, and lime cream 

fills her mouth. ‘Amazing doughnut,’ she says, swallowing. ‘You’d never think this was from 

school.’ 

‘It isn’t, one of the catering women buys them from the drive-thru and sells them on 

the side. Minimum wage jobs.’ 

‘Nice.’ 

‘Seriously, don’t tell anyone I told you. Anyway, do you want to come round for a 

study date, sorry, evening?’ 

‘Date’s fine.’ 

‘No, honestly, I’ve got history, and it’s doing my head in.’ 

‘Sure,’ replies Shona, a bit annoyed about the cancellation of their date. 

It’s quite nice just being normal with Mix-Up, all the same. Sharing gripes and 

worries, moaning about people, lying on Mix-Up’s double bed and having the odd snog. She 

hopes that’s not going to change. But one thing definitely has, thinks Shona, as she watches 

Mix-Up eat her yogurt with obvious enjoyment. It sounds really wrong, but Shona actually 

liked being concerned with Mix-Up’s eating. 

She ponders the fact she hasn’t started her pasta, yet has just filled her face with a 

key-lime cream doughnut. Savoury after sweet is poor form. She sucks on her apple juice and 

prepares to go over to the tomatoey side. 
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Dogs 

Tony is straining at his lead, as usual, but the human at the other end doesn’t mind at all, in 

fact she is positively glowing with the thought of giving the person she has recently become 

more and more acquainted with a small token of her affections. She checks in her pocket for 

the third time to make sure the vanilla-glazed custard doughnut hasn’t got squashed or damp 

from the drizzle, ascertains this is so, and lets Tony pull her on towards the gap in the chalk 

cliff where he loves to go twice a day, revisiting smells and chasing after birds. 

It feels slightly strange to think August might be watching her through the holes in the 

metal panelling, though she’s not creeped out by it at all. She knows they are only trying to 

avoid being caught out by anyone else who might want to explore or maybe spend the night 

in the place she has also become very familiar with. Not that she would ever want to sleep 

there―the smell of mustiness, pee and other things she doesn’t really want to think about 

aren’t so much a problem. The fact she nearly died (or worse) in the place she’s now running 

past means they only meet at the bottom, in the glow of candles and phone lights. 

‘Come on!’ she urges Tony, as he stops to nuzzle his face into a patch of scent 

completely undetectable to any human. 

Tony looks up as if to say, ‘Give me a chance, I need to check my messages,’ then 

resumes his nuzzling. Mix-Up waits, then gives an impatient tug. Tony makes a cursory 

response in the way of a pee, then logs out of the Dogosphere. 

A familiar couple with their own dog, a large German shepherd who suffers from 

social anxiety, walk past. The dog pulls away from the presence of Tony, but the couple have 

no such reaction, waving in a friendly manner and exchanging pleasantries with Mix-Up. 

Tony attempts to invade the anxious dog’s personal space, but Mix-Up is too quick―too 

familiar―with the move, and takes a sharp right down the slope in the direction of the sea. 
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A lone gull circles above, its call as sad as anything. 

Dog and girl skip to the bottom of the slope, collar jangling, bobble on hat bouncing, 

tail wagging, paper bag rustling. Mix-Up looks both ways along the sea wall. The incessant 

drizzle has warded off the casual afternoon walkers, mostly old folk who wrap up in 

countless layers of clothes whatever the temperature, but stay in their cars with tea and 

newspapers when the weather is inclement. A runner comes from the far end towards Mix-

Up. Tony begins to bark, but the runner doesn’t slow, his sharp-lined legs shining in the 

drizzle. Mix-Up raises her hand but the runner is in the zone, turning up the slope and out of 

sight. There is a decent window. She lets Tony off his lead, knowing that he’ll amuse himself 

on the beach, and goes over to the door. As expected, the latest padlock is just ajar―closed 

enough to fool the casual observer, but open enough to pop it off and enter the cliff. Mix-Up 

does the latter, checks both ways again, and opens the door. 

There is no sign of candle light and, though Mix-Up wouldn’t expect to be able to see 

anything from outside, it seems that the dark is more intense than usual. She slides in, leaving 

the door open a crack, then stands on the other side, allowing her eyes to adjust. As she 

reaches in her pocket for her phone, there is a low whisper. 

‘...said I don’t know.’ 

She pauses. The voice is hypnotic, distant. 

‘Whenever they come. I can’t make them.’ 

Whoever it is, surely they must have seen the light as she opened the door, but the 

whispering continues, insisting that something is out of their control. 

‘It’s too much of a risk...alright, but you need to give me more time.’ 

There’s definitely something familiar about the voice. But who else is there? Mix-Up 

decides to make herself known, but isn’t closing the door. She slides back so that her foot is 

just in the gap, making the dark space seem even darker. 
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‘August?’ 

There’s a pause, then, ‘Here? Now? Don’t you EVER―’ 

Mix-Up jumps back, hitting her head on the wall. There is a tiny sparkle of light and 

then the air closes in, the sound of the seabirds and distant barking going muffled. 

‘No.’ 

There is a weight on her back and she feels herself being pulled upwards, gently 

enveloped by arms and a cool body. 

‘It’s alright. I won’t let them take you,’ says August. 

The air clears and so do her ears, bringing the sharp sounds of outside back in focus. 

‘Thank you,’ replies Mix-Up, though she has absolutely no idea what August is 

talking about. Their embrace is so insistent that she doesn’t want to ask who else is there with 

them. ‘I brought you a doughnut,’ she says. 

It seems so trivial, but for now it’s all there is to say. 
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Smugglers 

The doughnut was delicious. They enjoyed the unusual taste―almost a touch of Iranian in 

the density of the custard, like the sweets the lady who lived a few doors down used to give 

them. Not like the kind of you got from the newsagent or the supermarket, these were home-

made, covered in sugar glaze and full of the most surprising flavours. They were much 

smaller than the doughnut they ate with ravenous hunger, though, despite it being only a day 

after their bout of food poisoning. 

Megan seemed surprised at their embrace, but very grateful, as though she had 

experienced some kind of danger that August rescued her from. August wasn’t sure why, or 

what they had been doing in the dark, with the candles burnt down and the day having 

obviously passed. They could only really put it down to their delicate physical state. Certainly 

they had slept solidly and undisturbed throughout most of the previous day and all of the 

night, only waking to take a few sips from the open water bottle before falling back into a 

dreamful sleep where images flitted between nauseous and extremely pleasurable, some of 

them taking the form of Megan, others taking on a form they didn’t want to recall. It was like 

there was an echo, reverberating through everything from the first time they had been into the 

upstairs space, to when they had woken late this morning, felt like eating something, then 

recoiled at the taste of the tuna salad sandwich that had either gone off, or just reminded them 

of the poison mussels. They must have come down to the lower space at some point, maybe 

to refill their bottle from the spring in the wall they had discovered last week, maybe just to 

stretch their legs after the enforced immobilisation. 

Anyhow, it felt better being able to eat, able to appreciate being close to Megan, 

though not entirely sure how exactly they had ended up in that position. 
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‘How are you?’ she says. ‘Sorry, I didn’t get a chance to see you yesterday, or this 

morning, Slept in, so had to give Tony a tiny walk round the block.’ 

August is standing over a candle, prising up the new wick. They spark the lighter and 

apply the flame to the candle which gives out its own quality of light. Holy light. They turn 

and watch Megan as she pushes the door shut, trying not to make a sound. 

‘I’m fine,’ says August, sitting on the wobbly chair, while Megan perches on the 

ledge at the side. 

‘Did you enjoy the doughnut. Silly question, actually, of course you did, though 

maybe that’s just because I brought―’ 

Megan stops talking. 

‘You brought?’ asks August. 

‘Nothing. Just talking too much. Shall I light another candle?’ 

‘One is fine.’ 

One seems plenty. Two would light a large space, push back the darkness. August 

doesn’t really like the idea of that. 

‘Okay. It’s still light outside though. Tide’s down, we can take Tony round the 

headland...if your shoes are alright.’ 

It seems like a good idea. The darkness is...safe, somehow, but with Megan then 

outside would surely be fine.  

‘That would be nice.’ 

August does up their jacket, then reaches over for Megan’s hand. 

‘Candle,’ she says. 

‘Leave it. Might be dark when we get back.’ 

As if to oppose the point, the light that pours through the door when Megan pulls it 

open is intense. August squints, then follows her through the gap, taking care not to tread on 
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her head as she descends the short flight of metal steps. The concrete platform is damp, but 

the air is dry, and there’s the hint of a some yellowing sun through the gaps in the grey 

clouds. 

‘Did I tell you about the cave?’ says Megan. 

‘Maybe. Which one?’ 

‘Oh, there’s a cave just under the headland,’ she says, holding onto August’s 

fingertips, then pulling them into a full hand-hold. 

August allows the sense of being held, and the light outside the space seep into them. 

As the weight of darkness falls away, it seems like they can breathe again. Whatever they 

felt, whatever was going on before they 

(emerged) 

realised they were hugging Megan is now distant. Forgotten. They jog together over the sand, 

then onto the platform of rock. August hears a rapid shuffling sound, then a blur of dog runs 

past the two of them, circles, then barks quickly in a sort of message, ‘I’m here’, before 

running off towards the wall of chalk that normally juts into the sea. The tide is way down, 

far lower than August has seen. They remember lessons about the sea, how the moon pulls 

the oceans out from the earth creating tides. There was ‘spring’ and, a word that sounded 

satisfying―neap, that was it―but they had nothing to apply it to in school, except maybe a 

video on the whiteboard. Being by the real sea day-on-day, they have watched the water 

creep in, cover the rocks and the sand, turn imperceptibly, before creeping back out again, 

leaving lagoons and puddles, rock pools in which birds wade and dip. Ahead of them is a 

wall of shaded chalk which looms far above. Megan pulls August along the rocks, skirting 

around the base of the cliff which here has nothing like a platform or even a wall to protect it 

from the sea. 

‘Just round here,’ she says. 
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August lets her hand go as she jumps over a rock pool. They follow, and nearly lose 

their footing, leaning forwards. The colours in the pool turn to silver, disturbed by August’s 

heel at the very edge of the water. 

Tony the dog comes into sight, standing still next to nothing in particular, his tail 

wagging as if to signify something good. August follows Megan around the cliff and then 

feels a downward swoop, like some kind of deeply hidden trauma rising back up― 

‘Good, don’t you think?’ 

The feeling goes. Megan is standing in front of the opening to a cave that goes far 

back and into the belly of the cliff. 

‘It’s quite safe,’ she says. ‘I think it is, anyway. I read something about it being used 

by fisherman hundreds of years ago, like a mini underground harbour or something. It goes in 

for miles, well, not miles but a long way.’ 

August looks into the cave. It is very deep, and there’s standing water even with the 

tide this low. 

‘You can get in if you don’t mind getting your feet a bit wet,’ says Megan. 

August looks back out to the sea. Turning, maybe. 

‘What if we get stuck?’ they ask. 

‘Hmm. You know, with some of these old caves, the smuggler ones, people dug 

tunnels up to the surface,’ says Megan, describing digging with her hands. ‘But maybe you’re 

right. We can come back again, when it’s warmer too. I’ll bring towels.’ 

The thought of Megan towelling herself off after a swim intrigues August, but also 

bring back memories, good and bad. The tang of chlorine. Wet on skin. August doesn’t want 

to dampen her obvious enthusiasm and agrees, yes, on a sunny day, with towels, almost as 

though they are going to live that long. 
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Interrupted 

‘Can I come in?’ 

‘I’m busy. Go for a walk or something.’ 

Ryan is annoyed with Shona being locked in her room all the time, but doesn’t breach 

the agreement. He’s heard how angry she gets with her mum if she pops her head in, and how 

carefully Mrs Scott sneaks washing through the door. Ryan has now been permitted to use the 

washing machine, so long as it’s just his own clothes—something tells Ryan he isn’t 

welcome to sort through the family’s underwear. 

‘Alright, see you down at tea.’ 

‘Yeah.’ 

He decides to take a walk, not too far as Shona’s mum is fairly strict about mealtimes, 

even if Shona herself is keen to stretch the idea of ‘late’ on an almost constant basis. She does 

seem to be spending an inordinate amount of time in her room lately, doing something on her 

laptop from what Ryan can hear outside the door; occasionally talking to what must be 

someone online from the poor quality of the squelchy voice coming back. Ryan does seem to 

be spending an inordinate amount of time outside Shona’s door, actually. Perhaps he should 

stop. 

‘Just going out,’ says Ryan to whoever might be in earshot. 

‘Okay love,’ replies the voice of Mrs Scott through the kitchen door. 

He hears a thump from above his head then Shona’s door brushes open along her 

carpet. He steps back and peers up the stairs as he catches a flash of Shona walking across the 

landing at the top of the stairs. His first thought is that she’s going to the loo, so he turns to 

leave, then has a second thought. He takes the handle of the front door, pulls it down and 

opens the door, then he takes his boots from the mat under the stairs and throws them into the 
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porch just hard enough for them to make a clumping sound. He pushes the door shut again, 

and waits. 

There’s no sound of the toilet flushing. This could be embarrassing for him, but after 

another minute of just waiting—a very tense minute in which he has to fight the urge to tap 

his fingers on the wall—he steps very carefully onto the first stair and looks up. He can hear 

Mrs Scott singing in the kitchen to the radio; she has a pleasant, if slightly flat voice. He can 

also hear the sound of plastic crunching, upstairs and to the left. His room. Either a huge 

mouse is up there, or Shona’s going through his things. 

There a distinctive sound of glass being knocked, and Shona’s voice: ‘Shit’. 

Ryan takes his chance through the rustling of bags to quickly climb the stairs, still in 

his socks. After two weeks or so he knows where the squeaky ones are, so steps over the fifth 

and third from the top, turns the corner and waits in front of his door, which is half open, the 

room emitting a small popping of plastic and some slightly erratic breathing. He steps into the 

room. Shona is standing at the window, looking out. 

‘Yes?’ says Ryan. 

She makes a tiny scream and hits the side of her head on the glass. 

‘What are you doing?’ he asks. 

Shona rubs her head as if to make out she’s injured, then shrugs. 

‘If you want to go through my stuff, you only have to ask. There’s nothing in there 

worth the effort.’ 

‘I wasn’t,’ Shona finally responds. ‘I…was just looking at the garden—used to come 

in here to think, but—‘ 

‘Now I’m in the way.’ 

‘Yeah—no, I didn’t mean it like that.’ 
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‘Were you looking for something?’ asks Ryan, thinking of the noise of plastic and 

glass, as though she had been rifling through his, still packed, Sports Direct bag which is 

standing under the window. 

‘I stood on it, sorry. Don’t think I broke anything.’ 

Ryan goes further into the room. Now he is closer to Shona, he can see she looks pale 

and there is a definite gloss on her forehead. She seems to notice and wipes it with the back 

of her hand. 

‘I was doing yoga,’ she says, by way of explanation. ‘Helps me think.’ 

‘What of?’ 

‘Oh, just things, ideas for stories.’ 

Any tension seems to have fallen away. Ryan still isn’t entirely convinced by Shona’s 

excuse, and the idea of her doing yoga in jeans is suspicious, but he lets it go. He’s definitely 

more chilled than he was, despite the ongoing possibility of a visit from the city boys, and he 

has put this down to being more settled—able to live in a place he can come back to without 

wondering what state of sobriety or lecherousness his mum will be in. She’s sent the odd 

message, but that’s also tapered off recently as his responses are so short there’s nothing to 

follow up on. Maybe she’s also better off without him. 

‘Do you want to teach me?’ asks Ryan, surprising himself a bit. 

‘What, yoga?’ 

‘Yeah, might be good for my twitches.’ 

He hasn’t ever really talked about this to anyone; people tend to be too polite to 

mention it, and he tries to control them when he’s working or socialising, at least when its 

light enough to see. 

‘Well…’ Shona hesitates. ‘I’m not much good. It’s just YouTube really—‘ 

‘Don’t worry,’ says Ryan, a bit annoyed she just rejected his honesty. 
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‘Were you going out?’ asks Shona. ‘Before you came up here.’ 

‘You know I was,’ he says, looking straight at her, then through the window to the 

darkening sky outside. 

‘I can come for a walk, if you want. Actually, I wouldn’t mind a smoke.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘Yeah, it was…alright.’ Shona smiles and holds out her hand for Ryan to take. 
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Orange 

She wasn’t sure where the thing about yoga came from. Not exactly an inspired excuse for 

her clammy head and feeling like she’s holding up the sky, but it was the best she could blurt 

out while the mess going round in her head was trying to cope with the additional 

embarrassment of being discovered apparently poking round in Ryan’s room. 

Actually, she had been looking out of his window, but it wasn’t to meditate. 

Shona takes the joint from Ryan. The two of them are sitting on a bench close to the 

edge of the cliff. Ryan seems disinterested in the act of smoking. He’s been a lot more settled 

and less grumbly lately, despite not going out as much for a smoke. Maybe what he said 

about doing the yoga was honest. 

She inhales; the smoke fills her lungs and she holds back the tickle, low down. Shona 

breathes out and her head goes woopsy, the horizon tilting a little before settling on a 

comfortable angle that matches how she is leaning on Ryan’s shoulder. She hands the joint 

back to Ryan. 

‘It’s good stuff,’ she says. 

‘It’s shit. Ed’s gone offline and I don’t trust anyone else.’ 

‘Well, I feel nice anyway.’ 

‘Tobacco,’ says Ryan. ‘You’ve never smoked have you?’ 

‘No, not—‘ 

‘Yeah, it’s the tobacco.’ 

He takes a cursory drag and offers it back to Shona. She looks at the manky joint with 

its brown end and puckered paper hanging on Ryan’s fingertips and shakes her head. 

‘Sorry about earlier. I wasn’t in your stuff, really.’ 

‘So, what were you really doing.’ 
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Shona thinks quickly. She doesn’t want to tell Ryan what she had discovered just a bit 

before he pretended to go out. Those worlds shouldn’t collide. As far as he’s concerned she’s 

just an averagely pretty, vanilla girl who stays in her room a lot. She wants it to stay that way. 

‘Promise you won’t get annoyed.’ 

‘I’ll try.’ 

‘Okay. Before you moved in, I used that room as a thinking space. I’d lie on the bed 

with the afternoon sun—’ Shona looks behind her, the sun having set behind a cloud, giving 

it an orange rim like a piece of cheese that’s been in the fridge for too long, ‘shining through 

the window on my face. Used to doze off a lot like that. It was nice.’ 

‘Go on.’ 

‘And now I can’t. Sorry.’ 

Ryan turns his head away and looks at the sea. 

‘I’m thinking of moving back with my mum,’ he says. 

Shona knows he’s lying, but Ryan’s always been such a good actor that it still sounds 

convincing. She plays along. 

‘It’s fine, I really don’t mind. My mum likes you. Probably a lot more than yours.’ 

‘But you don’t.’ 

That hurts. But it’s true. Shona’s found herself thinking about Mix-Up a lot more 

lately, especially now she has become more distant and difficult to work out. Ryan has 

always been…well, not quite for show, more like having someone a bit more edgy in her life. 

Having him in the house is a bit like having a brother around. Maybe that’s the problem. 

Shona puts her arm around Ryan’s shoulders. It does feel like she’s being sympathetic 

with a brother, or maybe a cousin. There’s no spark. He continues to stare at the sea. 

‘Maybe you’d like me more if we weren’t a thing,’ he says, throwing her a line. 

‘Would you mind? Seriously, you should stay. What about Ana?’ 
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‘Pardon?’ 

‘You and Ana.’ 

‘I told you, we didn’t—‘ 

‘Yeah, but I wouldn’t mind, really.’ 

Ryan stands up suddenly as though he’s angry, then walks to the edge of the cliff. He 

looks towards the old pumping station and makes a grim face. He turns back to Shona and 

holds out his hand. 

‘Just as friends, yeah?’ 

Shona’s mind hasn’t exactly been freed from worry, but at least the Ryan-filled box 

has gone for the moment, possibly replaced by one labelled ‘Lodger’, which is considerably 

smaller and less annoying. She lets Ryan pull her up from the bench. His hand is shaking and 

he takes a quick drag, then drops the ‘joint’ on the ground, scuffing it out with his trainer. 
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Autopsy 

‘Hey. You free?’ 

‘Sure. What’s up?’ 

‘Can I come in?’ 

Mix-Up looks at Shona, who seems peculiarly jumpy and smily. She has a blue plastic 

wallet under her arm. 

‘Well, yeah, we were meant to have been having a study session’, says Mix-Up, 

studiously avoiding the word ‘date’. She steps back and lets Shona into the house which is 

just a stone’s throw from Shona’s, at the far end of the same street full of almost identical 

houses built in the 1980s by a company that went bust in the 1990s. It’s not a bad house—

very much home to Mix-Up, who has never lived anywhere else, but lacking any discernible 

character or architectural merit. 

‘Got something to show you,’ says Shona, who takes the wallet from under her arm 

into her left hand, and gives Mix-Up a tight hug. 

Mix-Up flaps her hands in mock discomfort, and then realises that she really is 

slightly uncomfortable. It feels too intimate. Shona releases her, takes off her shoes and grabs 

Mix-Up’s hand, pulling her along the hallway and up the stairs, briefly stopping to shout 

‘Hi!’ to her dad, with whom Mix-Up had been watching a quiz show on the enormous new 

television. 

He waves back, then disappears around the other side of the wall, as Shona pulls her 

friend up the rest of the stairs. They reach her bedroom door, upon which is stuck a tasteful 

ceramic tile, painted with flowers and the words ‘MEGAN’S ROOM’. 
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Shona opens the door to MEGAN’S ROOM, letting go of Mix-Up in the process, not 

having enough hands to do this, and hold onto her precious cargo at the same time. They both 

enter the scrupulously tidy room and Mix-Up closes the door behind her. 

‘Not wanting to be rude, but are you okay?’ she asks. 

‘Fine, just needed to see you,’ says Shona with a strange grin. 

‘What’s that?’ asks Mix-Up, pointing to the A4 wallet which is now on her bed 

alongside a gently bouncing Shona. ‘I’m assuming it’s not revision otherwise I would be 

really disappointed.’ 

Mix-Up goes to pick up the wallet, then she notices something official-looking about 

it through the blue translucent plastic. It doesn’t look like history notes. 

‘Are you meant to have this?’ she asks. 

Shona stops bouncing. 

‘It depends what you mean by “meant to”’. 

Mix-Up is used to Shona’s air of mystery and intrigue, so doesn’t rise to the bait. 

Instead, she picks it up and pops open the plastic button. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘And this is real, yeah?’ 

‘I told you, it’s official documentation―’ 

‘Which anyone could mock-up on Word, print out and then scan to make it look like 

it’s genuine. I mean, it’s weird and freakish and...sort of makes sense.’ Shona is nodding to 

Mix-Up’s part-agreement. ‘If you believe it actually happened, that is,’ she finishes. 

‘What do you mean, “If you believe it happened”? The poor woman’s dead. She had 

her eyes removed, look, “Voided optical orbits”. And what about the grey hair?’ 

‘She already had grey hair.’ 

‘Greyer, then.’ 
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‘Look, I know it’s a massive coincidence and...well, the eyes,’ Mix-Up gets a queasy 

feeling, remembering the old guy down by the cliff, but ignores it, ‘that’s really weird. 

Maybe it is real, but it also seems like the kind of thing someone would put up just to feel 

important, like Fake News to get likes. There was an obituary in the paper, Dad showed me.’ 

Shona is quiet for a moment, her shoulders slumping. Mix-Up looks at her friend, 

wondering if she could have been a little nice, and wants to give her a hug, but that might be 

patronising as well. 

‘But,’ says Shona, holding up one finger like a student needing a pee in class, ‘it’s not 

about getting likes, is it?’ 

‘Isn’t it?’ 

‘No. I found this...’ Shona lowers her hand and appears to be fighting something 

inside. Mix-Up waits. ‘I found the post mortem somewhere less...public.’ 

‘What, like Filebin?’ 

‘How do you know about Filebin?’ asks Shona, looking straight at Mix-Up. 

Mix-Up wants to tell Shona something of her online existence, and supposes it’s only 

fair, given Shona’s brutal honesty. It’s only Urbex stuff, nothing illegal. Well, trespass, and 

maybe breaking and entering. 

‘I go on forums too,’ says Mix-Up. ‘Well, some people still call them forums, but it’s 

secure chat mainly. I like to explore a bit. It gave me a good excuse to get out of the house 

when Shit Face was kicking off, even before I got Tony. Do you want to see?’ 

Shona nods. She looks a bit nonplussed. Mix-Up takes out her phone, which was a 

present the Christmas before last, and still has the best onboard camera you can get. She 

scrolls quickly through a blur of photos before settling on a group of HDR enhanced internals 

of the old factory behind the railway station. She swipes through the photos one by one, not 

letting Shona actually hold onto the phone...just in case. 
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‘Nice,’ says Shona. ‘Where is this?’ 

‘Oh, near the old town, round the back by the railway sidings. They used to make 

arcade games there. You know, the penny falls―’ 

‘Ten pence falls.’ 

‘Not when they made them. Look, see on the wall over here―’ Mix-Up zooms onto 

the remains of a machine which is still showing the name of the game, Space Mission and 

pictures of pennies acting as planets in the sky next to a, she supposes, futuristic rocket flying 

across the coin slots. She turns to Shona for some kind of reaction, but her friend just looks 

confused. 

‘Er, when did you take this?’ says Shona. 

Mix-Up checks the picture info. 

‘Couple of weeks ago. I haven’t posted them yet―wasn’t sure if they were good 

enough,’ she says, returning to the image. 

‘Don’t.’ 

‘They’re okay...aren’t they? Bit dark maybe, but I always have a play before they go 

up,’ says Mix-Up, slightly stung by Shona’s response. 

‘Look at the photo.’ 

‘What do you mean―?’ 

Shona grabs the phone and pulls two fingers apart on the screen, then she starts 

moving the image around until something tragic comes into view, grainy but distinct. Behind 

the broken glass of the machine, Mix-Up sees the woman’s head...a carapace of weathered 

skin, drawn tight over clearly-defined bones, as if from a lifetime of drugs. 

‘Looks like some poor junkie,’ she says, feeling sorry for the ruined life captured in 

warm, early morning colours. Mix-Up goes to take her phone back, worried about the 

possibility of Shona dropping it in her revved-up frenzy, but Shona just tightens her grip. 
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‘Look, just LOOK!” shouts Shona, zooming in and in on her face, as if somehow the 

pixels will resolve themselves into a fractal image of clarity rather than the weird coloured 

blobs under her fingertips. 

And then the horrible truth dawns on Mix-Up. There is no white in her eyes, or black, 

grey, brown or blue—only the dull redness of carved out sockets, through which no one will 

ever see again. 
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Whispers 

Even if there was someone to hear, they wouldn’t be able to see, not in this dark space that 

forbids light―that never was meant to be lit, for the very reason it was made to be kept 

secret. Time has passed since its making, and a new secret is being made in the quiet spaces 

between unnaturally muted wave sounds far beyond the passage and the rocks; perhaps in the 

quiet spaces between where we can know and where we should never find ourselves. 

There is silence, broken only by the distant call of, we must suppose, birds. A voice 

speaks with a little authority, but no power. The owner of the voice is tired. 

‘Please stop whispering, I need to be sure.’ 

... 

‘No, that’s not what you said. Start again...yes, I know it moves―where will it be?’ 

... 

‘How long...? I understand you have no control over them, but if I did get through―’ 

... 

‘Okay. Yes, years, I get it. And you’ll keep her safe?’ 

... 

‘I think so…they will know about me soon.’ 

... 

The darkness ripples. It cannot be seen, but the owner of the voice feels it deep down 

in their gut, like soft rope pulling, ever pulling. 
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Falls 

There’s a fine line between how far is properly safe to jump, and when luck begins to enter 

the equation. The distance you might fall plays a considerable part in how thin that line really 

is and, at the present moment, Shona is looking at the gap between the stair she is standing 

on, and a stair that Mix-Up just now managed to reach with absurd ease, wondering how 

many bones she is prepared to sacrifice. 

‘I thought you did kick-boxing.’ 

‘I do. How does that make any difference?’ 

‘Don’t you do flying leaps or something?’ says Mix-Up, looking up at her friend. 

‘Sometimes. On the ground,’ replies Shona. 

‘Would it help if I caught you?’ 

‘It depends where you want to stand,’ says Shona, looking down at the stained slab of 

concrete that’s patiently waiting to absorb her fall. As friendly as the concrete might wish to 

be, it’s going to have to change its very nature in order to be of any use―people can’t change 

that much in so short a time. Inanimate objects, even less so. 

‘It looks further than it is, honestly,’ says Mix-Up. ‘Imagine you’re on the ground. 

What’s your long jump record?’ 

‘Three metres or something.’ 

‘Fine, it’s about a metre. Bit more, maybe. I’ll catch you if you trip on a step.’ 

‘Sure?’ 

‘Sure.’ 

Shona counts to three, silently, then jumps, completely overestimating the distance 

and landing two steps down from where she was meant to land. She is running, tripping, 

about to crash down on her face; breaking her jaw at least, maybe dislocating a shoulder; 
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definitely going to hospital where her mum will spend hours admonishing her for being an 

idiot, while considering whether it would have been so much easier had she had a son instead 

of a daughter― 

Mix-Up catches her like a parent catches a child off a swing. 

‘There you go, no problem,’ she says. 

‘Oh. Thanks.’ Shona is totally confused as to how Mix-Up caught her so easily. At the 

very least the two friends should have ended up a sprawling mess on the floor, tangled up 

together in a complicated knot of limbs. She shakes out her pseudo-erotic thoughts, with 

some difficulty and segues to far more practical considerations. Such as the wiry strength of 

Mix-Up, looking for all the world like one of those climbers who scale impossible rock faces 

with a smile for Instagram. 

The shards of sunlight coming through the barred basement windows and landing on 

Mix-Up’s face helps with the illusion, if that’s what it is. 

‘So, I guess it’s along here,’ she says to Shona, leading the way onwards as though 

nothing of interest has happened at all. 

Shona follows. Her armpits feel like yuk. 

They walk over to the next doorway and through into a short corridor with doors 

either side―Gents and Ladies toilets, a couple of offices with smashed security windows, 

and a mystery door that’s probably a store room or something. It has a hole in the bottom 

where it’s been kicked, but no light emerges from beyond. 

Through the next door is a larger space. Shona recognises the wall at the far end. 

Mix-Up slows, letting Shona catch up. 

‘Over there,’ she says, pointing to some old machines. There doesn’t seem to be any 

order to how they have been abandoned, which makes sense if they were abandoned. One 

machine has fallen on its back―Shona half expects to see a load of money strewn on the 
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ground but, of course, they are empty, having never made it beyond this building. On one 

wall are work benches with power sockets above and collections of bolts and metal strips, 

long pieces of plastic and an ashtray, overflowing with cigarette ends. There are a couple of 

cans as well, but nothing to suggest this is a hangout of any sort. 

Shona reaches for Mix-Up’s hand. It’s already waiting. 

Together they move towards the machine in the corner, exactly as it was in Mix-Up’s 

photo, except even more present, dirtier, the slight smell of decomposition hanging in the air 

like their mere presence has disturbed something. Shona can’t see the face; it’s getting on for 

four in the afternoon and the light is a bit lower than in the photo. She looks, even though she 

doesn’t really want to. They are almost at the machine now. Shona is staring through the 

glass, but there’s still nothing. 

‘What?’ asks Mix-Up. 

‘It...she’s gone,’ Shona says, exasperated. Shona watches as Mix-Up edges around the 

machine and stands over where the body must have been. ‘Nothing, not a scooby. Couple of 

dead mice, that’s it.’ 

‘It might have been a reflection,’ says Shona. 

‘Oh thanks. I don’t look that bad. Anyway, if it was a reflection, where was the phone 

in the picture? Look.’  

Mix-Up is scrolling through photos, while Shona cranes her head above the machine, 

slightly worried about the state of the ceiling in that corner where half the electrics seem to be 

spewing from. She is about to warn Mix-Up that it could come down on her when her friend 

stops and looks up. 

‘Here,’ says Mix-Up walking back around the penny falls, and showing Shona the 

screen of her phone, ‘definitely not me. Maybe it’s a good thing. You didn’t really want to 

find a body, did you?’ 
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‘Well, no, I guess not, but someone’s definitely cleaned up―’ 

She watches as Mix-Up’s mouth falls open in an almost comical gape, her hand 

gripping onto Shona’s like a metal claw. 

‘What?’ 

‘The old guy,’ says Mix-Up. 

‘What?’ repeats Shona. 

‘Shona, we need to leave, now.’ 

⁀•⁀ 

Mix-Up is eating an ice-cream. Shona still has that slightly proud feeling that her 

friend isn’t avoiding food, but her own mint choc chip seems to have had the edge taken off it 

since her friend started explaining the disturbing revelation that made her face momentarily 

lose any tone. 

‘What about the police,’ says Shona. ‘could they have moved him?’ 

‘Maybe.’ 

‘No, really. You’ve seen loads of people along the wall, haven’t you? Someone’s 

bound to have reported an old guy lying on the ground for ages.’ 

Mix-Up gives a little sigh and looks out to the sea beyond the railings. There’s a booth 

on the sand where you can hire deckchairs, but it’s locked. No one sits in deckchairs any 

more. The sea looks muddy and uninviting, even with the yellowing sun fighting the flat 

clouds on the horizon. Shona looks back at her, and Mix-Up leans in, her head fitting just into 

the gap between Shona’s head and shoulders. It’s just friends for now. 

‘I know they probably did take him away, but I’m still freaked out.’ Mix-Up pauses. 

‘I believe you, by the way...about Mrs Lai.’ 

‘Thanks.’ 
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Shona also believes her friend about the body, and everything else, even though she 

does have a bit of what her mum might call a ‘sensible head’ on at the moment. God knows, 

if she didn’t then her parents would probably have taken her to the doctors ages ago. 

Somehow she’s managed to absorb all the stuff with the gulls and her neighbour―both of 

them, actually―and the boat that got washed up months ago with those poor guys, and now 

the mystery of the disappearing Arcade Factory Woman. So far she hasn’t broken. Maybe 

she’s got some kind of super power that fights off bad vibes. 

She puts her arm around Mix-Up, who gives off a tiny sigh. Her ice-cream drips on 

Shona’s leg, but Shona doesn’t really care. It’s nice just sitting here. 
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Skating 

About a quarter of a mile away, with a pencil and a piece of photocopy paper next to one of 

the computers, August is jotting down a few numbers which will almost certainly be useless. 

None of the people they really need to contact has a land line, but they do have older 

relations, and August has to start somewhere. The only numbers they ever committed to 

memory were those of the burner phones they had to call in the event of a no-show, or if 

someone was showing a bit too much interest in the activities of the bosses. The cops were 

always sending in undercovers, and August had the uncanny ability of spotting them, so 

much that they were often put right in the mix when a big deal was going down. 

To this end, they were trusted, despite being a bit unusual. August hates the thought 

that they were party to―even an important factor in―people who really didn’t deserve it 

getting fucked up, and worse. 

With this in mind, it’s unlikely the bosses would ever have let August break out. It 

wouldn’t be the first time someone had gone, usually when they got too old, had a few 

responsibilities―and a bit of leverage in the way of kids that the bosses could hold over them 

in case they dobbed someone in. But if someone just ran then they were found, even if it 

meant going on another patch. Other gangs were more forgiving. 

‘Thanks,’ says August, handing back the card with the computer code on it. 

‘Found what you need?’ asks the library assistant. Her badge says ‘Orla’ and she’s 

very pregnant. 

‘Yeah,’ replies August, not wanting a conversation. The folded up sheet of paper is 

now in the back pocket of their jeans. It has three phone numbers on it; all of them entirely 

speculative, and none of them likely to lead directly to any of the people they are wanting to 

contact. It’s a very conditional ‘Yeah’. 
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They walk down the steps of the library just as the door is being locked up for 

Saturday’s early closing, then go round the corner into a shabby looking arcade of shops, far 

too small and dated to be called a ‘mall’. Above the canopy entrance is a sign with the name 

of the town, followed by SHOPPING CENTRE. Whoever designed the logo was obviously 

not wanting to oversell the place. There’s a branch of WHSmith just about hanging onto life, 

into which August goes, gets a ten pound phone top up, a local paper which can later be used 

for other things than reading, and a selection of glucose-based snacks. They then head on 

down to the seafront which, as it’s a Saturday, still has a few people milling about, going into 

and out of the large pub, taking in the dimming sunshine, kicking a ball around on the 

seaweed-strewn sand. 

Megan is right in front of August, sitting on a bench with her friend. 

Instinctively, August pulls the round sunglasses out of their jacket pocket and puts 

them on, having the effect of making them look both less recognisable (to Megan) and more 

recognisable (to everyone else, as it turns out there isn’t really enough sun for sunglasses to 

be everyday wear in this town). August makes a left turn into a side street, rather than along 

the seafront to where they were planning on making their phone calls. They haven’t explored 

all of the town by any means, preferring to stick to a few places where they can remain 

inconspicuously present―just an ordinary kind of person who pops in to the local shop or 

church from time to time. Here, amongst the peeling paint and crumbling brickwork of three- 

and four-story Edwardian apartment blocks, August feels, inexplicably, nervous. 

A dog barks from behind a bay window. August flinches. Something isn’t right. 

After a few minutes of walking through the back streets, they emerge at a more 

familiar spot. The grass of the recreation ground with its football pitches and winding 

walkways is golden-green, the sun having finally emerged on its way down to the sea. It will 

get lost behind the buildings first, but for now August can enjoy a moment of brightness. The 
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swimming pool block is illuminated from inside and they can hear faint splashing, smell the 

chlorine. Also present are scraping sounds, metal grinding against concrete, a tumbling, 

clattering wooden judder. 

Skateboarders. 

August used to skate. They weren’t the best, nor were they the worst, but despite the 

outward appearance of competitiveness, no one really cared how good anyone was. They 

spent most of their time in the undercroft area beneath the tower block just along from where 

they lived. It was originally meant for storing bins that filled up from disposal chutes, but 

after the council had declared it a health hazard, the space had been cleared up and left, 

unintentionally, to the skaters. It didn’t matter what you looked like (although certain shoe 

brands were pretty much compulsory), nor where you were from―if you were there to skate, 

you were alright. 

Not much seems to have changed. The tricks; the language; the sounds; the shoes. 

Yeah, home ground. 

‘Alright?’ says someone, sitting on their board tucking his laces in. 

August recognises him as one of the people they saw when they first arrived in the 

town. He had been getting a bit of lip from the other two about a girl, and giving it back. 

August had been ignoring them, but still remembers every face. 

‘Alright,’ says August. 

‘You skate?’ 

‘Bit. Long time, though.’ 

‘Sure.’ 

That pretty much goes for conversation, but it’s pleasant enough. He’s different on his 

own. Well, not on his own―there are a few others in the skate park, but they all seem to be 

doing their own thing.  
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August sits on a bench and gets their phone out. They know they’re doing something 

that could end them, but it could also save someone far more important. They dial a number 

and listen for a ring tone over the first gusts of wind. 
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Arrival 

‘Sure, I’ll come along, but I’m not shagging you.’ 

Ryan has taken the not so surprising decision to ask Ana if she wants to come out for 

chips this evening, which Ryan has tried not to load with any innuendo, but it seems that even 

the word ‘chips’ has a lot more meaning than just a friendly bit of supper in the shelter. 

‘When did I say I wanted a shag?’ 

‘Don’t you?’ 

Ryan drops the phone on the floor of the carwash office. Ana is still talking, though 

the tiny phone speaker and the cod-reggae of an Ed Sheeran song means Ryan can’t hear a 

word she’s saying beyond the mild sarcasm evident in her voice. He picks it up again and 

puts it to his ear. 

‘Sorry, you’ll need to say that again. After the bit where you wondered if I wanted a 

shag.’ 

‘So you don’t,’ says Ana. ‘Well, that’s good. Shona mentioned you and chips―girls 

do talk to each other, you know. If you were at school we might talk to you as well. Anyway, 

when do you want to have chips?’ 

‘Soon? When can you get to Marco’s?’ 

⁀•⁀ 

Apart from the overwhelming sense of déjà vu, Ryan is enjoying the chips a lot more 

than he did when he was last here with Shona, despite a bit of drizzle and wind that 

necessitates sitting in the bit that faces the main road. Ana doesn’t have any reason to niggle 

at him (they have been friends forever, after all) and he remembered to tell the server at 

Marco’s not to put too much salt on the chips this time. Also, Andy wasn’t throwing out any 

old car wash kits, so Ryan didn’t have the temptation to bring along the same joke present 
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that went down like most of things Ryan does. All in all, this evening is going pretty well. 

Ana has even managed to get hold of some decent weed―for a treat. 

‘What are you doing tomorrow?’ asks Ryan. 

‘Sleeping, mainly. Totally overwhelmed with revision,’ Ryan holds back a smirk, he 

never really discovered the joys of revision, just got by with minimal effort. ‘What are you up 

to, apart from cleaning cars?’ 

‘Not much. You know I’m staying at Shona’s―’ 

‘She said you’d broken up.’ 

‘We have. Got chucked out by my mum,’ he says, deciding on the least complicated 

version of events, even though it is a lie. ‘Bit of a relief, and Shona’s folks are alright.’ 

‘What about Shona?’ 

‘Well, as you probably guessed, we don’t get on that well.’ 

This bit isn’t really a lie; they’ve certainly got on a lot better in the past, although the 

two of them do still chat about lots of things, mainly in Ryan’s room. Shona’s put a new sign 

on her room saying, ‘Please leave washing, deliveries and hard drugs outside this door.’ This 

resulted in Mrs Scott having a conversation with Ryan about whether Shona was okay, 

whether he had noticed anything odd about her, which Ryan wanted to answer truthfully, that 

Shona was behaving like a complete weirdo. He would have, except he valued his room too 

much to risk saying any such thing. 

‘Shame,’ says Ana with a smile, and puts a chip in Ryan’s mouth. 

Ryan jumps, not from the hot chip, but from his pocket buzzing. 

‘Sorry, phone.’ He works it out of his pocket by straightening his leg and twisting 

round. Eventually the phone is free and he sees a text message has arrived―another unlogged 

number, and the first few characters: 

You ran out of ti 
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‘Hang on,’ he says to Ana, ‘got to take this.’ She shrugs. 

Walking round the other side of the shelter, his cap is almost removed by the wind 

coming off the sea. The ships are close into the shore. The sky blackened by clouds that are 

fending off even the last shreds of sunset. He reads the message in full. 

You ran out of time. Have sent some people to help you in your search. Be 

somewhere you can talk at 8. Call the police and we’ll hurt your friend. 

Don’t be silly. 

‘Fuck,’ he says, to no one in particular. It’s nearly half past seven. The rain is getting 

heavier, but it’s not important; finishing his chips isn’t important; the fact she hasn’t given 

him the joint she promised isn’t important. 

He walks back round to Ana’s side of the shelter. 

‘Mum’s not well.’ 

‘Oh no. Can I help with anything?’ 

‘No, just booze. Dealt with it lots.’ 

‘Okay. Want to walk me home on the way?’ 

It’s only a short walk to Ana’s. She lives above the café, where the pigeons 

congregate on the ledges and wake her up with their coo-ing in the morning―one of the few 

things she says she likes about the place. At least it’ll be one less thing for him to worry 

about, especially given his mystery caller somehow knows about her.  

Ryan’s leg is starting to twitch as he stands, waiting for Ana to pack away the chips. 

He doubts very much a smoke would make any difference this time. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘Where’s a good place to meet? Know a decent pub?’ 

‘I’m only just seventeen,’ replies Ryan to the irritated voice on the phone. It sounds 

like the guy’s sheltering from the rain, by the regular dripping in the background. 
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‘Bet that’s not stopped you before.’ 

‘I guess. There’s the Railway―’ 

‘Yeah, I know it. Passed it earlier, looks shit.’ 

‘It is...I suppose.’ 

‘Kay. Meet you there in ten.’ 

‘It’s gonna take me at least twenty minutes to get there,’ he answers truthfully. 

‘Fifteen. Don’t piss about.’ 

The phone goes dead. He wants to ask what the guy looks like, how many of them 

there are, whether they’re going to beat him up before or after the conversation. All he knows 

is that there must be more than one, given the treatment that was given out to Len last month. 

As he jogs along the path that runs beneath the cliff, which has managed to shelter him from 

the worst of the rain, he has an idea. 

‘Hey mate,’ he says when Kosta answers. 

‘Big boy Ryan, how are you doing?’ 

‘Been better,’ he puffs, trying to keep an even pace while speaking into the phone. 

‘Look, I know it’s a big ask, but I think I’m in trouble.’ 

‘You think? You know or you don’t.’ 

‘Okay, I’m in trouble. There are some guys, probably more than one. They’ve come 

down to find me. They’re looking for someone who’s given them some aggro and have got 

me to help find...him, probably him. Len gave them my number.’ Ryan probably should have 

given Kosta more notice, but it makes no difference really; even he didn’t know they were 

coming tonight. 

‘And you want us to deal with them?’ says Kosta, sounding less than happy. 

‘Erm, yeah, if that’s alright.’ 

There’s a pause. 
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‘Ryan,’ it’s serious, Kosta never uses his name like that unless it is, ‘I know a few 

people, okay, but maybe they don’t want to hurt you.’ 

‘Maybe, but―’ 

‘Look, I’ll ask around, see if anyone’s up for looking after you.’ 

‘Kosta...’ 

‘What’s wrong?’ 

‘I’m seeing them in ten minutes.’ 

Kosta sighs loudly enough to be heard over Ryan’s footsteps and the wind. ‘Where?’, 

he asks. 

‘Railway Pub.’ 

Ryan runs up the concrete slope and onto the seafront road. The drizzle hits him in the 

eyes and he has to tuck the phone into his ear with the sleeve of his hoodie. He can see the 

lights of the old town below, and just about make out where the station is. He might be able 

to make it in time. 

‘Okay, I’ll drive down and keep an eye. Do you want a lift?’ 

‘No, best I go on my own. Thanks mate, really appreciate it.’ 

‘No problem,’ says Kosta, but it does sound like a problem.  

Ryan doesn’t blame him at all. Eight minutes. Shit. 
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Pyjamas 

Sunday morning at nine o’clock is probably the best time of the week. The overnight rain is 

well past and the wind has dropped to just the odd gust flaying the clouds to bits and letting 

the sunshine through. Mix-Up can smell coffee from downstairs. She’s savouring the moment 

before the inevitable kick-back. 

It was a lovely evening, after the disappointment-stroke-complete-shock that the body 

they saw in Mix-Up’s photo was no longer where it should have been. Once the clouds had 

come in and ruined the sunset, they had got the bus back―the rain spotting the upstairs front 

window. They had walked the last bit in heavy drizzle, holding hands like there was nothing 

else important in the world, but by the time Shona had dropped Mix-Up off at her house, the 

thought of the missing bodies had got in the way of any more than a quick hug. In retrospect 

it should have been a good thing―one less corpse to worry about, neatly sorted out by the 

police or whoever had come along to clean up. But Mix-Up was struggling to see it like that. 

Something in the way Shona talked about ‘cleaning’ had made Mix-Up even more convinced 

it wasn’t just a coincidence that this body had gone missing and that she couldn’t for the life 

of her recall seeing any remnants of the old guy under the cliffs. 

Weird that she had just, sort of ignored the fact for all that time; but the point is, she 

had. It had taken Shona to mention there was no one behind the penny falls for Mix-Up to 

acknowledge the absence of anything. She wonders if she would have just walked away none 

the wiser, taking photos of the afternoon sun glinting off the rusting metalwork, had Shona 

not been there. 

She decides she needs to see Shona RIGHT NOW. 

⁀•⁀ 
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‘Oh hi. Outdoor slippers are they?’ says Shona, looking down at Mix-Up’s feet, then 

back up her, taking in the pyjama bottoms and dressing gown Mix-Up didn’t think it 

necessary to change out of. 

She pushes into the porch, stepping over the litter of strange brown balls gathered 

outside the front door. Shona stands aside while Mix-Up kicks off her slippers, ponders her 

bare feet, then puts them back on again. 

‘I need to talk to you.’ 

‘I guessed that,’ says Shona. ‘Coffee?’ 

‘Please. Anything I should pretend isn’t there, when I go in your room?’ 

‘Not now. Just close the door, and be quiet―Ryan’s in a really strange mood. 

Probably got dumped by Ana last night.’ 

Shona goes off to the kitchen while Mix-Up uses the advantage of slippers to make 

her way up the stairs without being heard. She knows Ryan is in the back bedroom, and can 

hear quiet music coming from beyond the door. She slips into Shona’s room, sees a pile of 

paper on her desk and the laptop open, but decides not to pry. After a couple of minutes the 

bedroom door opens; Shona slides around and closes it behind her. 

‘Coffee,’ she says, handing it to Mix-Up. ‘Mum and Dad are visiting my granddad, so 

it’s only Ryan in the house, and he wouldn’t dare come in. Got you a breakfast bar.’ 

‘Thanks.’ Mix-Up sips the coffee while Shona connects to something on the laptop. 

‘I guess you haven’t seen this,’ says Shona, indicating for Mix-Up to come closer. 

She shuffles to the end of the bed and watches as Shona scrolls through a list of 

familiar titles. She sees the channel where most of her interesting conversations take place, 

but decides not to mention it―’Sacha’ lives in the Ukraine, thousands of miles away and just 

down the street from where she is sitting now. Shona scrolls past. 
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‘It’s gone a bit quiet lately,’ she says, without turning around, then clicks on a channel 

Mix-Up hasn’t seen before, called ‘GENERAL CLUTTER’. The window opens up another 

list, this time of conversations. Mix-Up watches carefully. ‘It’s invitation only, so you can 

only see the channels if someone adds you.’ 

‘How do you get invited in the first place?’ asks Mix-Up, feigning ignorance. 

‘Not sure I’m allowed to tell you...erm, can you turn around for a sec?’ 

‘Sure.’ Mix-Up picks her coffee up from the small space remaining on the desk, and 

walks over to the door, slurping as she goes. She really wants to ask questions about 

yesterday, but has the feeling being quiet might be more helpful, so suppresses the urge to 

disturb what Shona’s doing. The back of Shona’s door is plastered with old Post-It notes, 

stupid cards they used to send to each other, a couple of medals from the kick boxing club 

stuck on with mounds of Blu-Tack, and all sorts of other random stuff. She’s amazed it 

doesn’t all fall off every time the door is opened. She starts to read the Post-Its, but is 

interrupted by Shona’s voice. 

‘Done. You can look now.’ 

Mix-Up turns round and sees Shona covering most of the screen with her hands. 

There is a bit of flesh showing where her fingers don’t meet; it looks old. 

‘Suppose I should say “trigger warning”, just in case,’ says Shona. 

‘It’s fine. I’ve seen worse, really.’ 

‘Okay.’ 

Shona takes her hands off the screen. The face is covered with small gouges, some of 

which have dried out, but others which are clearly seeping some clear fluid mixed with spots 

of red. The blouse is ripped and dirty with what look like grains of sand in the creases. What 

little black hair Mrs Lai once had, has gone white, clumped around the top of her head in 

messy swirls. Her skull is pockmarked with the same, but much less deep marks as on her 
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face. One of her eyes are missing; the other has burst, the pathetic, deflated remnant sitting at 

the bottom of her right socket. 

‘It still freaks me out a bit,’ remarks Shona. 

Mix-Up has nothing to say. She had read the post-mortem Shona had brought to her 

room, but the description didn’t do any justice to the horror of what she is now looking at in 

fine detail on Shona’s screen. Mix-Up had tried to pack away the description as some kind of 

weird coincidence, but all that now comes back to her is the sight of the languid, rolling sea 

and the birds―not gulls, not oystercatchers, something far worse―with their straight, sharp 

beaks moving up and down as they fly towards her. The image burned into her retina even as 

Tony drags her back into the real world. 

But that’s still real, isn’t it? 

Shona closes the photo and looks at Mix-Up. 

‘Something happened, didn’t it?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Do you want to tell me?’ asks Shona. 

As the images fade from her mind, Mix-Up becomes aware that her legs are wet. In 

the context, the thought of her pissing herself is probably forgivable, but she is still relieved 

to see that her pyjamas are merely soaked in hot coffee that is now beginning to sting a bit. 

The distraction is very welcome. 

‘Can I change my bottoms first?’ 

‘Oh, yeah, sure,’ says Shona, looking down. 

⁀•⁀ 

Between Mix-Up putting on a fresh pair of Shona’s pyjama bottoms and finishing a 

fresh mug of coffee, she had been subjected to far more weirdness than she wanted to hear. It 

was almost a relief to tell Shona a bit of what she had been feeling, but stopped at the worst 
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part when Shona got out the newspaper and started to explain things in more detail. First she 

talked about a washed up boat and some sea-bleached fisherman who had never gone 

missing; then the pile of rotting gulls that had, inexplicably (according to Shona), disappeared 

from Mrs Lai’s garden, and finally the fact that, still, no one beyond Shona’s GENERAL 

CLUTTER channel was saying anything in public. Each new revelation just raised more 

questions in Mix-Up’s mind, but something was also stirring that, thankfully, helped push 

away the flashes of Beak World. It was a theory, of sorts, but one that made no sense at all at 

the moment. 
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Hiding 

Panning their eyes across the wasteland between the railway sidings and the back road that 

joins the seafront to the housing estate, August is feeling comfortably wary. At least they now 

know why they were spooked last night and needed to seek out something more familiar. The 

area immediately around the floorboards on which August is kneeling is full of woodworm, 

and in places entirely missing. A lethal hazard should anyone get too close. In the fading 

light, dripping with moisture, but replete with supplies from the friendly Sri Lankan 

shopkeeper, they had managed to get up to the top floor which would serve as a useful 

watching, and listening post until they felt safe to move. 

As it turned out, they had missed being seen by a matter of just a few minutes. At 

least August hoped they had―the voices were familiar, caustic, with that no-nonsense 

attitude the bosses liked to hear from their enforcers. Contrary to all logic, the two men had 

somehow passed just a few metres in front of the building in which August had been 

crouching, despite August leaving just one message, at the dodgy trophy shop less than an 

hour before. Maybe they had just come down for a bit of sun and sea, but August didn’t think 

this at all likely. The instinctive sense of danger they trusted so well was intense, almost 

tangible, as though August could grab it and...what? They couldn’t fight. They could run, 

become relatively invisible, hide for days, weeks if necessary; but the point was, the men 

were here. And somehow they knew August was nearby. 

It seems like an age since August had walked along that curving road, when the 

afternoon was bright and fresh, feeling a breathless excitement despite their neutral 

demeanour. A promise of escape from the dark world they had run from. If they could 

somehow make it back to the cliffs and the pumping station, they would feel a lot 
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safer―even at their most efficient, it would take a major stroke of luck for two enforcers to 

find them. 

But it’s a possibility. 

And there’s Megan to consider. Protect even. 

August scans the floorboards immediately around them, deeply shaded despite the late 

morning sun, and spots a tiny tear of wrapper from the houmous and falafel wrap they bought 

last night. There’s also a piece of blue plastic from the lid of a water bottle. They stand up, 

put the rubbish, the evidence, into their pocket, smoosh up the dust a bit, then make their way 

back towards the stairs, keeping to the joists by only stepping on bits of board where there are 

nails. One of the boards threatens to flip under August’s weight but bobbles back down as 

they reach the next joist. Then they step over the gap and onto the stairs which don’t seem to 

have suffered the ravages of time and wood-boring insect. 

As August reaches the bottom step they hear a thump, and then a familiar tugging 

sensation pulls out from their middle... 

‘Did I sleep?’ 

‘If that’s what you call absence, then perhaps. Why are you (herethere)?’ 

‘I can’t see where “here” is. Tell me.’ 

‘A way in…that is all.’ 

‘Your voice is different. It’s like I can hear more of you.’ 

‘You hear what you can (understandperceivetolerate). There is so much more to…’ 

‘Please stop. I didn’t want to come, not yet. What are the other voices?’ 

‘Maybe you aren’t ready. Maybe the girl would be better. She is so close (Iwethey) 

can just reach out and (extractemptyfeed)—‘ 

‘NO! Only I can bring them. They’re here…in the town, the place that’s near.’ 

‘(Iwethey) are hungry. Come to the place after one darkness, or…’ 
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There are streaks of bile on August’s already much-abused trainers. If they weren’t 

standing just in front of a flight of wooden stairs, they could easily mistake this for passing 

out, even though, August is sure, they felt fine before whatever just happened, happened. 

There’s definitely some kind of space 

(absence)  

in their mind. They feel for bruises, but there’s nothing, just a fine coating of regurgitated 

couscous and something green on the floor which they step over and try to pretend isn’t there. 

So much for leaving no evidence behind. 

 ‘…girl would be better…’ 

A vague memory from several lifetimes ago. But August knows who ‘the girl’ is. 

They have to get back to the old pumping station before something happens to her. Though 

maybe not; it’s just so faint, like a latent fear embedded somewhere far back—the product of 

that strange thing they seemed to experience for the first time, just a few weeks ago. Is she 

really the only person August has ever cared for? That much, perhaps. 

Oh God…falling… 

‘Whoops. Come on, I can’t hold you up if you go all floppy.’ 

A gentle laugh. 

‘What’re you doing here? Hey, open your eyes.’ 

‘Leave her alone.’ 

… 

‘YOU HAVE ME! 

⁀•⁀ 

‘You used to have to wait for someone coming through the other way, but now they 

don’t bother locking it. No point, hardly anyone goes shopping here now.’ 
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Megan is leading August through a maze of litter-strewn alleyways, across side 

streets, between high walls and, now, up to a grey metal door with some rusty barbed wire on 

top that can’t be the entrance to a building because there are pigeons cooing in the clear space 

above their heads. 

‘Just wait a second…okay, it’s clear. You sure you don’t want to get a bus?’ 

She pushes open the door to reveal a dilapidated shopping arcade. August recognises 

the style and realises this is the far end of the same one they passed on their way down from 

the library. Megan turns right and waits for August to catch up, holding our her hand. August 

takes it and they jog to the end, where there is a bright rectangle of light with the occasional 

car swishing past, breaking the illusion of some kind of ethereal tunnel out of the darkness. 

‘You know you asked me about what I was doing there?’ says August. 

‘Yeah, that was weird. You sort of fainted when I turned up. Am I really that special?’ 

August smiles but, yes, it seems she really is. 

‘I just wanted to ask what you were doing there.’ 

‘Oh, I left something behind yesterday...but it wasn’t there.’ 

August wants to ask the same question again, but it sounds suspicious, so they opt for 

the more mundane question. As it turns out later, this is far more important. 

‘What did you leave behind?’ 

Megan stops for the road, looks both ways, then crosses. August follows, checking the 

cars as well, looking ahead for the next narrow street they could go along. Just along here, to 

the left, beside an old church with dusty blue doors. On the other side of the road is a green 

where a group of young kids are having a picnic in the sun on red and white chequered 

blankets, the two adults—surely not the parents of all those children—handing out plastic 

bowls. The normality of it all is quite beautiful. The leaves are vivid green, hanging down in 
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clusters from lime and cherry trees. They turn down the side street. A dog is limping along 

the edge of the road just ahead of them, nosing at wrappers.  

‘What did you say, sorry?’ 

‘What did you leave behind…at the old factory?’ 

‘Oh, I can’t remember.’ 

August ponders this, strangely preoccupied, answer all the while noting Megan’s 

every turn through the side streets from just half a pace behind, remembering road names, 

signs, patches of green, everything they are going to need tomorrow. 
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Harm 

Shona is irritated by the incessant knocking on her bedroom door. It would stop if she could 

be bothered to answer, but she doesn’t, hoping that Ryan will get fed up and go somewhere 

else. He doesn’t. There’s another tap, lighter and more polite, as though he actually needs to 

talk to her. The tiny bit of sympathy she has for Ryan’s situation peeks out, interrupts her 

revision, and waves. 

‘Yeees,’ she drawls. 

The door opens a crack. ‘Can I come in?’ 

‘Yeah, okay. Mind the tray.’ 

Ryan opens the door which, as usual, rattles with the various items tacked onto the 

back―a sort of warning system, as well as a constant reminder that there was a time before 

the gulls arrived when Shona enjoyed just being her. He comes into the room, steps over the 

tray which has a pile of chocolate digestives, and two mugs on it, left over from Mix-Up’s 

visit, and plonks himself onto the bed. 

‘Hi.’ 

‘Hi,’ says Shona, pretending to concentrate on a physics revision book. 

‘Sorry, I need to talk about something. I know you’re pissed off at me.’ 

‘Only temporarily. I’ll revert to being slightly grumpy with you all the time when you 

explain what happened last night.’ 

Shona had been woken by the sound of dull thuds on her window at some stupid time 

this morning, wondering if the gulls had now been replaced by bats or tiny owls. She was in 

that wonderful state of being the most comfortable you can possibly be, when you’re just 

about to fall asleep and everything is perfectly moulded around your body. When the thuds 

didn’t cease, Shona had to drag herself from the blissful cocoon and go to the window, from 
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where she could see a bedraggled Ryan standing over one of the flower beds, picking out 

what looked like buried treasures from the ground. She had managed to open the front door 

and not hurl abuse at him and, much like a scolding parent, pushed him into the downstairs 

toilet so he could wash the filth off his muddy paws. 

‘I picked up all the clay, and washed my hands properly,’ he says with a smile. 

Shona attempts a scowl, but realises that maybe he needs a bit of a break. ‘Go on,’ she 

says, picking up one of the mugs and sipping at cold Nescafé sludge. 

‘Well...it’s a bit complicated. You know I went to see Ana last night?’ 

‘Mmm. How is she?’ says Shona, knowing full well how Ana is, given how many 

classes they share. 

‘Fine. Didn’t get much of a chance to, you know, do anything―’ 

‘Is that really how you see girls? Some kind of gropy tick-list? “Yeah, done the arse; 

just managed the left tit tonight―”’ 

‘No, I didn’t mean it like that. We’ve known each other for so long, it was a bit 

strange having a “date” after all that time,’ says Ryan, reaching for a biscuit. 

‘I guess. Sorry, carry on.’ 

‘Okay, I got a call. You know that hassle I got from Len’s mates?’ 

‘Mmm.’ 

‘Well, it’s been going on for a while. I didn’t want to say anything; didn’t want to get 

anyone else involved, but anyway, they drove down last night―’ 

‘What, really?’ 

‘No, I’m lying. This is also just make-up,’ says Ryan, putting the biscuit in his mouth 

and rolling up the sleeve of his stained hoodie. 

Shona puts down her book, which has been open at the same page on electrical 

induction all the while Ryan’s been in her room. Running almost the full length of his 
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forearm is a recently made cut, not deep, but not just breaking the surface. There are beads of 

dried up blood at several points along the cut. 

‘I didn’t know,’ says Shona, assuming Ryan has been hurting himself. 

‘Well, as I said, they only got here last night. It’s, sort of, a punishment, for not doing 

what they asked.’ 

‘Oh.’ 

In a selfish way, Shona’s relieved it was someone else that caused the damage. One 

less box to re-open. 

‘Did they do anything else?’ she says. 

‘Not this time, but they’re really pissed off―say they’re going to go after Mum if I 

don’t get them what they want.’ 

‘Well…what do they want?’ 

‘Oh, you know, I said before. Some person. But I’ve seen loads of people who might 

be like they say, it’s just so vague, and I definitely don’t want someone getting hurt who isn’t 

them—’ 

‘And you’re happy for the person they’re after to get hurt?’ 

‘Well, no, obviously not, unless they’re a real arsehole, another dealer or something. 

If it was Len then I would.’ 

‘Hmm, I guess. Can I help?’ 

Shona can see Ryan thinking hard. It’s a fairly unique experience. He picks up 

another digestive and starts to lick the chocolate off the top. 

‘Do you have to do that?’ she says. 

‘Oh, sorry. Don’t you?’ 

‘No. It’s gross.’ 

‘What about jaffa cakes?’ 
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‘Oh, yeah. But that’s different. You have to get the orangey bit.’ 

Ryan laughs, and laughs and keeps on laughing. Shona is staring at him, almost 

hysterical on her bed, gurgling out noise like he’s on some kind of trip. Finally he gets his 

breath and sits up. 

‘Better?’ says Shona. 

‘Much. Do you fancy a walk?’ 

‘Sure. Give me five, just need to tidy up.’ Shona picks up the tray and hands it to 

Ryan. ‘And change my trousers,’ she adds, nodding towards the door. 

⁀•⁀ 

It takes Shona more than five minutes to do what she needs to do. There’s isn’t a lot 

of tidying up needed as she’s been very careful to keep anything of importance out of sight, 

but something is bugging her—the person Ryan has been sent after and the vague description, 

now he has mentioned it again, is niggling, spinning, flitting past at high speed and she can’t 

do anything to slow it down, just let it happen. 

And then she sees it. Sees…them, and realises with horror why her best friend has 

been going on such long walks lately. 
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Cat 

Last night had been really shit. Ryan doesn’t want to drag Shona into his troubles, but like 

most kinds of trouble, people can’t help being pulled into their orbit. Kosta had been there, 

but only on the outside: he had winked at Ryan, leaning against the pub wall with someone he 

didn’t recognise. Both of them looked imposing enough, but were as nothing compared to 

the, not quite physical stature as just brute intimidation, of the two guys sitting at a small 

table in the dark corner of the almost deserted Railway Pub. All of Ryan’s potential cockiness 

had drained to the floor when they looked over, and the balder of the two tilted a finger 

towards him. 

Ryan managed a brief look out of the window next to the end of the narrow bar, to see 

Kosta shaking his head and ducking when the other guy at the table looked over. Ryan sat 

down at the vacant chair. At his place on the table was a pint of dark beer. 

The conversation had been brief. He had finished the beer under duress, and been 

walked back outside, with the tip of one of the guys’ fingers between his shoulder blades. 

After an exhaustive tour of the local streets which, eventually, Bald Guy had declared as ‘a 

pile of shite’―an accurate description, to be fair―Ryan had been let go, with instructions to 

meet them the next day to continue their search. The damage to his arm had come a few 

seconds later; not quite an afterthought, in Ryan’s opinion, but a demonstration of power as 

they summoned him back to where they were standing, overlooking the old saltwater pool 

from high on the cliffs. 

‘If you don’t want this done to your girlfriend’s face, then make sure we find...them,’ 

the other guy had to squeeze this last word out, like a drop of poison, ‘tomorrow.’ 

‘Where do you want to go?’ says Shona, back in the present. 

‘Oh, anywhere. Just want a bit of air.’ 
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‘Sure. Not the gap though―I’m a bit bored with it.’ 

‘Okay, you take me somewhere...erm, do you know anyone matching the description? 

I forgot to ask.’ 

Shona seems a bit flustered for a moment, then narrows her eyes. ‘Even if I did, then 

I’m not about to get a complete stranger into trouble.’ 

This, well it must be a revelation, comes as a bit of a surprise to Ryan. Maybe Shona 

has seen someone like that. If only she could give him a clue, a location maybe, then he could 

get the guys off his back, and Ana’s face. He’s pretty sure he meant what he said, and Ryan 

still has no idea how they got to know about her. Yeah, he needs to do something. 

‘Oh well,’ he says, ‘it was worth a try. This way?’ He points up the road, which Shona 

said used to be the nearest one to the sea, before all the big houses got built. 

They walk alongside this road for a bit, keeping to their respective sides of the 

pavement―no holding hands any more, even as ‘friends’. Ryan keeps chatting away, digging 

as much as he can, but Shona is resisting, changing the topic, even threatening to go back 

home if he doesn’t ‘stop banging on about it’. After a silent minute or so, the road meets up 

with another, which curves around, with the wide stretch of mown grass and the cliffs to the 

right, and some older houses to the left. At the very crest of the hill in front of them, Ryan 

sees a couple of figures, indistinct, but definitely young. They are keeping to the wall side of 

the pavement then, as if spooked by something, they begin to turn into a side street. 

A movement catches Ryan’s eye―Shona has raised her arm, and is now lowering it 

quickly, back to her side. She tucks it behind her, and now Ryan knows she recognised the 

pair. 

‘Anyone we know?’ he asks, casually. 

‘Thought I recognised someone from school, but it wasn’t.’ 

‘How can you tell?’ 
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‘Look, if this is about the person you’re trying to find, then keep me out of it!’ 

Shona’s eyes are blazing, which at this very moment, eclipse any thought of the two guys 

Ryan met last night. Shona can be fucking intimidating when she wants to be. ‘Obviously 

they’re not someone I know from school, OKAY!’ 

‘Okay,’ says Ryan, almost with a whimper. 

They walk on, but Shona’s pace has slowed. Ryan is still suspicious. 

‘Just round the block?’ he asks. 

‘I’ve changed my mind. Let’s go down to the beach. I fancy a smoke.’ 

Shona takes Ryan’s hand―a slightly uncomfortable grip―and pulls him across the 

road, looking left and right, just like they were taught as kids. Ryan also looks left, and keeps 

looking left as they slant across the coast road then the grassy area. He can see the two people 

walking quickly up the side street, one just ahead of the other, and...something, he can’t tell 

what, tells him that the person being led doesn’t come from here. It’s not definite, but it’s 

better than nothing. He reaches into his pocket and pulls out a half-used joint from his walk 

last night and a disposable lighter. 

‘Can I give you this?’ he says, popping them into Shona’s hand. ‘I need to get some 

skins from the shop before it closes. Meet you down there.’ 

Shona doesn’t look convinced, but Ryan lets go of her other hand and turns around, 

walking towards the coast road again, just across which is the side street and two tiny sticks 

of people moving away. He looks back for a moment, and Shona is standing with her hands 

in an exaggerated shrug. Whether one of the people is an old school mate or not, he’s put her 

in an impossible situation. She has to let him go. 
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Mouse 

As they make the crest of the hill, Mix-Up spots two people walking the other way. Barely 

sticks at the far end of the coast road, but there’s something about one of them that strikes a 

note of familiarity, even affection, in her mind. August seems determined to go back to their 

‘safe place’ (though Mix-Up is definitely questioning how safe that place is, given recent 

events) and there’s a minor stand-off between the two of them, while August quietly implores 

Mix-Up to cross the road. 

And then she recognises Shona, and someone who is almost certainly Ryan walking 

alongside. Shona looks like she is about to wave, but stops herself. Mix-Up pulls August into 

a nearby side-street, holding onto their hand. August doesn’t resist this time, and goes with 

Mix-Up inland, both sets of feet now perfectly in step as they have been progressively getting 

more attuned with each other during their winding walk through the back streets of the town. 

Neither of them turn around. It’s a common mistake. If you show your face you show 

yourself; all the while your back is to someone then you can still be just another person, 

especially from a distance. Mix-Up remembers tapping someone on the shoulder once, at the 

same time saying, ‘Hey bitch, how’s the infection?’ The person who turned around was a 

forty-something year old stranger, rather than the friend she had thought it was. No hole in 

the world was big enough to swallow her up adequately. 

‘Turn next left,’ says Mix-Up. August nods. They negotiate the corner, keeping eyes 

front, though Mix-Up does hazard a tiny glance, barely a flash, towards the coast. Someone is 

coming their way, though it’s not possible to tell how quickly.  

‘Okay, run to the next right turn, then make another right down the alley.’ 

Another nod. August breaks into a run, and then Mix-Up sprints past, leading the way 

round the corner, then sharply down an alleyway you could easily miss if you didn’t realise it 
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was there. They slow, Mix-Up realising their footsteps will be a giveaway, then August 

reaches out a hand. 

‘This way,’ they say, pulling Mix-Up across the alleyway, then dipping down, hands 

held out in a familiar hammock shape. 

‘Are you sure? What if someone’s in?’ 

‘Trust me,’ says August. 

Mix-Up steps into their hands, and clambers over the fence, rolling on the thin 

panelling and almost catching her foot on the top before landing inelegantly on the slightly 

scruffy grass behind the house. August follows, leaping like a high-jumper, with barely 

fingertips on the top of the fence. Mix-Up realises that August has done this before. 

Expecting someone to come storming out of the patio doors, Mix-Up crouches, as 

though being small will be less of a problem to a furious householder whose garden has been 

invaded by two young people in hoodies. All is quiet, apart from the sound of a car in a 

nearby street, and the distant hum of lawnmowers. 

‘How did you know this was okay?’ 

‘I didn’t,’ replies August. ‘not really. But there wasn’t a car in the front, so...’ 

‘Good move.’  

Mix-Up wants to hug August tightly, but it doesn’t quite seem right. They are hiding 

in a strangers garden, possibly being hunted down by a weed-fiend with roaming hands, 

and―actually, he’s not that bad. Shona’s always moaning about him, but not like he’s any 

kind of danger, so why did they run?  

More to the point, why did Ryan come after them? 

⁀•⁀ 

A path alongside some farmers field, across where there’s a shop you can get bags of 

spuds and all sorts of local, nutritious vegetables from. A road down through parallel lines of 
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old houses with long front gardens and crumbling walls, that probably went for big money 

before the private estate along the coast was opened. A track through tall grass and swaying 

flower heads, upturned to catch the sun and enamour bees searching for nectar. A sand-

strewn concrete path leading down to a once-popular beach, that now attracts mainly dog 

walkers and groups of older kids stoking fires and sending images of each other to groups of 

near-strangers. A rocky ledge of pools and seaweed left over from millions of years of 

retreating chalk and sea level changes―slippery and sometimes dangerous, especially when 

the tide comes in and makes shipwrecks of people... 

‘This is the way back to the cave,’ says Mix-Up, looking ahead into a slight haze 

that’s floating above the rock pools. 

August walks ahead without comment. It’s clear they know. The odd shout from 

running children on the hard sand comes from behind them both. August reaches back and 

Mix-Up takes their hand. She is led towards the cliffs and a narrow strip of duny sand. They 

walk over the lip of the dune and Mix-Up feels the cold descend. 
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Friends 

Megan’s warm hand contrasts starkly with the cold of the shade beneath the cliff, the cold of 

the running sand on their worn trainer tops, the cold of the mist creeping across the rocks that 

could turn into a shallow sea in a matter of minutes. August knows they are headed towards 

the cave, and senses its pull. 

The sand tumbles as they walk; a burnt out swivel chair, of all bizarre things, stands in 

their way, the victim of boredom. It’s like the office version of a car being torched. A 

bureaucratic barricade. They squeeze past, stepping carefully to avoid a ripped Coke can and 

pile of cold embers―despite the state of their shoes, it would be sacrilege to get soot on 

them. Megan follows closely. August can almost feel her breath on their neck, hear her soft 

breathing in their ear. They blink and listen. The sound of seabirds and the distant barking is 

deadened by the cliffs. For a second, August wonders where Tony the dog is, then realises he 

hasn’t been with them at all. It’s a surprise; dog and girl have seemingly been one and the 

same ever since they met.  

August would love to make the most of just the two of them being in a quiet and 

secluded place, Megan’s warm hands on their neck, warm lips on their face. But no. There is 

too much else. Better just remember the few fleeting moments in perfect clarity, unpolluted 

by any thoughts of what is going to happen tomorrow. 

And that’s proving a problem. In all the weaving and learning about back streets and 

cut-throughs, and having to take yet another novel diversion to avoid someone possibly 

known to Megan, August has yet to work out how they are going to bring the two men (if 

that’s all there is) to this place, and do what needs to be done. 

‘It’s just round here,’ says the voice of the girl who mustn’t be harmed at any cost. 

‘I know. We came here before, didn’t we?’ 
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‘Yeah. Smugglers cave―well, fisherman’s cave but probably smugglers before.’ 

August isn’t sure why Megan is telling them this again; maybe she forgot she said it 

before. She does like to talk, and they guess when you say so many words you can’t possibly 

remember everything you’ve said. August wonders whether she remembers talking about 

leaving something behind at the old factory. That was only a couple of hours ago, but it 

seemed so...absent. Like the memory had never happened. They want to press her on it, the 

anomaly of the missing reason to come back. 

The One Where Megan Forgot What She Had Come For. 

A memory seeps through, of watching old episodes of Friends with the few people 

August could actually rely on to treat them as just another human being. Walking into the 

deeper shadow of the headland, urgent waves breaking upon the rocks just out to sea, what 

should be just an ordinary experience feels like something that happened in a parallel world 

to an entirely different— 

‘It’s none of your business.’ 

‘It’s always our (businessworkdestiny)’ 

‘She lost something, that’s all.’ 

‘No one ever loses anything.’ 

‘So tell me―’ 

August feels hands on their shoulder blades. They are falling―they had fallen, 

sometime in the near past, but are now suspended from behind, heels on the wet rocks, the 

left one partly-immersed in salt water. Familiar breathing again, and Megan pushes them 

upwards to standing, with uncanny strength. 

‘You nearly fainted. What were you talking about―were you dreaming?’ 

Not dreaming. Just a whisper of something in the dark. 

‘I don’t know,’ says August. ‘Thank you for catching me.’ 
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‘It’s fine, you don’t weigh much.’ 

‘But you still caught me.’ 

‘Ah, okay. Was it the cave? Are you okay with the dark? Oh, of course you are, 

spending all that time in the bottom of the sewage place. You are, aren’t you?’ 

Normal dark, yes. 

‘Probably just tired. Didn’t sleep very well.’ 

‘Yeah, but that’s the second time today. I think you need to see a doctor, what with all 

the strange things you keep saying, as well.’ 

‘What strange things?’ replies August. Even in the half-light from standing in the 

mouth of the cave, August can see Megan flushing. 

‘Just...things. I don’t really want to say, it might be embarrassing, like talking in your 

sleep about another lover.’ 

August smiles. 

‘Another?’ 

⁀•⁀ 

They chatted for a bit, while they walked back to the pumping station. August hadn’t 

wanted to go into the cave for all sorts of reasons, but as the tide was once again coming in, 

they didn’t need to make an excuse―Megan made it for both of them, and chased August 

across the rocks, jumping and skipping across the water like a Jesus Lizard (some kind of 

heavenly being, anyway) before August had slipped on a patch of green algae and soaked 

their trousers. 

Megan had offered to introduce August to her parents, and put the trousers into the 

tumble dryer, but they had politely refused the offer. August was determined to get her as far 

away from here as possible. Megan hadn’t mentioned the words August had apparently said 
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in their strange moment of absence, but had spent a little time probing about past medical 

history, blackouts, mental illness. All with substantial apologies for any offence taken. 

August had taken none. Their mum had been prone to depression, eventually taking 

her own life; though that had happened after she had left home and stopped really being a 

mum at all. 

‘I’ll see you after school tomorrow, yeah?’ says Megan, before heading off up the 

slope and, presumably, back home. 

August just waves, and blows her a small, final kiss. 
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Web 

Recognition had been slow in coming. Not recognising Mix-Up―that impulse had been 

immediate, and Shona had wanted to wave enthusiastically, grabbing any possible chance of 

getting away from Ryan, who had been behaving like a really crap, miserable Scandi-drama 

detective. Then she realised who the person with Mix-Up was, and had to work extra hard to 

pretend she had just been tidying her hair up. At least Shona thought she knew who the other 

person was. As Trainee Detective Ryan Hyslopsson had said, there was very little to go on, 

but the fact Mix-Up was walking with someone and the two of them had then gone out of 

their way to avoid being followed, pretty much confirmed what Shona had only just worked 

out. 

Mix-Up is seeing a drug dealer with a contract on their head. 

Maybe she doesn’t know. Maybe it’s just a genuine friendship—well, more than a 

friendship, considering how many extra walks she’s been taking—and she has no idea what 

lies in his past (Shona assumes it’s a ‘he’, has to be, really). Pure as snow, naïve as a child 

Mix-Up…who explores hidden places, unlocks secrets, and mysteriously recovers from 

serious mental health issues in a flying leap of faith. Nope. Shona doesn’t know anything, 

except that her best friend is going to be in all sorts of trouble, one way or another. 

A small, black spider is climbing up the wall in front of Shona, seemingly attached to 

nothing, yet grabbing hold of an invisible thread as it makes its inexorable way to the ceiling 

and a place to catch flies. Shona looks up, glad to rest her eyes from the screen for a minute, 

and glances around the edges of her room. There are a few spiders; small pieces of wing and 

fly body wrapped up in silk; dust trails waving languidly in every minute puff of air. A 

complex web, connecting each part of her room together. One flick of a brush and it would 

all come falling down. Shona is tempted, but she needs to keep her thoughts together―Mix-
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Up, Ryan, the person Mix-Up is seeing, and herself, all joined together in a weird, on-off 

poly relationship...and something much darker. 

There has been nothing for a while on the channel. In a way, that makes sense. Shona 

had spent ages reading all the recent posts, and then went back into the archives (a random 

jumble of untitled threads) to tease out what other information she could. But it seems as 

though anything of significance only happened every couple of months, while in the offline 

world things are going on all the time and no one is talking about them in the channel. Which 

makes Shona think there must be a hell of a lot more she doesn’t know. 

Well, either that, or she’s right in the middle of some big, creepy event. 

‘Be careful what you wish for’, some very perceptive person once said. She had 

wanted things to be interesting, creepy even, but maybe that had just been the symptom of a 

boring relationship in a boring town. 

Anyway, she needs to find Mix-Up and dredge the dirt. 

⁀•⁀ 

It’s nearly dusk by the time Mix-Up passes in front of Shona’s house. Shona hears her 

distinctive footsteps and launches herself at the window, turning the handle and putting her 

head out as far as she can without actually tumbling to the ground in a poor impression of a 

splatted gull. 

‘Hey!’ 

‘Oh, hi. What’s up?’ says Mix-Up, as though she expected the call. 

‘My room.’ 

‘Gotta get home for tea. Can I see you after?’ 

‘Just for a bit. Honestly, it’s important.’ 

Mix-Up looks at her phone as though to check the time, and turns into Shona’s front 

garden. Shona goes to her door, yanks it open―causing everything on the back to protest but, 
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as always, remain fully adhered―and thunders down the stairs. She can do that with no fear 

of Ryan being disturbed, because he still hasn’t come back; the story of the Rizlas was clearly 

a load of rubbish. Mix-Up’s insubstantial silhouette is at the door, waiting. 

Shona pulls her into the house, pulls her into a crushing hug, then pulls her up the 

stairs. There’s some resistance, but not much. 

‘Spiders,’ says Shona, as soon as she has closed her door behind Mix-Up. 

‘What?’ 

‘Look at them,’ she points up to the ceiling. ‘Do you think I should get rid of them?’ 

Mix-Up looks, but is clearly very confused. 

‘Is this why you were so desperate to see me?’ she says. 

‘Well, in a way. I was thinking, you and that person―is he a boy, or is she a girl, you 

haven’t told me?―if you wanted to all meet up. I don’t mean with Ryan, he’s a dick. With 

me...that is, like not for a date, just a chat or something.’ 

In retrospect, thought Shona, much later, it wasn’t the best way into Mix-Up’s secret 

world, but it turned out that it could have been a lot worse, if only for her friend’s immediate 

response, which wasn’t at all what Shona had expected, had she even planned what she had 

said. 

‘They’re neither.’ 

‘Pardon?’ 

‘You said “boy” or “girl”. They’re neither. It’s a bit rude, really.’ 

‘Oh, sorry. I didn’t mean it―just a bit hyper.’ 

‘I can tell. But that’s not what you really want to know, is it? I mean, “meeting up for 

a chat”, what’s that all about?’ Mix-Up has a dark look in her eyes. Shona can’t tell if she’s 

trying to distract her, by being sensitive about the other person’s gender, but slows down her 
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thought processes a bit. Admittedly, she is coming across like some mad woman in a charity 

shop looking for spoons. 

‘Okay, no, that’s not it. I’m just a bit worried about you,’ says Shona, reigning in her 

energy levels a bit. 

‘What, for seeing someone?’ 

‘No, that’s...fine.’ 

‘Oh, thanks for your permission. I’ll also come to you when we want to get married, 

shall I?’ 

Shona reaches out her hand in a gesture of something other than animosity. Mix-Up 

takes it. 

‘You’re cold,’ says Shona. 

‘Well give me another hug then, you great wuss.’ 

Mix-Up reaches over and pulls Shona tight in an impressive display of WWE 

grappling which is broken up by a referee in the shape of Shona’s mum doing the really 

annoying knocking-and-opening thing on her door. 

‘Oh, hello Megan. How are you?’ 

‘Fine Mrs Scott.’ 

‘Mum―’ says Shona, through tight lips. 

‘I know. I just wanted to know if you’d seen Ryan this evening. He left his phone in 

the kitchen and it keeps ringing and buzzing with social Facebook things.’ 

Shona narrows her eyes a bit, and is wondering whether it would be advantageous to 

have access to Ryan’s phone. However, Mix-Up is clinging embarrassingly to her, and Shona 

thinks she deserves a bit of her attention. She waves her mum out, with an artificially cheery, 

‘I’ll get it in a bit, thanks mum.’ Sweet smile. 

The door closes. 
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‘You really are cold,’ Shona says, as she turns back to Mix-Up. 

‘August says I’m really warm.’ 

‘Which bits?’ 

‘Oi, it’s not like that. Our relationship is pure as the driven snow, with flowers on 

top.’ 

‘So, it is a relationship?’ 

‘Sort of.’ 

‘And I thought we had a future together,’ replies Shona, in mock disgust. 

‘You can live with us when we get married,’ says Mix-Up with a smile. ‘No, 

seriously, they haven’t got any family here, or anywhere to stay, so―’ 

‘What happened?’ interrupts Shona. 

Mix-Up seems to be assembling something, then confidently spews out what sounds 

like the truth. ‘It’s a bit complicated. They got thrown out of home and got involved in some 

gang stuff’ (here it comes, thinks Shona) ‘which got out of hand, so they left. So, anyway, 

they’ve been living in the old pumping station while things die d...are you alright?’ 

‘What? Oh, fine,’ says Shona, though she isn’t, and suspects her mouth has fallen 

open in a comical gape. ‘Er, couldn’t they just move in with you?’ is the best she can 

manage. 

‘Well, it’s not that easy. My parents aren’t very...tolerant of anyone who’s not, 

well―’ 

‘White, cis, hetero?’ 

‘Something like that. Anyway, that’s not your problem. I just wanted to tell you.’ 

Mix-Up seems content, and much more like her old self, before she got a bit weird. 

Shona is about eighty percent sure that’s all there is, and that Mix-Up has been completely 

honest with her about any possible dodgy connections. About five percent is making a strong 
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case for being worthy of further investigation. Whatever’s left is intent on beating the crap 

out of Ryan if he does anything to ruin Mix-Up’s life… 

Hang on. 

Shona lets Mix-Up out of the door, with a hurried promise to go down to the beach 

with her after school tomorrow, so she can finally meet August. Shona is a little uneasy about 

this, but her mind is very distracted. She closes the internal porch door. 

‘Mum!’ 

She can hear music, as usual, coming from the kitchen. Her mum could be somewhere 

else, but she actually enjoys clearing out cupboards and cleaning shelves, so that’s pretty 

much all she’s been doing today outside cooking Sunday lunch for two (should have been 

four, but Dad’s been called away, and Ryan is AWOL). 

‘Yes, dear,’ comes a voice from what sounds like the inside of a box. 

Shona goes into the kitchen and isn’t surprised to see her mum teetering on some 

steps with her head, indeed, in a cupboard.  

‘It’s okay,’ says Shona, ‘didn’t want to surprise you, that’s all.’ She takes Ryan’s 

phone off the surface and pops it in her pocket. ‘Just getting a snack.’ She then opens a 

drawer, lifts out a random bar, and leaves the kitchen. Two birds, one stone. 

Okay, maybe that wasn’t in great taste. 

Back in her room, she switches on Ryan’s phone. It’s got fingerprint recognition on it, 

but being a geek does have its benefits. She swipes her finger three times, gets three failures, 

and then the phone asks for a passcode. 

What would Ryan use? No, surely he wouldn’t be that obvious.  

Oh well…she types in 6-9-4-2-0 and it unlocks. 
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Sister 

Twilight is probably safe, for now. Ryan knows this part of town very well―hell, he’s 

walked around it enough going from job to job, friend to friend, party to...there haven’t been 

that many parties lately, have there? To be honest, life has been pretty shit since leaving 

school in a blaze of his own personal glory. The last twenty-four hours is pretty much the 

worst it’s been, though, which is saying something given that the previous worst was lying in 

a hospital bed wondering if someone had come to murder him in his bed that night. 

Shadows don’t kill you. Large men with lock knives and shaved heads do. 

He had almost got to the guy they were after, quietly getting closer, almost on tiptoes, 

until Shona’s mate had turned around, and done some impossible hiding trick. Ryan thought 

he was quick, but years of smoking and whatever else had revealed a definite deficiency in 

his lung capacity. That and, Christ! they were quick getting away from him. After searching 

around for a good half hour it was obvious they had given him the slip and were probably 

hiding out in someone’s back garden―any one of about a hundred. 

But at least Ryan knew now what he had only been told about before. The guy, 

person, whatever called...Oron? It didn’t matter, really. He was here and Ryan would stand 

considerably less chance of being murdered by a couple of gangland thugs when he told them 

all about it. 

Which would be fine, if he actually did tell them. 

But Ryan isn’t an arsehole. Despite what Shona must think (and, to be fair, he’s given 

her plenty of reasons to do so), he has no intention of getting anyone hurt if he can avoid it. 

He actually cares for Shona, quite a lot really. And her friend. And Ana, who’s actually the 

main reason he’s been trying to help find this person. No, he’s not an arsehole: just a 

confused, sometimes stoned, sometimes drunk, kid, who’s managed to get away from a really 
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shitty home life, and is trying to make the best of things. He had even stood up to the two 

guys, who were a hell of a lot bigger than him. That’s why they had cut him. It wasn’t a 

warning to get a move on; it was a violent reaction to them being told to stay out of his and 

Ana’s life. 

And who knew for sure whether they were telling the truth about Oron? For all Ryan 

knew, he was just some poor kid like him, who had pissed the wrong person off. Ryan had 

pissed plenty of people off in his time, the people he had pissed off just hadn’t been that 

dangerous. 

The sea front is quiet. There’s a pigeon hobbling along the pavement with what looks 

like a broken wing, but all his friends seem to have gone, probably up on the ledges looking 

down in pigeon dumbness, not thinking whatever pigeons don’t think about. Ryan walks 

around the off-balance bird, which ignores him, not even making a flutter of surprise. There’s 

a split bin bag lying by the wall which has deposited Chinese food on the ground and a few 

dog-ends. Must have happened tonight, or the seagulls would have finished off the noodles. 

Ryan unconsciously counts the streetlamps from the end of the road to here, and looks 

up to the old guest house on his left, the same one he had been picked up outside and whisked 

away to a new life as his ex-girlfriend’s lodger. He would have called ahead, but left his 

phone back at the house. In a way it’s nice to not have the burden of messages and 

calls―none of them have been particularly nice, lately. He rings on Kosta’s bell, which still 

has the name of the previous occupant, the second one that died. 

He waits. 

Then the inside light goes on, and the front door opens to a beaming face. 

‘Ryankovich!’ 

‘Hi mate, good to see you,’ replies Ryan, with genuine pleasure. Standing in front of 

him is a potential solution to a big problem. He’s thought about Kosta’s reaction to the two 
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guys in the pub and reckons that his old friend—along with Pav and a few of their buddies, 

that obviously weren’t around last night—might be enough to scare them back to the city, or 

at least leave him alone. After all, Ryan hasn’t been much help so far, and they could surely 

do a better job without him. 

‘You too. Sorry I couldn’t stay. I am just me, if you know what I mean.’ 

‘Yeah, no problem. Er, you know what I said last night about getting some people 

together?’ 

‘Mmm,’ replies Kosta, taking Ryan through to the now familiar stairwell. They walk 

up several flights of stairs until they reach the door of Kosta’s ‘penthouse’ apartment. It was 

once a vibrant blue, and also a vibrant green, from what Ryan can see of the flaking gloss 

paint. Kosta pushes open the door, which he’s left on the latch, and Ryan follows him into the 

all-purpose living-sleeping area. It smells of fish. 

‘Well,’ continues Ryan, after the elongated pause, ‘I wondered if you could, you 

know, give them a bit of a scare.’ 

Kosta clears his throat and sits on the sofa, inviting Ryan to do the same. 

‘My friend. Do you see a killer in this room?’ 

‘I hope not,’ says Ryan with a laugh. 

‘I do not see a killer when I look in the mirror, either. My brother is not a killer. My 

friends, including you, are not killers.’ Kosta puts his hand on Ryan’s arm. ‘Those men you 

were with, last night. They are killers.’ 

‘Maybe not,’ says Ryan, more out of hope than conviction. 

‘RYAN!’ shouts Kosta. Ryan jumps; he has never heard Kosta speak like this. ‘My 

sister was raped by a soldier. One of our soldiers. He was supposed to be protecting us. My 

sister was eleven.’ 

‘I never knew you had a sister.’ 
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‘I don’t, not any more.’ 

‘I’m sorry.’ 

‘So am I,’ says Kosta. ‘I’ve seen people shot, have their necks cut open, tortured for 

fun. The bastard laughed while he was…my sister.’ Kosta drops his head but Ryan can see 

his eyes are glazed with tears. 

‘Fuck, that’s horrible.’ 

There’s nothing more he can say. Ryan has to go through with this, somehow, without 

anyone else getting hurt and, ideally himself. It’s impossible. 

‘Hey mate, is there anything I can do?’ he says to Kosta, who is wiping his eyes. 

‘No. It’s the past. We must look to the future.’ 

‘I guess.’  

What future? 

‘And we must look after you as well. Talk to me. Tell me what you know and, maybe, 

there is something we can do just a little bit to make better.’ 

Ryan is momentarily stunned, but shakes his head and smiles. Maybe he’ll get 

through this. 

⁀•⁀ 

‘Ah, Ryan, I was getting worried about you.’ 

‘Sorry Mrs Scott,’ Ryan has always called Shona’s mum ‘Mrs Scott’ despite her 

insistence on his using her first name. It just seems a bit too familiar. ‘I was seeing some 

friends.’ 

‘That’s okay, this is your house as well—just make you lock up if you come in late 

again. Now, I’ve saved a bit of tea for you if you fancy a bite.’ 

Ryan follows her into the kitchen to see one of the surfaces arrayed with leftovers 

from Sunday lunch, including slices of the specially made nut roast he now feels really guilty 
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not being around to eat. He makes up a plate and pops it in the microwave. While he’s 

waiting for it to heat up, Shona saunters in. 

‘Finally decided to come back?’ she says. 

‘Yeah. Sorry about earlier, I just needed—‘ 

‘I know. Any luck?’ 

‘No, it was closed.’ 

Both of them know he’s talking complete bollocks, but with Shona’s mum in the 

room, neither are going to say anything about chasing after people, or skins for that matter. 

The microwave pings and Ryan takes the steaming plate, along with some cutlery, out 

of the kitchen, thanking Mrs Scott for her effort. 

‘What the hell are you up to?’ 

‘I could say the same,’ says Ryan. ‘So, what did you do with my phone?’ 

‘In your room.’ 

‘Hacked it, I suppose?’ 

‘You had loads of messages. Your lock screen was starting to look like a paedophile’s 

inbox.’ 

Ryan is furious with Shona, given Kosta’s recent revelation, but he takes a breath and 

understands it’s just banter. He imagines it probably does look a bit dodgy. ‘Just…leave it 

alone, okay?’ 

‘Yeah, alright. But you need to look, it’s pretty nasty.’ 

Ryan closes his door to shut out the world, and puts the plate down on his bed. Thick 

gravy ambles to the very edge and he adjusts the plate so Mrs Scott won’t think he’s made 

some kind of dirty protest on the duvet. He then picks up the phone, unlocks it with his 

finger, wonders how exactly Shona got into it, then is completely distracted by the messages 

looking back at him. 
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Shit. 

But it’s okay. Calm down. He has a plan…of sorts. He reads through the tome of 

threats, notices a couple of missed calls from numbers he doesn’t recognise, and then finds 

Thug #1’s number in his contacts. It’s picked up on the second ring.  

‘Where the fuck have you been?’ 

For a second Ryan’s brain freezes. Then he begins to talk.  
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Ice 

Mix-Up is lying in bed, feeling content but a little confused. They had parted with love (well, 

it certainly feels like love) and a sense that things were all good, despite August having 

another funny turn, which Mix-Up thinks has something to do with not eating properly—she 

had felt similar during her own, self-enforced fasting. They had also not really talked about 

their experience of getting away from Ryan; at the time Mix-Up assumed that he was just 

being nosy and had treated it like some kind of game, but later on had a nagging feeling there 

was more to it than that. He did have a strange look in his tiny, distant eyes. 

Still, Ryan is the kind of person that, according to Shona, is prone to weird, 

unpredictable things, like the time he decided to strip down to his pants and jump into the 

harbour because it was Tuesday. No one else had, which was fortunate as had apparently 

taken three people to rescue him with an old rope and a lump of wood. 

So why can’t Mix-Up sleep? 

She’s tried the not looking at screens thing, the listening to really boring podcasts 

thing (avoiding Desert Island Discs, for obvious reasons), the tensing then relaxing every 

muscle one-by-one thing—which took ages, given she tried to do all 600-odd of them. 

Nothing has worked. Even the don’t think of not sleeping, then distract yourself by going on 

an internal walk one step at a time, feeling the textures under your imaginary feet and the 

imaginary wind in your hair and the imaginary sun on your skin, thing hasn’t worked. The 

problem with that last one is it led to the cave that August wasn’t very keen on going into 

(understandable, given the crap they’ve had to deal with, probably involving dark alleyways) 

at which point Mix-Up found herself staring into some kind of abyss, with a tiny light at the 

end—which was probably just a tunnel up to the surface, but still. 
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And the body. There was a body lying in the shallow water, lit by the moonlight 

shining across the sea. So Mix-Up distracted herself yet again, and woke up from what was 

probably a dream. Damn! 

Lying here on a layer of memory foam with a cosy sheet on top and a very, very cosy 

duvet resting upon her, isn’t really that bad. Sleep’s overrated. 

She finds another podcast, and puts in her earphones. It’s one of those Slow Radio 

things, made with binaural recording equipment so it sounds like you’re actually there, 

wherever ‘there’ happens to be. Might be sitting on a carriage, being pulled along by a horse, 

or maybe floating along a canal in a narrowboat, with ducks quacking next to you. This one is 

called ‘Lapland Winter’ which seems a bit excessive, as Lapland in summer must be pretty 

cold, but maybe there’ll be lots of reindeer and crunchy snow, ice cracking on a frozen 

lake…stars of moisture tinkling in the air…the shouts of Sami herders…exposed skin and 

flesh blackened with frostbite— 

Urgh! 

Her hands are clammy, cold and icky, like she’s been playing see-saw with a tiny ice-

child. Like she’s been holding onto August’s bone-cold fingers. 

A horrible thought. Are they…dead? 

Mix-Up remembers that scene from The Others where Nicole Kidman finally meets 

her husband, and he is so cold and sad. What would that have felt like? But August isn’t sad. 

They were running across the rocks and slipped, and then laughed. They gave her a bunk-up 

over the fence with very much alive hands. Can you be dead and still alive? 

Can you be having all sorts of weird shit thoughts, lying in bed at two in the morning, 

with the jangling of reindeer bells coming through one earphone in monaural, and still 

consider yourself a sane kind of girl? 
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Hmm. Okay, maybe that’s going too far. Mix-Up has never considered anyone sane. 

Everyone is a complete fuck-up, just trying to get by the best they can and not doing anything 

too stupid. Sometimes the not doing anything too stupid doesn’t work, and people do really 

stupid things. Sometimes people forget they want to be alive at all in this fuck-up world. 

Sometimes people forget everything and are really happy. That’s allowed. 

Anyway, it really is school tomorrow, and after that she’s going to take Tony for a 

nice long walk, meet up with August on the way round, and they might be able to get to the 

ice cream kiosk before it closes. It is nearly summer, after all. 
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Fluid 

It feels different this morning. August can’t quite grasp the sense of what has 

changed―somewhere in the past, before things got bad, there were fleeting moments like 

this; subtle readjustments that sometimes made them feel more self-conscious, sometimes 

more free. Over the last eighteen months or so (has it really only been that long?) the tension 

has been a constant reminder of the need to conform...and to stay safe. 

The binder they’ve been using is only a cheap one, but it does the job, so long as they 

remember to give their body a few hours rest each day. Keeping to a routine was never easy 

in the times before they left their previous life. Sometimes they would find themselves trying 

to catch their breath, before remembering, and making excuses to go the loo, putting on 

another hoodie just in case. They had suffered from bruised ribs during one long stretch when 

the bosses were paranoid about informers, keeping August close by as a watchful pair of 

eyes. Not eating helped for a while. 

Megan hadn’t even mentioned the binder when they were at her house. Maybe she 

had been embarrassed, having never seen anything like it before, and been too nervous to 

ask―that had happened before, at a friend’s sleepover. But, no, those things usually drive 

people away, not bring them closer. She had even folded it with the rest of August’s clothes, 

and put it on top of the pile of her fresh, lent ones for when it was time to get dressed again. 

Different. Both her, and today. This morning when terrible things will surely happen. 

This morning when the sun is poking shards of pin-sharp light against the back wall of the 

abandoned office space in the old pumping station. This morning when August puts the 

binder into their bag and breathes in the temporary freedom before the world caves in. 

It’s going to be a long day. May as well spend it in a way that feels right. August runs 

their hand up their leg, brushing against the soft, dark hair, and smiles. Yes, it feels right. 
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⁀•⁀ 

Finding out where the two guys have been staying was never likely to be possible in a 

town with hundreds of bed and breakfasts, and guest houses, but you don’t need to do lots of 

research if you can get someone else to do it for you. August knows Ryan is part of the plan. 

They don’t blame him. People get sucked in for all sorts of reasons, almost never because of 

a desire to do bad things. Selfish, sometimes; unfortunate, often; stupid, possibly; but 

genuinely bad? No. People who end up doing what August did, even some of the people at 

the very top, rarely have the intention of doing harm. The kid August has seen hanging round 

with Megan’s friend, is just unfortunate, maybe a bit stupid for thinking he could control 

things when he has no idea what these people are capable of. Overhearing what the two 

enforcers had been saying, late the night before last, August hadn’t been sure who they were 

talking about, but the person shadowing August in a not-so-subtle way yesterday clearly 

hadn’t done anything like that before. Poor kid. 

Yes, kid. August might only be one, maybe two years older, but experience ages you. 

The morning had dragged out a bit, once August had packed away all of their 

belongings and stored them securely inside one of the control panels. It had been an ongoing 

battle whether to just dump everything in the sea with rocks inside, or keep it safe, but today 

their feelings had erred on the less fatalistic. Yesterday it might have been very different. 

That done, they made their way to the house Megan said her friend Shona lived in and then 

loitered in various strategic locations roundabouts, not spending too long in any one place, 

but never moving too quickly when they had to. It was pleasant enough in the warmth of the 

sun. At one point August had taken their top layer off and basked against a wall, confident no 

one would pay them any attention, just being an ordinary ‘girl’ with short hair, looking at 

their phone. A while after, they had heard a door closing, slipped the top back on and waited 

until the footsteps were barely a whisper. Then August had followed―sometimes at a 
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distance; much of the time askance, in a different street or down an alleyway, knowing from 

Ryan’s gait which way he would be going next, before coming out for long enough to 

confirm what they had already known. It wasn’t perfect; nothing is. There was once a slightly 

uncomfortable moment when Ryan had looked over his shoulder, just as August crouched 

behind a bush in someone’s front garden, not sure if he was being followed. Clearly he had 

thought little more of it, neither increasing his pace, nor looking behind again. He knew 

where he was going, and August was going there with him. 

Now it’s more difficult. August knows none of the calls they made round at the skate 

park had got through to their intended destination, otherwise the men would have already 

paid them a visit―they left enough clues on the one promising answerphone. The building 

the two men have just emerged from, and greeted Ryan in a less than friendly manner 

(August knows the smiles have sharp teeth), is a fair walk from where August needs them to 

be. One of the two enforcers is smart, very smart. For a while he was a mentor to August, 

teaching them the art of being invisible. This could end very badly, but at least if it happens 

here, no one else will get hurt; the men will do what they need to and be back in the city 

before nightfall, leaving the body of someone no one will ever identify for the police to clear 

up. August doesn’t expect it to be clean or quick. Death sucks. 

Ryan is leading them inland, the wrong way. August follows for now, easily 

predicting his destination. The twin distractions of Ryan being chaperoned and having three 

pairs of eyes and ears to avoid makes for an interesting, almost amusing dance. August is 

feeling so high at the moment, they could almost jump up onto the rooftops and run across 

the ridges like Mary Poppins. 

The three of them, with a fourth a hundred metres or more behind, keep heading 

inland until they reach the base of the valley August had walked along that very first 

morning, hungry but free. With a public park and plenty of trees nearby, it’s possible to get a 
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little closer, but not too close―August might feel they can fly, but they still have a visible 

body to hide. They head along the road that runs beside the park and then into a maze of 

1960s and 70s council rentals in small blocks and individual terraces, some of them with neat 

gardens, others with rubbish strewn across the front yards and pavement. It reminds August a 

little of where they grew up. The group stops. It’s difficult for August to tell at such a 

distance what Ryan is thinking, but he seems less confident than earlier, as though he’s trying 

to make it up as he goes along. Does he even know where August has been staying? August 

doubts this, and guesses Ryan is on as much of a wild hunt as the men with him are. 

Frustrated. Likely to cause harm. They’ve seen it before. At least they’re are now going in 

almost the right direction, albeit a fair way from the coast and the place that, ideally August 

would want them to be headed. At some point August is going to have to take the lead, but 

for now they’re content to remain hidden and see where the search takes the four of them. 

August breathes in, savouring the lack of constriction once again and, despite 

everything, they smile and think of Megan, safe in school, well out of harm’s way. 
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Trap 

Ryan had been convinced someone was walking behind him for a while, but that feeling had 

gone by the time he reached Ana’s shop, and looked wistfully up at her bedroom window, 

wondering how the hell he had ended up in such a shitty situation. He had managed to leave 

her out of the equation as much as possible and, fortunately, the two thugs hadn’t mentioned 

her since the argument by the railway sidings. He would take the hit for this, no one else. She 

deserved that for sticking by him for so many years, despite him behaving like a bit of a dick 

for much of that time. 

It’s not so much different from yesterday’s solo, and fruitless, attempt to find ‘Oran’, 

except for the fact that he’s being vastly overshadowed by two people who could do him 

considerable damage. For all the talk of plans, Ryan’s convinced himself that just walking in 

the general direction of what may be a safe place for him, and all things going well, 

somewhere the guys might get into trouble, is the best way to approach this. To be honest, 

there really isn’t much of a plan. Kosta had done his best getting in touch with a few people, 

but admitted that however careful Ryan was, someone would likely get hurt, and really 

wanted to avoid it being him and Pav, especially with Orla being about to drop. Ryan, for his 

part, had admitted he hadn’t really got the stomach for any of it, but now here he is, leading 

two dangerous people into the kitten’s mouth, as it were. 

Ryan stops. They aren’t too far from his mum’s flat, though he isn’t sure if the men 

are aware of that. The main thing is that Ryan is in very familiar surroundings, and isn’t far 

off where he needs to be. 

‘Hang on a moment,’ he says, patting his pocket. ‘I need to give work a call. I didn’t 

realise I’d be out this long.’ 
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The guy with the beard and rugby player build sighs. ‘Get on with it then, and don’t 

fuck us about. We’re listening.’ 

Ryan makes the call to the car wash. He knows Andy’s taking the week off―going on 

a trip to Italy with some old friends in a tribute to some old film with Batman’s butler. Andy 

had been very enthusiastic about it, and shown Ryan the pimped Minis they would be taking 

across Europe, complete with Union Jacks on top and extra headlights. Ryan hadn’t a clue 

what he had been talking about when he put on a cockney accent and talked about ‘Blowing 

the bloody doors off’, but it sounded a lot more fun that anything Ryan had done in the last 

couple of years. Anyway, Andy isn’t around, Kosta is in charge. 

‘Premium Vehicle and Valet,’ says Kosta. Ryan has never understood the name, but it 

slips off the tongue quite well. 

‘Hi Andy,’ replies Ryan, ‘I’m not going to be able to get in today, my mum’s not 

well...’ 

The less hairy of the men is picking his nose, looking around with narrowed eyes 

before focussing his attention on Ryan. 

Aware of this, Ryan, hurries his speaking, saying, ‘Yes, I’m there now. Sorry,’ then 

cancelling the call. ‘Okay,’ he says to Staring Guy, ‘I think it’s up here,’ before leading them 

into what, hopefully, will be his last guided tour of the town. 

They walk around the corner, getting deeper into the slightly seedier part of the estate, 

where a few months before, there was a front-off between some local lads and the police over 

one of the lads getting arrested for drunk driving. Everyone had come out to watch―parents, 

kids, dogs. Beers had been shared out, fires lit, and there had even been talk of a Channel 5 

film crew which made the whole thing even more lary. Good times. There are still skid marks 

on the road where the Corsa had been boxed in and tried to turn a doughnut.  
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Ryan can hear trap beats coming from an open window, below which is an old 

Peugeot with no tyres. The smell of skunk lingers in the air. 

‘Nice place,’ says Bearded Guy to his colleague. ‘Could do some business down here. 

Give Len a call when we get back.’ It’s as though the two of them are on their own, and Ryan 

realises that, as far as the guys are concerned, they are. He’s just another disposable kid, like 

all the rest he’s read about who end up getting turned into mules or bleeding in some dirty 

alleyway. 

Ryan takes them to a point where the estate was meant to have been extended a few 

years ago by the council, until they decided it was loads more important to tart up the seafront 

with fancy railings and multi-use paths. Instead of leading into the promised new homes, the 

road just peters out onto a piece of wasteland, piled up with old mattresses and black bin 

bags. A few tall, pink flowers are making the best of the sun, as is a cat, lying on top of a one 

of the mattresses, being a warm boy. The path out of the estate descends back into the valley 

and walking becomes more hazardous. Ryan steps carefully, but one of the men trips over a 

loose rock and his hand falls on Ryan’s back, ominously heavy. 

Then a familiar tune rings out to one side, heavily muffled by denim. ‘Wait,’ says 

Bearded Guy. He pulls out his phone and looks at the screen. ‘Gotta get this, you go on,’ he 

tells the other one. 

Unlike just a few minutes ago, he doesn’t seem to want to be heard and drops back. 

Ryan can barely make anything out, except, ‘Yeah, right, will do.’ Seconds later he feels a 

hand on the back of his neck, too tight to move, on the very edge of breaking something vital. 

‘Where are you taking us?’ 

‘The place I thought I saw the guy, I told you,’ replies Ryan through his teeth. He tries 

to get some movement in his head so he can look round, but instead the hand grips even 

tighter, and he’s pushed down towards the ground by the weight of the man’s arm. 
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‘Where’s the old pumping station?’ 

‘Er...’ says Ryan, thinking as quickly as he can, through fading light, ‘I don’t know. 

He was down―’ 

‘DON’T LIE! Is there someone here, waiting to have a pop at us?’ Bearded Guy asks, 

but Ryan knows it’s a statement. He’s fucked up.  

Pulling Ryan round closer to him, Bearded Guy breathes directly into his face. Ryan 

is certain he’s about to have his shoulder broken with the immense force being exerted...but 

then the pressure is released and, incongruously, the huge man grins. 
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Dog 

‘So, how did it go?’ 

‘Which one?’ 

‘Oh, sorry, forgot you had another exam today,’ says Shona. ‘What was it again?’ 

‘Chemistry.’ 

‘Chemistry? I didn’t even know you took chemistry.’ 

‘I didn’t―’ They both duck as the roof of the bus is battered by leafy branches from 

the trees along the back road from school. ‘It was Mrs Wells’ idea. She reckons I could do 

medicine if I wanted.’ 

‘And do you?’ 

‘Dunno. It’s an option.’ 

Another branch hits the front where Shona and Mix-Up are sitting, then scrapes along 

the top, knocking on each of the bits that join the roof together. The council are supposed to 

keep this bus route cut back, so the trees make a nice right-angle, high enough for the bus to 

pass through, unimpeded, but they seem to have forgotten this year. 

‘Well, I thought the history was okay,’ continues Shona from her original question. 

‘Did you do the one on civil rights?’ 

Before Mix-Up can answer, the bus thuds to a halt, throwing both of them towards the 

front window. Shona puts her arms out in time to stop her face hitting the glass. Mix-Up is 

sprawled on the floor in front of her. 

‘Shit, what was that?’ she asks. 

‘Something ran out in front of the bus, I think. Hang on.’ Shona pulls her friend from 

out of the footwell, and brushes the dust from her jumper, then she looks down to the road. 

On the tarmac is a dog. It looks scrawny and was probably half-dead before the bus hit it. 
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Mix-Up stares at the animal, her head right next to Shona’s. ‘Poor thing. Wonder 

where the owner is.’ 

‘Owner? Nah, gotta be a stray.’ 

‘It’s not. Look.’ Mix-Up points down to where Shona is looking. 

‘What at?’ 

‘The lead. See? It’s sticking out there.’ 

There it is, the curled end of a lead, underneath the dog, which is bent almost double. 

The collar, Shona can now see, is far too big for the dog. There’s no sign of a human nearby. 

Maybe it ran off, or the owner had a heart attack. The bus door hisses open. 

‘Should we help?’ asks Mix-Up. This late in the bus journey, there aren’t many 

people left. It’s not a real school bus, just a public one that goes back to the estate where 

Shona and Mix-Up live. 

‘Yeah, okay,’ replies Shona, who is feeling like some kind of investigation is in order. 

Her sense of strangeness is tingling. It’s a bit disconcerting, but at the same time gives her a 

small buzz. 

They both clatter down the stairs and step out onto the road. The driver is standing 

over the dog. Hazard warning lights are flashing orange on both sides, illuminating Shona’s 

black jeans. Mix-Up is next to her, not wearing jeans, in fact her skirt is so short today that 

Shona was worried at one point she would be sent to the office for a chat. Talk about a 

change in outlook. 

‘Gis’a hand, girls,’ says the driver, pushing the dog along the road with his foot. The 

lead unfurls a bit more, and Shona can see it’s looking tattered and ragged in places. The 

dog’s foot catches in a tiny pothole and it slumps over so that it seems to be looking at 

Shona...or it would be, if it had any eyes. 

 ⁀•⁀ 
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‘Sorry, got to rush. Tony’ll be climbing the walls.’ 

‘I told you, he’s called Axis of Evil.’ 

Mix-Up sighs, then jogs back to her house. Shona stands looking for a few seconds, 

then turns into her front garden, head full of notes to make on the forum, and an after-image 

of Mix-Up’s arse just a little further back. She unlocks the front door, walks through, and 

shouts to see if anyone is around. 

Silence reigns. She’s not surprised. Ryan was meant to be working today―at least 

that’s what he told Shona last night, after making his secret phone call. He had seemed okay, 

which was a surprise considering the messages that had enlivened his phone storage with 

threats of immediate retribution. Maybe it was all trash talk and Ryan had just caught his arm 

on a bit of barbed wire. Anyway, Mum would be back in about an hour, so Shona has the 

house to herself. She has a quick pee, a quick check in Ryan’s room, making sure nothing is 

disturbed, then goes into her own room. Nothing has changed, except the addition of a small 

pile of clean washing on the bed. Shona would have to change the sign again. She opens the 

laptop and then goes back downstairs to get a Coke from the fridge. 

Her phone beeps and vibrates in her pocket. 

She looks to see what’s going on, and apart from the usual crap, there’s a message 

from an unrecognised number. It’s a bit strange, and not like the kind of thing one of her 

friends would send―well, they wouldn’t send text messages at all unless there was no option, 

like running out of data and not having wi-fi. The message reads: 

Tell Megan not to look for me, not today. August. 

It’s May, thinks Shona, then realises that’s the name of the sender, August, the person 

who lives in the pumping station. But why would they tell me to tell her―couldn’t August 

just send Mix-Up a message? 
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She goes back up the stairs, having forgotten about the Coke, and closes her door. She 

clears the washing from her bed and lies down on it to think. The fan from the old laptop is 

burring away in a choppy, end-of-life manner. It’s quite comforting, in the same way an old 

blanket might be. 

Tell Megan not to look for me. 

Okay, maybe August has gone away for a bit, and doesn’t want to upset her, or not 

have to put up with any return messages. Shona’s not sure how August got hold of her 

number, but maybe Mix-Up told them, just in case her own phone packed in. 

Not today. 

Interesting sub-clause. Her English revision is coming in handy today. When she had 

first seen that the dog didn’t have eyes, rather than do some kind of panicky, ‘What the fuck’s 

going on now?’ Shona thought of as many ways to describe the absence of something from 

something else. By the time she had got to ‘A paucity of lens carriers’ in her head, the 

certainty of the dog being another example of the weird shit that had already been responsible 

for the deaths of five people had turned into someone else’s problem. Quite whose problem it 

was, wasn’t Shona’s concern, not today... 

Oh fuck. 

No, that’s just a coincidence. Something-something’s law, that one where you learn 

about a phrase, or mention a song, and then start hearing it all over the place. Everyone says 

‘Not today’ don’t they? 

Never in a text message, not like that, in a perfect qualifying sub-clause that suggests 

either there’s a direct connection between their individual thought processes and how it 

relates to the crazily aged bodies, or that it’s okay for Mix-Up to go looking for August 
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tomorrow because they’re going to be back after a short absence. One of these is a lot more 

likely. 

Shona contracts her abdomen, and sits up, then gets off the bed and onto her swivel 

chair. She rotates it slightly, to face the desk, and connects to the secure server, recalling in 

her mind what exactly had happened on the bus journey home, and how she’s going to word 

it so that only the people who really want to find that kind of thing, will. Maybe someone else 

will have an answer, rather than her having to do all the work. 

As she begins to type in the password, her phone beeps and buzzes again. Another 

message. She reaches back to the bed, and picks it up. 

It’s the same message, sent for the second time. 

 As she reads over it again, there comes a sharp bark from outside her window. She 

stands up and goes over there to look out. Mix-Up is running along the small piece of 

pavement in front of Shona’s house, racing after Axis of Evil in the direction of the coast. 
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Hare 

August is standing at the top of the rise, barely hidden by a lamppost, sensing that something 

is about to change. There are whispers. Just before the road ends and turns into a concrete 

path, is standing the one person August used to fear. They used to call him Billy, but who 

knows what his real name is? He’s given up any pretence of being hidden, anyway―maybe 

he feels invulnerable in this small town. His shaved head is reflecting the afternoon sun, as 

one huge hand grips the boy’s thin neck. August has seen this before. The poor kid’s going to 

pass out soon. 

It’s time. 

With several quick strides, August moves to the other side of the unintentional cul-de-

sac and stops. The enforcer has now turned Ryan around, but his knuckles are still white. He 

might get away without brain damage, but his collar bone is about to be shattered. August 

moves forwards. The other guy has seen them and doesn’t do anything―maybe August is a 

ghost, or their presence hasn’t yet registered as anything important. They run with silent feet 

into the space directly behind Ryan and turn around, looking straight into Billy’s eyes. 

Billy smiles. Ryan drops to the floor. 

‘You’ve got some nerve, coming back.’ 

‘I could say the same,’ replies August. 

‘Expected better from you. Should have stayed hidden, you might have lived.’ 

August smiles back, then turns and runs. It’s been a while. The short sprint to hide, 

yesterday, was nothing. August used to be able to run, and run, and so they do―down the 

valley and deep into the wasteland, jumping across boulders and torn up patches of earth, 

hearing the footsteps of the men behind them, close but far enough. August spots a path 

cutting across the undulating weeds and turns hard left, into unfamiliar space, but now they 
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can take off, create a tantalising gap between them and the pursuers. If only it were this 

simple... 

They slow, listening for the running steps. Closer, closer. 

And away again, moving from side to side, across the long grass, jumping the path. 

August knows there’s a possibility one of them is carrying a gun, the smaller one maybe. 

Guns were never Billy’s style, he liked to keep things manual, but if the other one does have 

a gun then taking a shot from this distance isn’t worth it. 

A clap of sound comes from behind and August instinctively veers away, despite 

knowing by the time they hear the shot, the bullet will be inside them. A muffled noise in the 

grass ahead and August not being hit, bears this theory out. 

‘Don’t be a moron. There’s people.’ 

It’s Billy’s voice, and he’s right. A couple are walking their dog, or rather they were 

walking their dog and are now standing, petrified as August runs past, and then turns into a 

side path, over what look like old wooden railway sleepers without the metal tracks, and then 

up a grassy embankment onto a road, just over which is the corner shop. August knows the 

way they originally took to the coast, along with a host of other routes along twisting old 

back streets and newer cut-throughs, but for all their need to keep ahead and stay safe, they 

really don’t want to endanger anyone else. The same can’t be said for the men behind 

August; all they’re worried about is being shot up themselves by police in a strange town. 

Billy’s more than happy to remove a runaway from existence. 

August heads up the hill, trying to keep a decent pace. Cars drive past, their engine 

noise falling as the drivers slow to take a look at the chase, probably filming it, undoing any 

chance of August keeping any kind of low-profile in the town any more. It’s a bit of 

distraction, wondering how people are going to caption the videos. 
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MUST WATCH! GUNMEN CHASE TEEN THROUGH COASTAL TOWN. 

Maybe. 

KID OUTRUNS GANGLAND THUGS. I COULDN’T STOP WATCHING!!! 

Perhaps. 

They’re beginning to feel light-headed, heavy-footed as their worn trainers take a 

pounding on the concrete paving slabs, any pretence of cushioning long destroyed by the 

seashore rocks and miles of walking for food and shelter. August chances a slight look 

behind, and sees the men are falling back, their extra weight making going up the slope more 

of a struggle. They really want to slow down and let the pursuers catch up, but just keeping in 

sight is enough―who knows, the smaller guy might have a moment of madness and spray the 

road with 9mm rounds of death. The road in front is lined with trees, and August has a vivid 

image of the homeless guy, before and after he was consumed by whatever horror turned him 

into a corpse, his hand held out for the pound August was about to drop in it, then the 

absolute certainty that the poor guy had not just found a clever route through the houses, but 

actually vanished. August must have always known this, but the certainty now held a greater 

power, something they had no hope of controlling. 

‘Get the fuck back, you prick!’ 

Billy’s voice is still full of menace, but overlaid with fatigue. Another glance back; 

they are far away enough to be safe, to give August a chance to get their breath back a little, 

feel the energy of this morning pour back into their flesh like sunlight. 

The trees pull in then flit back, the sound of traffic just a hum on another plane, the 

grass verges a blur―each paving slab a counting square on the longest ever game of 

hopscotch. August could do it now: hop-jump-hop-hop-jump-hop...run, run for everything, 

ignore the road ahead, close your eyes, listen to the rise and fall of the engines, hop-jump-
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hop-hop-jump onto the kerb, along the pavement as it changes to tarmac, service covers, 

bumps where tree roots are squirming beneath searching for water, feeding the branches and 

leaves, breathing out oxygen far into the blue, blu―August’s hands are burning as they 

scrape along the ground, then they tumble into a wall, at last feeling the pain of running for so 

long, the sharp knives of cut-up skin. 

Across the road come the two men, almost ambling, as though this is a game they 

were always bound to win. 

‘Fucked up, didn’t you?’ 

No, August didn’t fuck up. They fell. That’s all. 

It’s just blood. It’s just pain. 

August stands, not even acknowledging the two thugs looking as though they’ve got 

the cream, blinks slowly, then accelerates, feeling the breeze building in their hair as they 

cross the next road then stare towards the sea that seems to float in the air above the houses 

that stretch in a line to the coast. 

Home. 
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There 

Layers of rust emerge like puff-pastry from corroded metal, pushing away flakes of 

overpainted gloss. The effect, illuminated in the late afternoon sun, is irresistible to anyone 

with a camera and a muse invoked by time and age. Mix-Up is frustrated. Her phone keeps 

restarting, telling her with unwarranted excitement the name of the manufacturer, again and 

again in animated colours of joy. There’s even a sodding fanfare each time. 

Tony is ambivalent to his owner’s technical distress. A pool of melted ice cream is 

even better than running and barking. The light brown waffle cone crunches in his teeth. The 

fur on his muzzle is smeared with Cornish vanilla cream. 

The water is low and far out beyond the rock pools; a couple of oystercatchers rise 

and fall on incoming waves, then circle each other in the air before each perching on their 

own algae-covered pinnacle of chalk. Wind slaps its way along the exposed strip of beach, 

picking up clouds of recently dried sand and depositing them where the overhanging cliff 

meets the wide, concrete sea wall. 

Mix-Up’s frustration is arrested by a booming shout, hoarse but with an edge of 

threat. She instinctively turns and tenses, ready to take flight. Then she relaxes, as August 

comes into sight, running like a person who is very, very late for an important meeting―but 

there is no smile of apology. They’re weaving from side to side, dodging imaginary obstacles 

and, now she sees, trying to keep ahead of the considerably larger person with cropped hair, 

tight jeans over solid thighs, a t-shirt, ripped on one side, and a face full of fury. He’s also 

holding a gun. 

As if the director of this scene has ordered a sudden focus pull, August fills the frame, 

their skin glistening and streaked with dirt. Then they rush past, leaving two gasped-out 

words in Mix-Up’s ear: ‘Go home!’ 
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She turns to see August head away across the sand and the rocks, head turned in her 

direction with pleading eyes. Tony, still occupied by the remaining splash of ice cream, 

initially resists the pulls on his lead, as the man thunders towards the two of them, then makes 

a sharp bark as if deciding it’s now fun time. He runs towards the sea, pulling Mix-Up with 

him, his lead catching the man’s feet. His slow glide onto the concrete is worthy of a photo. 

‘I’m so sorry,’ shouts Mix-Up, pulling Tony back, and towards the gap in the cliffs. 

She takes a second glance towards her beau, who is now standing still on a distant 

platform of rock, apparently watching this small episode of slapstick. They flap one hand 

away, indicating she is to leave, and so Mix-Up turns back, realises that apologising to the 

man―who looks for all the world like he wants to kill August―was far too polite, 

contemplates stamping on his hand and kicking the gun away like they do in films, then 

decides to do the sensible thing and get the hell away from here. She gets as far as the bottom 

of the slope. 

He’s even bigger. 

‘Nice dog you’ve got there,’ he says, with exquisite politeness, before grabbing Mix-

Up round the shoulders with both arms, and pulling her into his solid body. ‘Now, let’s see 

how much you’re worth to our runaway friend,’ says the man, pulling Mix-Up into a tighter, 

almost obscene embrace, his warm breath caressing her hair. 

Tony is tugging at the lead. She lets him go, and he seems to make an oddly human 

frown up at her, before skittering up the slope with a thousand taps of his claws on the rough 

concrete. 

The other guy is still sprawled on the ground. He appears grateful for the chance to 

rest, chest heaving. The fanfare from Mix-Up’s phone announces another futile attempt to 

start. The grip on her chest is loosened for a moment, and she manages to get her hand into 

her pocket, holding the familiar shape, middle finger reaching for the power button. She 
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wants to shut the thing off―anything to avoid angering the thug any more―then, as if from 

some distant memory, her finger presses the button three times. 

‘Oi! Hands off,’ says the man, tightening his hold with both arms again. 

‘I was just switching my phone―’ 

‘Bollocks were you.’ 

His left arm moves across, while the right one goes down her body and the enormous 

hand reaches into her pocket. It seems to linger for a while, Mix-Up’s stomach turning in fear 

and disgust, then pulls out the phone and tosses it across the concrete. The back pings off and 

the battery flips out. 

‘This your friend?’ shouts the man, as his right arm once again wraps itself around 

Mix-Up’s chest. 

Mix-Up looks across the bay where her friend, her soul mate, is still standing. August 

slowly shakes his head. 

‘Fine,’ says Mix-Up’s captor. ‘So, this won’t be a problem then.’ 

His right arm pulls away again, then a fist hits Mix-Up in the side of the head. Jagged 

lines of black and white fizz across her vision. August flinches, then begins to walk towards 

them. 
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Are 

Shona jogs along the grassy path. To be honest, she isn’t especially worried about her friend, 

Mix-Up can look after herself, and the message from August wasn’t exactly a cry for help. 

Shona had taken her time, creating a new thread on the forum channel, describing with words 

and a surreptitious photo what had happened with the dog, and asking whether anyone had 

heard about, or seen, other animals in the same state. She still hadn’t mentioned the gulls. 

That part of the story seemed―well, not quite trivial, but actually a bit personal, like she 

knew it had only happened to her and it wasn’t anyone else’s business. Certainly no one else 

had brought up the subject of gulls. After disconnecting, she had got changed out of her 

school uniform and grabbed a snack, before heading out to look for Mix-Up. Just as a 

curiosity, really. 

Axis of Evil is sprinting towards her, his legs a blur, rainbow-coloured lead flapping 

in chaotic loops as it hits the hummocks of grass. He veers round behind Shona, makes a 

couple of wide circles accompanied by friendly barks, then does a sort of slingshot movement 

as though Shona is a tiny planetary body, before racing off in the direction he was headed 

before. Exactly. 

Not so good. 

Axis always comes back eventually, but there’s no sign of Mix-Up at all, not even a 

tiny figure on the horizon which could be someone else entirely. The world is devoid of 

people. Very odd. 

Then Shona’s pocket vibrates. 

She waits for another coincidence. Her phone vibrates again. Okay, best get it. 

There’s a bunch of text messages from Mix-Up. The first one says ‘I need help’ and a link to 

something. The second message is an audio clip―there’s the sound of shuffling and rubbing, 
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then silence. It sounds like a pocket call. She taps on the link in the previous message, and it 

brings up a map, showing the location of the old pumping station. Shona remembers the two 

of them playing around with this feature ages ago just for a laugh. Neither of them really 

believed anything bad would happen, but they sent loads of SOS messages to each other 

before turning it off again. Or at least Shona had turned it off. 

Apparently something bad has happened.  

Shona starts walking along the path again, towards the pumping station. She doesn’t 

want to be worried, but her stomach is most definitely feeling a bit fluttery―that mixture of 

excitement and tension she’s been craving like an addiction for the past few months. She had 

tried smoking Ryan’s weed as a kind of surrogate buzz, but all it ended up doing was making 

her gag, and then feel like she wasn’t in control. This is different. This is the good shit. 

She breaks into a run, the adrenaline starting to course through her, blood getting into 

her muscles. She sees the gap between the lines of scrubby cliff edge and railings, where the 

coastal path drops down to the beach, and sprints towards it, taking a sharp right, and nearly 

falling over with the sudden drop in ground level that makes her body move just a little faster 

than her legs can take her. Her heels skid and Shona decides to walk, appear a bit cool. It 

probably was just a pocket call―Mix-Up bending over and her hips pushing her button too 

many times. Shona grins, ready to surprise her friend with a grab round the waist. 

Oh fuck. 

There are two extremely large men walking away from her, the bigger of the two is 

holding Mix-Up around the top of her body, her head lolling to one side. There’s another 

person a bit further away, moving towards them; the same person Shona saw yesterday with 

Mix-Up, before Ryan made his stupid excuse about getting some skins, and then going off 

after them. August, the ex-drug dealer, but actually a really nice person who lives in the 
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pumping station because he was kicked out of home, according to Mix-Up, who is now being 

held in a death lock in front of the very person who’s apparently no danger at all. 

Shona watches as the three of them, with Mix-Up the unwilling, unresponsive fourth, 

move in a sort of dance, the two men splitting off, one of them holding what looks like a gun, 

the other talking in a weird laughing voice, like he has everyone where he wants them, and is 

just playing around. 

Then August turns, and heads for the rocks. 
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Other 

August knows there is only one way out of this, which is the way they planned it all along. 

For whatever reason, whether chance or design, supernatural or luck, August finds themself 

running across the rock pools away from the pumping station―no longer sliding and 

tripping, but almost flying from chalky capstone to pointed flint, then on, further and further 

towards inevitability. 

Is it the sound of the waves booming in the approaching cave? 

The air is thrumming, like a thousand spider webs being plucked by a thousand 

waiting spiders. Billy is dragging Megan by her heels across the rocks, unsure of what to do. 

August knows he is holding on to her as a possible prize, and can’t let go for fear of losing 

the game. The freak running away from him is the greater reward, the one who knows far too 

much, yet is moving towards a wall of rock from which any projectile could rebound into any 

one person. Billy never was much of a gambler. 

‘Get...the fuck, back!’ he shouts towards August. 

His voice chimes on the rocks, breaking into pieces that bounce across the face of the 

cliff. August keeps running. The other guy keeps raising his gun, but can’t steady it and keep 

moving in any useful way as August joyfully leaps over a wide expanse of water, shimmering 

in the late sun, its depths full of mysterious creatures, plants and cold wetness. August turns 

again and notices Megan’s friend, taking a wide run across the narrow sand beneath the 

cliff―someone who knows this place well, though putting herself in almost as much danger 

as August. All they can do is keep on, jagging outwards, splashing up seawater with broken 

trainers that feel like skin... 
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Then the cave rears up, and August feels the pull. The rope, far inside, each strand 

attached with velvet tentacles to the very essence of their being. August smiles, and knows 

the voice― 

‘Bring them to (methemus).’ 

August is trying to stay here, remain present in the world. Megan is too close, she has 

to wake up. She has to be―what did the (being) say? 

‘Discrete.’ 

What does that even mean? 

‘Tell me what to do!’ August shouts. 

‘YGoiuv estyoopu rasnedl fcofmoer twhiethg iursl.’ 

Too many voices. 

‘Shut up!’ August screams, ripping through the air with a rage and volume that stops 

Billy momentarily. 

Megan’s feet twitch. 

‘Tell me again.’ 

‘Stop―’ begins Billy. 

‘NO, not you,’ then August breaks into laughter as the voice once again repeats the 

command to give themself to whatever is beyond the dark. ‘Thank you,’ August says, but 

only to the voice. 

‘What the fuck’s going on?’ says the other guy to August. ‘You on meth?’ 

‘Something like that,’ shouts August, and runs into the cave. 
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Dark 

Shona is creeping along the edge of the beach, half running, half not trying to get shot by a 

maniac. Everything she sees, is through the glare of a yellow sun, tinting the rocks and the 

sand with the kind of filter that seems to get slapped over every online photo, except this time 

it’s real. All a bit too real. The guy pointing the gun in August’s direction, looks as though 

he’s never held one in his life, though to be fair, neither has Shona and she would probably 

look even worse with a deadly piece of metal in her hand. The other guy, a positive mountain 

of a man, is holding on to something a lot more important, and potentially deadlier, than a 

gun―something that’s trying to escape from his arms through the act of twisting her hips and 

legs as hard as seems to be humanly possible. To Shona, it looks a bit like when Mix-Up runs 

along the ground in that indestructible, mad French parkour style, except there’s nothing for 

her feet to push on. 

The weird shouting has stopped. Shona couldn’t work out what exactly was weird 

about it, but it sounded as though August was talking to loads of people all at the same time, 

and getting frustrated at the interruptions to whatever crazy shit was going on in her head. 

No, their head. 

Okay, something was wrong there. Shona’s brain is grabbing everything and trying to 

make sense of it, and bits of it are. She just wishes it didn’t all come at the same time like 

some crazy-ass narrative, so she could concentrate on getting her friend back.  

(Shona works her way round towards the headland) 

All the threads and images and headlines and sounds from things hitting her window and 

flashbacks to what is there and what isn’t there that should have been there―REALLY 

SHOULD HAVE BEEN THERE and why the hell was it not?  

(watching each step of the men, one with a wavering gun in his hand) 
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Where did the birds go? Where did the old guy go? What happened to the body behind the 

machine in Mix-Up’s photo? How the hell did a boat get so ruined, so quickly? 

(the other holding tight to a struggling girl with buns of steel) 

Why in God’s name does everything that’s coming back from wherever it’s been have 

nothing in its eye sockets, like they’ve been neatly cleaned by a vacuum hose, pulling the 

eyes out― 

‘Who are you?’ 

Shit. 

‘No one. Just going for a walk. Sorry...I didn’t mean to interrupt anything.’ 

‘Turn around, kid. Just turn around and piss o―’ 

The air is split by a noise that seems to come from every direction. Shona looks 

towards the guy holding the gun, and then Mix-Up shouts, ‘You bastard! What did you do 

that for?’ as the huge man drags her, no longer struggling, feet through the shallow water and 

towards the dark mouth of the cave. The other guy is holding his gun hand down low, trying 

to catch up with them, like there’s some kind of race to be the first to get to the body of 

August―a body that must surely be lying in the dark salty water, being lapped by the 

approaching tide. 

Shona feels the tickle, that same feeling she got when she was with Ryan inside the 

cliff, sitting on his legs, making out in that clumsy way―and then, like a vast curtain of water 

crashing over her body, Shona feels everything at once, as though it all makes sense, the 

strands of all she knows pulling inward like countless thrashing serpents at once stilled by 

logic. She runs with her head down, only wanting one single thing in this huge, complex 

world, and grabs Mix-Up by the hand… 
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Places 

The beach is empty, but she can hear screaming. 

It’s the same beach as before, the water seemingly unchanged from that slow, 

sickening rise and fall―slow and thick, acid green, bleached sun-washed sand, cliffs that 

stretch either way into the mist, or maybe it’s just so far that Mix-Up can’t see any further. 

She waits for the birds to come in. The screaming is moving across the beach in 

dislocated voices, somewhere behind a screen of not quite soundproof glass. Yeah, right, if it 

was glass she would be able to see who―what―was making those horrible sounds. But 

maybe that’s for the best. She never quite knew what the birds with their long, straight beaks 

were pecking at in the treacle sea, but she never did want to know. It’s enough just to keep 

the feelings of despair and loss from sliding back. 

‘...help me, for God’s sake, get them...’ 

A wash of water, the gentle sound of waves, as Mix-Up closes her eyes against her 

memories. 

‘What the fuck is that? No, not my...’ 

She breathes in through her nose, and imagines the squeaking of hundreds of dog 

toys, played with by hundreds of dogs, all grinning and slobbering and running with them 

through the grass. It’s fine. Just think of the dogs. The screaming will stop soon, she’s sure of 

that. 

‘Billy, it hurts―’ 

Mix-Up opens her eyes. Nothing has changed. Just the sounds. The sea slowly slithers 

in, then pulls away from her. It’s beautiful, in an eerie, completely screwed up way. 

Then she looks down at her hand, which for some reason feels as though, somewhere, 

a million miles away is being tugged and twisted, while the rest of her arm is still. That’s a 
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strange feeling. It’s a strange sight as well―an arm neatly sliced off at the wrist with no sign 

of scarring, nothing to suggest she has ever been hurt at all. 

Maybe it happened a long time ago, and it’s some phantom pain invading her slightly 

confused brain, a bit of residue from when she did have a right hand. It’s going to be a bugger 

to use her phone though. 

Oh. The rest of her arm is going now... 

⁀•⁀ 

‘I thought you would never come back.’ 

A tall, very pretty, very worried looking girl with a streak of red in her almost-black 

hair, is looking at her. 

The sky is darker. Different from...before?  

Something suggests Mix-Up has been here a long time ago. She can’t remember 

much; it feels like the other world is still here and her skin is covered with its oily residue, 

smooth and comforting. She screws up her eyes and hears the screams, but they aren’t really 

here, and maybe they aren’t really there.  

Not any more.  

Her eyes open again, and the oil hardens and cracks. Here, the waves are moving so 

quickly, and the cliffs are all twisty and turny, blocking out the view that once stretched out 

so far in every direction. A gust of wind draws a few strands of hair across her face. The sun 

is just a tiny thin sliver on the top of the sea. Orange, not―no, she doesn’t have a name for 

the other colour. How can you name something so beautiful? 

Unless the name is― 

‘You were gone for over an hour. I nearly let go, you were pulling really hard.’ 
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‘It’s okay,’ says Mix-Up, feeling the girl’s hand tight on hers, now and in this place, 

‘you can let go now.’ 

She doesn’t want anyone else to hold her, and pulls. The girl’s hand tightens. 

‘No way. I’m not letting go of you until tomorrow. Maybe I’ll never let go...oh, sorry. 

Here, let me do it.’ 

The girl pulls a tissue from her pocket. She always had tissues in her pockets. 

Tiss...Shona, that’s her name. 

‘Shona?’ 

The girl wipes something from under Mix-Up’s eyes, then smiles. 

‘Glad you remembered. I was worried your brains had been sucked out.’ 

That’s a joke. The other person made jokes, sometimes. She can’t remember 

(hishertheir) name, but she can remember something else, something really important. 

‘We need to go to the cave,’ says Mix-Up. 

‘Maybe,’ says Shona, ‘I’m busting for a pee.’ 

She’s still holding onto Mix-Up’s hand, it’s really warm, not like ______’s hand. But 

she’s right, if her bladder is bursting something tells her it wouldn’t be right to just go here, in 

the shallow sea that’s lapping around her feet, making the way to the cave look quite tricky, 

maybe even dangerous. But the cave isn’t the only way back. 

‘What about over there?’ says Mix-Up, turning and pointing at a rusty green, metal 

door surrounded by grey concrete, looking for all this world like it leads directly into the 

chalk cliffs, when Mix-Up knows it goes much, much further. 

Shona makes a shivering movement, and shakes her head. 

‘I reckon I can hold on until we get home.’ 
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Wake 

The bleeding has now stopped, but Ryan’s head is still throbbing. Well, it would be. He can 

still recall being kicked―that momentary burst of white, before forgetting a small chunk of 

time, during which the two guys must have moved on. The other person was there too, just 

for a second before moving out of sight. Even with that tiny glimpse, Ryan isn’t so sure now 

whether it was a man or a woman, or something in between. He would probably get roasted 

on Twitter for saying that, though. 

To be honest, he isn’t really sure why it matters at all, but even so, part of him reckons 

the person would mind, and that’s quite important, isn’t it? 

 Shit, his head hurts; every step makes a small pounding noise in his ears, and a sharp 

pain comes from somewhere behind his eyes. He’s making quite a habit of getting beaten up 

lately. He should really go straight back to Shona’s house and clean up the blood, some of 

which has got smeared over his arm while he’s been lying on the ground. There’s also a spot 

on the end of his nose, which he can see by looking down, and probably a lot more. But he 

can’t help feeling guilty for whatever’s happened. They must have found Oron by now. 

But maybe not. The way the two of them got away from Ryan yesterday was 

something else. 

Ryan accelerates his slightly hobbling walk, up the hill and towards the posher part of 

town, turning it into a slow run. That’s more comfortable, everything’s loosening up now. 

Even his head’s thumping less and while the freshening air gets into his lungs as he lengthens 

his stride, trying to imagine he’s actually a pretty fit person, despite the obvious rasping 

sounds coming from deep down where the tar and other gunk has accumulated from several 

years of smoking cheap, loose tobacco. 
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The pavement flattens off, and Ryan lets himself ease back off the pedal. If they went 

anywhere then it would have been somewhere on the coast, not too far from where he’s now 

barely jogging. 

Ryan had spent a minute or so looking around for the people Kosta was supposed to 

arrange, but either they were a lot more canny than Ryan himself and run off at the first sight 

of the gangsters, or they had never been there in the first place. Ryan had been beginning to 

think that maybe Kosta wasn’t such a good friend after all...but that wasn’t really fair. He had 

gone out of his way to get the job at the car wash when Ryan had left school without any kind 

of plan, given him somewhere to live when he had nowhere to go, and rescued him and his 

mum from Len and then gone even further (though maybe that was the reason he was in this 

mess). He always did his best by Ryan, and Ryan was going to make sure he gave him 

something in return, even though this plan was doomed to failure from the start, and it looked 

as though someone―not just Ryan―was going to get killed, if they weren’t dead already. 

There’s a busy road ahead; busy for this part of town, anyway. Ryan checks both 

ways, then crosses behind a bus that’s devoid of people. The schools let out ages ago, and the 

sun has begun to drop behind the trees in the park, which is where Ryan is headed...through 

the gate, amongst the scrubby bit that used to be some kind of fancy ornamental garden, 

alongside the play park, then across the cricket pitch, which has been neatly mown, with a 

very short square of grass in the middle. He begins to run again, aware that there’s still a tiny 

chance he could be of some use, even though he’s overshot the bit of coast road where Oran 

and Mix-Up ran away from him, and he’s clearly headed straight back to Shona’s house. 

Maybe not even a tiny chance. 

He stops running. Ryan’s just tired. Tired, and obviously not looking at his best, 

considering the evils an old couple have just given him, with their Co-op bags and matching 
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rain coats. It’s summer, for goodness sake! The sky’s dotted with a few clouds, and there’s a 

bit of a haze where the sea is, but raincoats? 

Please don’t ever be old, like that. 

Though, they do look quite content, apart from the evil looks. To be fair, all kids with 

hoodies and, especially those ones smeared with blood, probably look a bit scary. Even Ana 

looks a bit scary when she comes out of the back alley from her house, with the draw-strings 

done up extra tight around her face. 

Oh shit. 

What was it that message said about Ana? Something like they knew where she lived. 

What if they never managed to get Oran, and wanted to exact horrible revenge on Ryan for 

not delivering the goods? He had already felt what that massive bloke could do with his 

hands. Fuck, fuck, fuck. Ryan moves quickly through the estate, then takes a left so he can 

get back on the main road―completely forgetting the condition he’s in, only interested now 

in making sure they haven’t got to one of the few people who doesn’t judge him in any way, 

regardless of how bashed up or stoned he might be. That, and he does actually fancy her quite 

a lot, too. 

And then he sees someone. The same person as before, just...not. It is the same 

person, same clothes, same small build and quick steps on the path leading along the coast 

towards him. Ryan’s sure it’s Oron, or whatever their real name is. The figure disappears for 

a moment behind one of the old shelters, where people no longer sit, but people like him and 

Ana, and sometimes Shona go to make out. Ryan runs across the road, almost being hit by an 

old Škoda Fabia. He doesn’t stop, but sprints across the grass, then the figure emerges from 

the other side of the shelter and walks towards Ryan. 

‘Hi,’ says Oron, looking straight at him. 

‘Oh, hi. How are―’ 
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Oron smiles. But it’s not the smile, nor the fact they’re still alive and looking like a 

very small demigod of ambiguous gender, that takes Ryan speech from him. It’s the hair that 

does it. Short, clearly once almost black, but now―and it’s definitely only happened just 

now―there’s a dusting of stately, almost Obama-like gray all over, as though it’s been 

growing out for years. 

‘Never better,’ says Oron, and starts walking again, in the direction of the old 

pumping station. 
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August 

‘I’m thinking of dying it.’ 

Megan reaches across the cracked formica table and brushes her hand over the surface 

of August’s hair. Close to their scalp it’s clearly black, or at least very near to it, but as it gets 

further out it, disconcertingly, fades into grey, like they’ve just emerged from a hard session 

in a sealed room, rubbing down plaster walls. 

‘I like it,’ says Megan. ‘Makes you look...different.’ 

‘To be honest,’ says August, ‘different is what I could do without. Oh, and there’s my 

name.’ 

Megan makes a grumpy face, then sips her latté. ‘Hmm?’ she says. 

‘I just don’t really feel like an August, any more. Apart from it being very confusing 

at this time of year, it reminds me too much of...before. You know.’ 

‘I guess. So, what would you like to be called?’ 

‘Food’s ready!’ shouts Ana from behind the counter. 

Megan turns and coughs. 

‘Apologies,’ says Ana. ‘Food’s ready boss,’ and she grins. 

‘Seriously,’ says August, ‘don’t ever call me boss.’ 

‘Sorry chief.’ 

Megan gets up and walks over to the counter. August watches her with delight. Every 

day since then has been a delight. Every moment with Megan, a spark of something special. 

A gift from the―well, maybe not gods, but something definitely not human. August tries not 

to think about it too much. The long walk in the dark with the gentle sound of screams 

echoing around the walls of, they suppose, was probably a cave, but it seemed to go on for an 

awful long time, step after step, with the tiny spot of light barely increasing even as the days, 

and then weeks, and then years passed by. At least the screams had stopped. 
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The time after went relatively quickly. The next day, in this world’s time, they went 

back to the guest house where the enforcers had been staying, and gave enough personal 

information to convince the manager August had come along to pick up their belongings after 

a violent case of diverticulitis had struck the smaller of the two men, meaning he was now in 

hospital, and his lover was remaining at his bedside. 

August had been amused, not by the slightly confused expression of the manager, 

given they were in separate rooms, but at what Billy might feel if he knew he was now being 

cast as the compassionate gay partner to a would-be gangster with a gun habit. August was 

pretty sure Billy would be feeling nothing at all now, anyway. 

The money August found in the suitcase was just a bonus. Enough to buy out Ana’s 

dad’s business, much to his relief, and also rent the spare room above the café, where August 

could listen to the pigeons making their restful sounds each morning and evening, lined up 

along the tiny ledge just below the window.  

Megan brings over the sandwiches―no charge, obviously―and places them down on 

the table, alongside the coffees, and Megan’s replacement phone. The old one hadn’t worked 

since that one life-saving final gasp. August had bought her another one while replacing the 

worn-out trainers, and was sure it wasn’t quite as good, though Megan doesn’t take nearly as 

many photos as before. It’s as though she has decided to try and remember everything as it is. 

Probably a good thing. August doesn’t really fancy being accidentally posted on social 

media, just in case. 

‘Jaden?’ 

‘Seriously?’ says Megan. 

‘I guess not,’ replies August, taking Megan’s chilly hand. ‘Maybe you should decide 

for me.’ 
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Dry 

Ryan is lying on his bed, looking up at the ceiling, which seems to have developed an 

interesting set of dark patches. He should probably tell someone about them, but it’s not 

really his responsibility. When you’re a lodger then paying the rent―which is something he’s 

insisted on doing, in return for food, electricity and a new set of sheets―is the priority, and 

going out to work is how he pays his rent. 

There’s a knocking sound from downstairs. As always, he waits for the footsteps 

below, and the short pause as she ascertains whether it’s safe to open the door. 

‘Ryan, he’s here.’ 

Mum’s voice is a lot more bearable now she’s cut down on the booze. Well, she’s cut 

it out entirely, apart from the odd secret drink that Ryan knows she’s been having, but 

chooses to ignore it for the sake of a roof over his head. He wasn’t exactly thrown out of 

Shona’s house. It was more of a mutual thing. Shona wasn’t about to forgive him for leading 

them to August, and no amount of behind-the-door pleading was going to convince her he 

never intended things to happen as they did. She’s more pissed off about what happened to 

Mix-Up to be honest―even though Ryan doesn’t really understand what did happen. 

Whatever it was, there’s now some kind of weird love triangle going on, and Ryan’s better 

off being out of the way rather than being the creepy kid across the hallway, listening to 

whatever now happens in Shona’s room. 

He throws on his work jacket with the fancy side-stripes and ‘Andy’s Mobile Car 

Wash’ logo on the back, and opens the door, sticks his head out. 

‘Mister Ryan, time for your fun with the lovely ladies!’ 

‘Shut up, my mum’s here.’ 

‘I know,’ replies Kosta, ‘she is the loveliest of all.’ 
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Ryan would blush, but he’s used to Kosta’s bullshit by now, and anyway, he does like 

the attention he gets on the driveways, in a purely financial way. A bit of a flirt and a wink 

guarantees a decent tip from just about anyone, including one or two of the blokes (although 

Ryan does like to insist to Kosta that he’s purely a woman’s man). Ana finds it all hilariously 

funny. Even though they don’t see each other as often as he would like, but hey! Life goes on 

and, thankfully, there haven’t been any more ‘incidents’ that threaten to jeopardise that. 

‘Don’t forget your appointment,’ says Ryan to his mum, as he puts on his shoes. 

She’s been going to AA for a few weeks now, and apparently they’re a decent crowd, 

if a bit religious. 

‘Fancy anything special for tea tonight?’ she replies. 

‘Whatever. Home about six, if that’s alright.’ 

He follows Kosta out of the door, through the entrance hall, and is about to leave the 

building when he notices a small pile of local free-sheets piled up where all the junk mail the 

postie can’t be bothered to put through the door, puts it. Ryan doesn’t usually look at local 

news, he hears enough from all the gossip going on as he cleans the old dears’ cars, but 

something triggers a reflex to pick up the paper and look, just for a second. 

BODIES FOUND IN FISH WAREHOUSE, MAY BE YOUNG COUPLE 

He scans the text, and a few words like ‘only gone for a few hours’ and ‘prematurely 

aged’ crawl through his brain and out the other side. It’s mildly interesting, but Kosta is now 

beeping his horn so he had better get going. 
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Going 

Tony is barking like a nutcase, spinning around and pulling at his lead while the first wall of 

the old pumping station caves in under the weight of the mini-digger. It’s actually less 

exciting than Mix-Up expected. She had come across a sign on the metal door, warning that 

the upper building was to be demolished, starting on Monday 17
th

 August, and the path would 

be diverted until the demolition was complete. 

She was tempted to post something on the forum, but UrbexSacha had taken an 

extended holiday to travel to eastern Siberia, and wouldn’t be back for some time. To be 

honest, she wasn’t really interested any more. Life had moved on, and she was pretty happy 

with things as they were, without the need for any extra excitement. 

A warm hand wraps around her own. 

‘Hey, thought you would be at work,’ she says, turning to August. Still August. 

‘Ana’s more than capable, she taught me everything I know about ice-cream. 

Anyway, it’s been a busy week.’ 

‘You are such a businessman―’ she stops herself. ‘Sorry.’ 

‘Businessman is fine. Don’t tie yourself in knots.’ 

There’s a crash, as the mini digger mounts the fallen wall and drags out a load of old 

fittings, along with a pair of catastrophically bent chairs and what looks like a blue sleeping 

bag. August tilts their head, then looks away. 

‘You okay?’ says Mix-Up. 

‘Pretty good. It never quite goes away, does it?’ 

No, it doesn’t. Mix-Up can swear she keeps hearing the sound of gulls (not seagulls) 

when she’s in bed, but knows there aren’t any. She doesn’t want to imagine what might be 

making the cries, and has a decent playlist on her new phone, just in case the thoughts get a 
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bit too intrusive. Last night it was just the one sound, what seemed like far overhead, but she 

was asleep after a few songs―a bit of MCR, Tame Impala and, because Shona mocks her for 

it, Taylor Swift. 

She shrugs, and walks with August along the path, just to see the demolition from a 

different angle. There are bent metal rods sticking out from the concrete, and Mix-Up can 

now see where all the rust came from. Classic 1960s institutional design. All of the function, 

none of the looks. The mini-digger is now going back in, and Mix-Up is a bit worried it will 

fall down the stairs and into the void. She wants to shout out, warn the driver not to go too 

close in case― 

The hand round hers tightens a little. 

‘It’s okay, they filled it in last week.’ 

‘Really?’ 

‘Yes, really. Stop worrying. Anyway, I’ll fight anyone who tries anything on with 

you.’ 

Mix-Up laughs and picks August up, running for a few metres with their feet waving 

above the tarmac, before plopping them down again. 

‘They’ll have to fight me first,’ says Mix-Up. 

August looks as though they are about to say something in reply, and then an elderly 

man with a large, slow dog walks past. It isn’t clear who is taking whom for a walk, but it’s 

quite sweet all the same. The two of them watch as the man and dog continue along the 

grassy swathe. August puts one hand into their hoodie pocket. 

‘I meant to give you this,’ they say, passing Mix-Up a small, fully compostable 

paper bag. 

‘What is it?’ 

‘I’m not entirely sure. I think it’s yours; it was in the old factory by the station.’ 
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Mix-Up gets a strange feeling in the pit of her stomach. There’s no reason she 

should be scared of something she might have just dropped―after all, it’s hers―but it still 

feels a bit like fear. She opens up the bag and looks inside. 

It’s just a hair scrunchie. One of the fancy metallic ones in rainbow colours. 

‘Oh. Well, I think it’s mine, but I don’t completely remember having it.’ 

‘That makes sense,’ replies August. 

‘What does?’ 

‘Oh, nothing. Just my weird brain doing things. Shall I put it on you?’ 

Mix-Turns gives the bag to August, then pulls off her own, black scrunchie and puts 

it round her wrist. She turns her head, and after a few seconds feels August’s hands in her 

hair. It’s a nice feeling. 
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Again...again 

Guilt. Not exactly that, but something very close to it. That feeling when you did something 

that, by the tiniest thread possible, made something good happen―or stopped something 

really bad. It’s been eating away at Shona for weeks. The initial blast of euphoria Shona felt 

when she stepped close to the cave and thought she knew everything? It turns out she didn’t 

understand anything like that, not even a bit. 

But she did understand enough to play a small part in dragging Mix-Up back 

from...wherever she went all that time. Her friend still hasn’t told her what went on and it 

JUST.DOESN’T.MAKE.SENSE. She really thought she knew what was going on―how 

people were being taken someplace, and getting old, and for whatever sick reason, having 

their eyes taken out by a supernatural melon-baller, or something. And then Mix-Up gets 

pulled into the Dead Zone, and is gone for, what? An hour? Then she reckons it’s only been a 

few seconds. 

If anything Mix-Up looked even better than when she went in. 

And the real kicker is that Shona feels guilty about everything. Okay, she poured a 

load of it out on Ryan, poor sod, although he is an annoying git and was being creepy when 

August and Mix-Up came round. But still, he didn’t really deserve to be kicked out, it wasn’t 

really his fault. 

But what if... 

...Mix-Up’s phone hadn’t done that emergency call? 

...Shona hadn’t noticed her friend running off with the dog? 

...the big guy hadn’t seen Shona walking around the cliff? 

...she hadn’t grabbed hold of Mix-Up’s hand at the exact time she had, and even then 

what if she hadn’t held on and on and, despite her muscles burning and the sky getting darker 
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and it seeming as though the disembodied arm was always going to stay disembodied, she 

had just decided to let go and walk away? 

Not for the first time today, Shona wants to cry, and needs to give Mix-Up the biggest 

hug. It’s probably really unhealthy hanging onto this stuff, but she can’t help it. Stuff like that 

doesn’t just go, like poof! and everything feels great again. 

Her phone starts ringing with the opening to Shake It Off. Shona hasn’t had the heart 

to even replace that since Mix-Up unlocked her phone and changed the ringtone without her 

knowledge. Cow. Shona allows herself a tiny smile and reaches across the bed to answer. 

‘Hey, what’s up?’ says Shona. 

‘Me.’ 

‘Hello you. Where you at?’ 

‘Outside your door, about to break in and steal all your worldly possessions.’ 

‘I’ll be down. Love you.’ 

‘You too.’ 

Somehow she knows. She does that a lot, and for that Shona has to feel a bit grateful, 

even though it is quite weird. She sits up and drags her bum down the bed, then puts her feet 

on the floor. There’s a knock on the front door. 

‘Coming!’ she shouts, then decides to write another quick note to stick to the door. 

Everyone is beautiful in their fragility 

It feels right for a sunny morning, the kind when good things are meant to happen, but 

seldom do. Maybe because it’s Monday. Even in the school holidays, Monday has that 

negative glamour you have to shake off. Shona walks back to the window, so she can open it 

and look down upon Mix-Up and make some sarcastic comment about her hair, then notices a 

familiar shape in the sky, growing larger by the second. Oh no, please not again. She 
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watches, horrified, as the gull, with its enormous wings and red-flashed beak, swoops 

towards her window, then suddenly veers upwards and over her roof with a downward beat of 

its wings and a jubilant cry. 

Maybe it’s not going to be such a bad day after all. 

 

 

 

THE END 

 

 


